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Abstract

A New Global Optimization Strategy for the

Molecular Replacement Problem

by

Diane C� Jamrog

The primary technique for determining the three�dimensional structure of a pro�

tein is X�ray crystallography� in which the molecular replacement �MR� problem

arises as a critical step� Knowledge of protein structures is extremely useful for

medical research� including discovering the molecular basis of disease and designing

pharmaceutical drugs� This thesis proposes a new strategy to solve the MR problem�

which is a global optimization problem to �nd the optimal orientation and position

of a structurally similar model protein that will produce calculated intensities closest

to those observed from an X�ray crystallography experiment� Improving the applica�

bility and the robustness of MR methods is an important research goal because com�

monly used traditional MR methods� though often successful� have di�culty solving

certain classes of MR problems� Moreover� the use of MR methods is only expected

to increase as more structures are deposited into the Protein Data Bank�

The new strategy has two major components	 a six�dimensional global search

and multi�start local optimization� The global search uses a low�frequency surrogate

objective function and samples a coarse grid to identify good starting points for multi�

start local optimization� which uses a more accurate objective function� As a result�

the global search is relatively quick and the local optimization e
orts are focused on

promising regions of the MR variable space where solutions are likely to exist� in



contrast to the traditional search strategy that exhaustively samples a uniformly �ne

grid of the variable space� In addition� the new strategy is deterministic� in contrast

to stochastic search methods that randomly sample the variable space�

This dissertation introduces a new MR program called SOMoRe that implements

the new global optimization strategy� When tested on seven problems� SOMoRe was

able to straightforwardly solve every test problem� including three problems that could

not be directly solved by traditional MR programs� Moreover� SOMoRe also solved

a MR problem using a less complete model than those required by two traditional

programs and a stochastic �D program� Based on these results� this new strategy

promises to extend the applicability and robustness of MR�
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Chapter �

Introduction

Knowledge of protein structures is critically useful for scienti�c understanding of

a wide range of biological processes at the molecular level� Moreover� knowledge

of protein structures can be used for medical research� including understanding the

molecular basis of certain diseases and designing pharmaceutical drugs� The primary

technique for determining the detailed three�dimensional structure of a protein is

X�ray crystallography� However� when X�ray crystallography is used� the so�called

phase problem results� One method for attacking the phase problem is to solve the

molecular replacement �MR� problem using a structurally similar model protein� As a

result� solving the MR problem is a critical step in determining the three�dimensional

structure of a protein when X�ray crystallography is used�

In general� the goal of a MR method is to solve the MR problem� that is� to �nd

the orientations and translations of a given model protein that produce calculated

intensities closest to those observed from an X�ray crystallography experiment� The

observed intensities are measured when X�rays are scattered by a crystallized protein�

whose structure is to be determined� The calculated intensities are computed from

the atomic coordinates of a model protein that should be structurally similar to the

crystallized protein� Once the MR problem is solved� that is� the relative orientation

and position of the crystallized protein is determined� then a preliminary electron

�





density map of the crystallized protein can be computed� thereby revealing the crys�

tallized protein�s atomic structure� A more in depth discussion of the connection

between the phase problem� the MR problem� and protein structure determination is

given in Chapter � along with some background on X�ray crystallography�

Overall� the use of MR methods is expected to continue to increase� To solve a

MR problem� a model protein is typically downloaded from the Protein Data Bank

�PDB�� which currently holds ������ structures ���� As more and more structures are

deposited into the PDB� it will be more likely that an accurate model protein will be

available for a given MR problem�

However� research is still needed to improve MR methods� Although successful in

solving many problems� traditional MR methods are known to have di�culty solving

certain classes of MR problems� including MR problems for which a very accurate

model protein is not available and problems involving a protein crystal that has a

great deal of internal symmetry� For example� when a truly novel structure is to be

determined� a very accurate model may not be available� This dissertation develops a

new global optimizationmethod that should be more successful on those MR problems

for which traditional methods are known to have di�culty�

��� MR as a global optimization problem

The MR problem is a global optimization problem that uses an objective function to

measure disagreement between the observed and calculated intensities� In its most

general form� the MR problem is a �n�dimensional ��nD� problem� where n is the

number of molecules in the smallest unique portion of the crystal� known as the

asymmetric unit� The dimension is �n because six variables are required to position

each of the n molecules in the asymmetric unit	 three rotational variables and three

translational variables� Typically� MR problems are either �D or �D because n is

usually equal to one or two �though exceptions exist��



�

��� Current approaches

Currently� there are two basic sets of approaches for solving the MR problem	 �i�

traditional approaches� which separately optimize the orientation and translation of

the model protein and �ii� higher�dimensional approaches� either �D or �nD� which

simultaneously optimize the orientation and translation of one or more copies of the

model protein�

Traditional approaches

In ���� Rossman and Blow ���� proposed that the MR problem be solved by two

separate searches	 �rst a search to identify optimal orientations of the model� using

an objective function known as a rotation function� and then a search to identify

optimal translations of the oriented model� using a translation function� At that time�

�D searches were beyond their computing capabilities� Since then� traditional MR

codes have determined many molecular structures� Moreover� traditional methods

are computationally e�cient when a solution can be found� However� di�cult MR

problems exist that can not be solved by traditional methods�

There are two main drawbacks of traditional approaches� First� for more di��

cult MR problems� the lowest valued local minima of traditional rotation functions

often do not represent the orientation component of a MR solution ���� ��� ���� If

the optimal orientation is not found� then the optimal translation cannot be found�

and the traditional method fails� Second� traditional methods typically require model

proteins that are structurally very similar to the target protein� whose structure is

to be determined ��� ��� ���� In general� traditional ��MR� is not always successful �

� � and is likely to have di�culties when the search models are poor� the structure

is symmetrical� the space group is of high symmetry or the di
raction data are in�

complete� ��� A more in�depth discussion of the causes of such di�culties is given in

Chapter ��



�

Higher�dimensional approaches

With today�s improved computing resources� more accurate formulations of the

MR problem can now be used� To avoid the drawbacks associated with separately

optimizing the orientation and position of the model� �D MR methods have been

designed to simultaneously optimize the two sets of MR variables� Parallelized �D

searches ���� and both �D and �nD stochastic optimization approaches have been pro�

posed ���� ��� ���� Six�dimensional searches and traditional searches are deterministic

search procedures because they evaluate an objective function at a predetermined set

of points in the MR variable space� while stochastic approaches search the MR vari�

able space in a random fashion�

Besides the di
erence in the number of variables that are optimized during higher�

dimensional and traditional approaches� the calculated intensities are computed dif�

ferently� During the rotation search of traditional methods� intensities are calculated

using only a single copy of the model� In contrast� for �D and �nD methods� the

intensities are calculated from the model and all its symmetry mates in the unit cell

�the basic repeating unit of the crystal�� In reality� all molecules in the unit cell

scatter X�rays and thereby contribute to the magnitudes of the observed intensities�

Thus� the calculated intensities of the �D methods should be more accurate than the

calculated intensities used to evaluate traditional rotation functions� A more in�depth

description of traditional and higher�dimensional approaches is given in Chapter ��

��� New approach

In this dissertation� we propose a new multi�start global optimization strategy� where

the starting points for the multi�start local optimization component of the strategy

are determined intelligently from the evaluation of a low�frequency surrogate objec�

tive function� First� using a low�frequency surrogate function� a global �D search is

performed� that is� the function is evaluated at a number of �D points in the MR vari�
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able space� which we refer to collectively as a sampling of the MR variable space� In

general� the frequency of the function is determined by the �frequency� of the inten�

sities used� When low�frequency or low�resolution intensities are used� the function

is smooth in comparison to higher�frequency objective functions that are computed

from higher�frequency observed and calculated intensities� Because the low�frequency

surrogate has a smoothly varying landscape� a coarse �D search can be used to sample

of the variable space in a relatively short amount of time� We discuss the frequency

of intensities in section ������

Next� starting from the quality points identi�ed by the coarse global �D search�

that is� the points with lowest surrogate function values� multi�start local optimization

is initiated using a more accurate objective function that is computed from a more

complete� higher�resolution set of intensities� As a result� local optimization e
orts

will be focused on regions of the MR variable space where MR solutions are more

likely to exist� in contrast to traditional methods or �D searches that exhaustively

search a uniformly �ne grid� and in contrast to �D stochastic methods that randomly

sample the variable space�

Finally� all the �D local minima that may be MR solutions are ranked in ascend�

ing order according to their function values and some post processing is performed�

including crystallographic packing checks� Because the MR problem is a global op�

timization problem� one naturally expects the lowest valued local minimum to be a

solution to the MR problem� The new strategy and crystallographic packing check

are de�ned in detail in Chapter ��

We wish to emphasize that the �D global search is performed using a low�frequency

surrogate function� while the multi�start local optimization is performed using a more

accurate objective function� In addition� we wish to emphasize that new strategy is

embarrassingly parallelizable because it is deterministic not stochastic�

The �D formulation of the MR problem is used rather than the traditional one

not only because the calculated intensities will be more accurate� but also because
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evidence indicates that traditional objective functions perform poorly when low res�

olution data are used� Br�unger and his co�workers report that if predominantly

low�resolution data are used� then the global minima of a commonly used traditional

objective function are unlikely to correspond to MR solutions ���� ���� Furthermore�

in section ��� we demonstrate that a commonly used �D objective function is more

accurate than its traditional counterpart when low�resolution data are used�

��� Novel aspects of the approach

Using a surrogate low�frequency objective function� the proposed new approach is very

di
erent from the mainstreamMR approaches� Currently� only medium resolution �or

higher�frequency� intensities are typically used to solve MR problems� However� using

a surrogate objective function allows a �D grid search to be implemented e�ciently�

An objective function computed using medium to high�resolution intensities will

have a huge number of local minima� As a result� a �D grid search to �nd the

global minima of such a high�frequency objective function would require a very �ne

sampling of the MR variable space and hence a massive amount of computation� On

the other hand� if an objective function is computed using low�resolution data� the

objective function will have signi�cantly fewer minima and larger convex regions about

the global minima� which is good for local optimization methods� Consequently� if

primarily low�resolution data are used� then a coarser sampling may be used� resulting

in a much faster search�

Currently� coarse� low�resolution global searches are atypical� Low�resolution in�

tensities are not typically used because they can be more di�cult to measure ��� ���

and extra modeling is required to calculate low�resolution intensities because the mag�

nitudes of low�resolution intensities are a
ected by the liquid of the crystal exterior to

the protein� see ����� for example� A few researchers� implementing higher�dimensional

searches� advocate using low�resolution data because coarser grid searches can be
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used� thereby reducing run time ���� ���� However� such coarse searches� where the

dimension of the search space is greater than three� do not appear to have been em�

braced by the X�ray crystallography community� We are aware of only a few published

examples of successful� coarse� higher�dimensional searches of low�frequency objective

functions ���� ����

One possible reason that such coarse searches have not been adopted is that a

coarse grid search alone is unlikely to identify a MR solution� as we show in Chapter

�� When the grid search is rather coarse� a point in the sampling is unlikely be close

enough to a global minimum to produce a function value that is low enough to stand

out in comparison to all the other function values evaluated� Moreover� the lowest

valued grid point is unlikely to be near a solution unless the model is nearly perfect� as

will also be shown in Chapter �� Thus� local optimization of many of the lowest valued

grid points found during the coarse global search� for example� between ��� to �����

points� is essential and an integral component our new strategy� The new strategy

shifts much of the emphasis of most MR methods from a grid search or searches onto

local optimization� In this respect� the new strategy is also very di
erent from the

strategies of current MR methods�

��� Overview of results

We have implemented the new strategy in a new MR program called SOMoRe �Search

and Optimization for Molecular Replacement�� The MR results obtained from SO�

MoRe are presented in Chapter �� When tested on seven test problems� SOMoRe

clearly solved each test problem� The �nal output of SOMoRe is a list of local minima

with lowest objective function values� and after post�processing� for each and every

problem the lowest valued minimum is a MR solution�

SOMoRe was able to successfully and straightforwardly resolve three problems

that could not be solved directly by traditional methods� Moreover� SOMoRe also
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resolved a MR problem using a less complete model than the model required by two

traditional approaches and a �D stochastic approach� Furthermore� the run times

of SOMoRe are quite reasonable� as shown in Chapter �� Overall� these results

demonstrate that the new approach promises to allow di�cult MR problems to be

solved� in particular those problems that either cannot be solved directly or at all by

some of the most commonly used traditional MR programs�

Finally� this thesis also contributes to the mathematical theory for a commonly

used objective function� the correlation coe�cient ����� In Chapter �� we establish the

equivalence between optimizing the correlation coe�cient and a least squares function�

In addition� we provide a theoretical explanation for the failure of traditional rotation

functions when low�resolution data are used� The mathematical argument shows that

the use of mostly low�resolution data e
ectively diminishes the peaks of a Patterson

function that are used by rotation functions to indicate whether a rotation is optimal

or not�



Chapter �

Background on X�ray

Crystallography and MR

In this chapter� we present the mathematical de�nitions needed to describe MR� When

a researcher wishes to determine a detailed three�dimensional structure of a protein

using X�ray crystallography� the �rst step is to grow a protein crystal� Then the

X�ray di
raction pattern or intensities of the crystallized protein must be measured�

and a model protein that is structurally similar to the crystallized protein must be

found� The objective functions used by a MR method are determined not only by

the observed intensities� but also by the calculated intensities that are determined by

the model protein� Therefore� to introduce the mathematical variables and formulas

referred to throughout this thesis� one subsection of this chapter is devoted to each

of the following topics	 the protein crystal� the model protein� and the observed and

calculated intensities�

However� �rst we explain the connection between MR and protein structure de�

termination� that is� how essentially mapping the model protein onto a crystallized

protein allows the crystallized protein�s structure to be determined� To do so� we ex�

plain why protein structures cannot be imaged to atomic resolution by microscopes�

but rather that X�rays or neutrons must be used to visualize a protein�s atoms� Then

�
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we explain the phase problem� a mathematical complication that results when X�rays

are used� Finally� we describe how MR solves this phase problem�

After presenting the relationship between MR and protein structure determina�

tion� the background continues with a description of the mathematical properties and

variables related to the protein crystal that a
ect MR computations� We discuss both

fractional coordinates that are used in computing the model�s intensities and crys�

tallographic symmetry that a
ects the accuracy and computational complexity of a

MR method� Finally� we conclude section � with a restatement of the MR problem

in terms of the molecules in the asymmetric unit of the crystal�

Because the similarity of the model protein to the crystallized protein is critical

to the success of MR� in section ��� we describe how a researcher typically chooses a

model protein� The greater the structural similarity between the model and crystal�

lized protein� the more accurate the calculated data and therefore the more accurate

the MR� We discuss the model protein prior to the calculated data because the model�s

coordinates determine the calculated data�

In section ��� all variables related to the observed and calculated intensities are

de�ned� We brie�y describe the physics of an X�ray di
raction experiment from which

the observed intensities are measured� Then we present the formula used to calculate

the model protein�s intensities� highlighting the relationship between the experiment

and the formula� An understanding of the observed and calculated intensities is es�

sential because MR compares these intensities in order to �nd the orientation and

position of the model that minimizes the disagreement between observed and calcu�

lated intensities� Finally� with all the necessary variables de�ned� in section ��� we

present the equation that can be used to compute preliminary electron density of the

crystallized protein once the MR problem has been solved�
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��� MR and structure determination

MR is a critical step in determining a detailed image of a crystallized protein�s atoms

using X�ray di
raction� In general� X�ray and neutron di
raction techniques provide

the only way for the image of molecular structures to be produced with resolution

high enough to distinguish individual atoms� To produce the image of an object�

electro�magnetic radiation� such as visible light� must be scattered by the object and

recombined by a lens� as for example� by the lens of our eyes or by a microscope lens�

However� in order to produce a detailed image of an object� the radiation must have a

wavelength equal to or smaller than the size of the object� Visible light and electron

beams cannot be used to produce the image of atoms because their wavelengths are

too large� However� X�rays and neutrons have short enough wavelengths�

On the other hand� the use of X�rays and neutrons complicates the imaging pro�

cess because these waves cannot be refocused to produce an image� as light or electron

beams are refocused in microscopes� No lens exists for X�rays or neutrons� In the case

of X�rays� the scattered waves can only be intercepted and the amplitudes of these

waves measured� The phases of the di
racted X�rays cannot be measured because of

physical limits� The lack of an X�ray lens means that the X�rays must be mathemat�

ically �refocused�� using a Fourier transform� However� good approximations to the

unmeasurable phases must �rst be found� Once estimates for the phases are found�

the di
racted waves can be approximated� and then a Fourier transform can be used

to mathematically �refocus� these approximate waves� thereby producing an image

of the crystallized protein� As a result� determining the phases� that is� solving the

phase problem allows the protein�s image to be computed mathematically�

One way of attacking the phase problem is to approximate the unmeasurable

phases of the crystallized protein by phases calculated from a model of the crystallized

protein� Then� the experimentally observed intensities and the model�s computed

phases can be used to compute a �rst approximation to the electron density of the

crystallized protein� However� the model must have nearly the same orientation and
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position as the crystallized protein for the model�s phases to be accurate enough to be

of any value� Therefore� accurate MR� the accurate positioning of the model protein�

is critical to producing a good approximation to the crystallized protein�s electron

density� If the approximate electron density is not good enough� then the re�nement

of this density will come to a standstill� and the crystallized protein�s structure will

remain undetermined�

��� Protein crystals and symmetry

Two sets of variables are introduced in this section	 fractional coordinates and sym�

metry operators� But �rst a basic de�nition of the protein crystal must be given�

A protein crystal is a three�dimensional periodic arrangement of proteins with liquid

between them that is speci�ed by a unit cell� an imaginary parallelepiped that con�

tains the basic repeating unit of the crystal� The unit cell generates the crystal when

stacked three dimensionally and therefore characterizes the translational periodicity

of the crystal� Figure �� is a schematic of the imaginary parallelepipeds or unit cells

stacked three�dimensionally in the crystal� The unit cell is de�ned by a set of basis

vectors� a�b� c � R� � specifying the parallelepipeds and a lattice known as the real

lattice� The length of a basis vector is very small� typically reported in Angstroms

��A�� where ��A� ����cm�

Unit cell

protein

y

z

x

Figure ��	 A schematic of a protein crystal with four unit cells delineated�
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One set of variables� determined by the unit cell basis vectors and used to cal�

culate the model�s intensities� are fractional coordinates� In order to calculate the

model�s intensities� the model�s coordinates must be expressed with respect to the

unit cell basis vectors� although they are often expressed and typically stored in the

PDB with respect to the standard Euclidean basis vectors� When expressed with re�

spect to the unit cell basis vectors� the coordinates are called fractional coordinates�

when expressed with respect to the standard basis vectors� they are called orthogonal

coordinates� Any point p in the unit cell can be expressed as a linear combination

of the unit cell basis vectors	 p � xa  yb  c� where the triplet of scalars� �x� y� z��

are the fractional coordinates� and x� y� and z are each in ��� ��� To convert orthog�

onal or Cartesian coordinates of an atom� xc� to fractional coordinates� xf � or to

de�orthogonalize them one merely multiplies xc by D � A�� � R��� � The matrix A is

a function of the unit cell basis vectors� In addition� there are several possible choices

for A� The choice or convention used in this thesis is presented in Appendix A� some

other conventions are listed in �����

The second set of variables related to the crystal that can be used when the

model�s intensities are calculated are symmetry operators� de�ned by symmetry in

the protein crystal known as crystallographic symmetry� In the following paragraphs�

we describe crystallographic symmetry and then present its mathematical de�nition

in terms of symmetry operators that are pairs of matrices and vectors� Finally� we

explain how symmetry operators a
ect not only the accuracy� but also the runtime

of a MR method�

The periodic structure of the crystal necessarily has translational symmetry be�

cause translating a unit cell and all its contents by any integer combination of the

basis vectors will superimpose this unit cell on another identical unit cell within the

crystal� However� additional symmetry� crystallographic symmetry� exists in the crys�

tal if the application of a symmetry operator to each molecule in the unit cell produces

the coordinates of another molecule in the crystal� For example� if the rotation of
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each molecule in the unit cell about an axis superimposes the molecule onto an ex�

isting molecule� then rotational symmetry exists� Crystallographic symmetry can be

present only if more than one molecule crystallizes in the unit cell� but in general�

this does not guarantee the existence of crystallographic symmetry� In fact� when a

protein crystallizes� there is no guarantee that crystallographic symmetry will result�

However� the existence of crystallographic symmetry is deduced by the systematic

absence of intensities in the di
raction pattern of the crystal�

Crystallographic symmetry is mathematically de�ned by symmetry operators or

pairs of matrices and vectors� If Sg � R��� and sg � R� de�ne the gth symmetry

operator and x � R� are the fractional coordinates of one of the protein�s atoms� then

the fractional coordinates of the same atom in the gth symmetry related protein are

x� � Sgx sg� Symmetry operations include rotation about an axis and re�ection in

a mirror plane� as well as� rotation about an axis combined with translation parallel

to the crystal�s basis vectors� For some examples� see ����

Each symmetry operator used in MR belongs to a space group� In the Interna�

tional Tables for Crystallography ����� each symmetry operator is de�ned by a matrix

with entries of either �� � or�� and a vector with components of either �� ��� ���� ����
or ��� ����� However� MR does not use all possible combinations of such matrices

and vectors� To preserve the properties of a three�dimensional lattice� MR uses only

�� sets of symmetry operators or space groups� which are labeled by either a num�

ber between � and �� or by a Hermann�Mauguin symbol that signi�es the type of

symmetry present� For example� space group ��� is also referred to as P�� the letter

P signi�es a lattice type and the �� a six�fold rotation axis� For more information

about space group P�� see Appendix B� For more information about symmetry and

symmetry operators� see ���� Ch� �� and ��� Ch� ���

Crystallographic symmetry has several impacts on MR	 �i� computational com�

plexity� �ii� accuracy� and �iii� implications for performance of the MR method� For

a given space group besides P�� there are at least two and as many as forty�eight
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symmetry operators� including the identity operator� If symmetry operators are used

to calculate the model�s intensities� then the more symmetry operators� the more

computation� and all other factors being equal� the longer the run time of the MR ap�

proach� However� MR approaches use crystallographic symmetry because the model

protein�s intensities will better match the crystallized protein�s intensities at a solution

to the MR problem� As a result� MR approaches that use crystallographic symmetry

should be more accurate than approaches that don�t use crystallographic symmetry�

Finally� traditional MR approaches� which never use crystallographic symmetry in

the search for optimal orientation� often fail on problems that involve crystals with

high symmetry� that is� space groups with many symmetry operators �� ��� ����

In addition� understanding crystallographic symmetry is critical to the e�ciency

of MR because knowing the symmetry operators that apply to the crystal reduces the

number of proteins that must be positioned by MR� For example� if there are four

proteins in the unit cell� then presumably all four should be positioned� However� if

there are four crystallographic symmetry operators� including the identity operator�

de�ning the space group of this crystal� then only one protein needs to be positioned

because the application of the three non�identity symmetry operators to any one of

the coordinates of the four proteins will generate the symmetry related coordinates

of the remaining three�

As a result� crystallographic symmetry allows the crystal to be speci�ed by a

subset of the unit cell called the asymmetric unit� The application of the space group

symmetry operators and basis vector translations to the asymmetric unit generates

the crystal�s entire �D structure� Therefore� symmetry reduces the determination of

protein structure in the unit cell to the determination of structure in the asymmetric

unit� �If there is no crystallographic symmetry� then the asymmetric unit is simply

the unit cell�� Now� the MR problem can be more precisely stated	 given observed

intensities and a model protein� determine the orientation�s� and position�s� of the

model in the crystal�s asymmetric unit that produce�s� calculated intensities most
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similar to the those observed from an X�ray di
raction experiment�

Therefore� the number of molecules in the asymmetric unit determines the true

dimension of the variable space of the MR problem� As mentioned� the MR problem

is an optimization problem to determine the rotations and translations of a model

that produce calculated intensities most similar to those observed� Because three

angles and three translations de�ne the rotation and translation of a molecule and

because there are typically only one to two molecules in the asymmetric unit� the

true dimension of the variable space for the MR optimization problem is usually � or

�� The adjective true emphasizes that the goal of MR is to position the molecules

in the asymmetric unit because they specify the unit cell that in turn speci�es the

crystal� However� some MR methods� in particular traditional ones� disregard the

true dimension of the MR problem in order to improve e�ciency� despite a reduction

in accuracy�

��� An a priori structurally similar model protein

Before MR can take place� a model protein that is structurally similar to the crys�

tallized protein must be identi�ed� The success of MR depends on the similarity of

the model to the crystallized protein� If the model is not similar enough� then MR

is doomed� if the model is poor� MR may be possible� but more di�cult� To �nd

a protein that is a priori structurally similar to a protein whose structure has yet

to be determined sounds like a di�cult task� but researchers know the linear amino

acid sequence of the crystallized protein� Given this sequence� the researcher searches

the PDB for a protein that has a similar amino acid sequence� Similarity of the

two sequences indicates that the two proteins may be homologous� that is� may have

evolved from the same genetic ancestor and are likely to be structurally similar� For

more information on homology� see ��� ����
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��� Observed and calculated intensities

With the model protein� the intensities can be calculated for any orientation and

translation of the model� and an objective function can be used to compare the cal�

culated and observed intensities in order to approximately determine the crystallized

protein�s position�s� in the asymmetric unit� The observed intensities are measured

from an X�ray crystallography experiment� On the other hand� the intensities of the

model are calculated using a discrete Fourier summation or fast Fourier transform

�FFT�� In this section� we present the discrete Fourier summation used to calculate

the model�s intensities and describe the experiment from which the observed intensi�

ties are measured� highlighting parallels between the experiment and the formula�

After crystallizing a protein� a researcher uses a detector to measure observed

intensities from an X�ray crystallography experiment� during which a protein crystal

is rotated in the path of an X�ray beam� While in the beam� the protein�s elec�

trons di
ract the X�rays� that is� X�rays scattered by the electrons constructively and

destructively interact with each other� For a particular direction� all the di
racted

X�rays traveling in that direction may be added together to determine essentially

one total wave that strikes the detector� For most directions� the scattered X�rays

interfere with one another� canceling each other out� producing a total wave with

zero amplitude� as a result� no intensity is registered� However� because the crystal is

periodic� there are directions in which the scattered X�rays constructively interact so

that the summation of the scattered X�rays produces a total wave with a signi�cant

amplitude that can be measured as an intensity�

The intensities occur at points in a three�dimensional lattice known as the recipro�

cal lattice because the molecules are arranged with respect to the real crystallographic

lattice� A structure arranged with respect to a lattice produces a di
raction pattern

arranged with respect to another lattice related to the �rst� The di
raction pattern

of the crystal or collection of intensities is a sampling of the Fourier transform of the

unit cell at the reciprocal lattice points� for example� see ��� Ch� ��� The points in
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Figure �	 A precession photograph of some intensities from an X�ray experiment�
The intensities are the dark spots�

reciprocal lattice are labeled h � �h� k� l� � Z�� The intensity occurring at reciprocal

lattice point h is labeled Ih� Figure � is a precession photograph of some intensities

from an X�ray experiment that occur on one layer of the reciprocal lattice� For an

explanation of the relationship between the lattice points and the directions for which

the scattered X�rays produce intensities� that is� a statement of the Laue conditions�

see Appendix C�

The model�s intensities can be calculated either by computing a discrete Fourier

transform �DFT� using its fractional coordinates or by computing a FFT of its elec�

tron density� The MR program developed for this thesis research does the latter�

taking advantage of a library of e�cient FFT routines called FFTW ���� However�

we present the equation for the DFT because the results in section �� are obtained

using it and because we wish to emphasize relationship between this DFT and the

one used to compute electron density� which is presented in section ���

Both the DFT and the FFT of the electron density produce a set of complex

numbers called structure factors� A structure factor� Fh� compactly represents the

amplitude and phase of an X�ray wave that strikes the detector� The complex number

is called a structure factor because it is directly determined by the protein structure
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in the unit cell� An observed intensity is mathematically de�ned to be the magnitude

of the structure factor multiplied by an unknown scale factor K	

Ioh � KjF o
hj�� ����

where F o
h � a  ib with a� b � R� i �

p�� � and jF o
hj� � a�  b�� Therefore on a

relative scale Ioh � jF o
hj� ��� p� ����� Throughout this thesis� we will refer to an

observed intensity as Ioh and a calculated intensity as I
c
h�

When the model�s intensities are calculated� jF c
hj� may be multiplied by an ex�

ponential factor to quantify the local displacements of the atoms in the crystal� In

this research� the exponential factor exp��Bd��h���� is used� where B is a constant

known as the temperature factor that can be �t from the di
raction data� and d��h� is

the distance between the reciprocal lattice point h and the origin of reciprocal space�

A structure factor is mathematically de�ned to be the Fourier transform of the

electron density in the unit cell	

F c
h���x�� � V

Z �

x��

Z �

y��

Z �

z��

��x� exp��ih � x� dx dy dz� ���

where ��x� is the electron density at the fractional coordinate x � �x� y� z�� V is the

volume of the unit cell� and the volume of integration is the unit cell� In practice� the

structure factor is computed from the electron density of the protein assuming that

the electron density of an atom is nonzero inside and zero outside a Van der Waals

sphere about the atom�s nucleus� As a result� equation ��� may be expressed by a

discrete summation� Let N be the number of atoms in the protein� G� the number

of symmetry operators� fj�d
��h��� the atomic scattering factor for the jth atom� and

xj � �xj� yj� zj�� the fractional coordinates of the jth atom� then the structure factor

Fh � Fh�x�� � � � �xn� at reciprocal lattice point h is computed using

F c
h �

GX
g��

NX
j��

fj�d
��h�� exp��ih � �Sgxj  sg�� � C � ����

The summation above mathematically models the addition of all the di
racted X�

rays from a unit cell in the direction associated with the lattice point h� The atomic

--
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scattering factors fj�d
��h�� are the discrete analogue to ��x� in equation ���� while

the set of atoms in the unit cell� fSgxj  sg 	 j � �� � � � � N and g � �� � � � � Gg� is the
analogue to the continuous variable x in equation ����

Finally� the atomic scattering factor fj�d
��h�� in equation ���� is a continuous

function of d��h�� the distance from the origin of reciprocal space to the lattice point

h� The distance ��d��h� is known as the resolution of the structure factor and is

measured in �A units� In addition� the function fj�d
��h�� is di
erent for di
erent

elements� For example� the structure factor function for carbon is di
erent from that

of oxygen� Appendix D presents an equation often used to compute approximations

to fj�d
��h��� and Appendix A presents an equation to compute d��h��

��� Electron density

Once MR is used to determined the best orientation and position of the model by com�

paring the observed and calculated intensities� the three�dimensional structure of the

protein can be determined by computing� interpreting� and re�ning an approximate

electron density map� Maxima in the electron density map indicate the presence of

atoms� thereby revealing the �D structure of the crystallized protein� Electron density

is the Fourier transform of the structure factors	

��x� �
�

V

X
h

X
k

X
l

Fh exp���ih � x�� ����

However� the electron density of the crystallized protein cannot be directly com�

puted using this equation because the structure factors� Fh � C � that represent the

amplitudes and phases of the di
racted X�rays are not available from the experi�

ment� But because the experiment does provide the amplitudes� jFhj� although not
the phases� we can compute an approximate electron density� using the equation

��x� �
�

V

X
h

X
k

X
l

jFhj exp���ih � x i�h� ����
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and approximations to the phases �h� Equation ���� is equivalent to ���� because

Fh can be written as jFhj exp�i�h�� where

�h � tan
���b�a� ����

given Fh � a  ib�

Therefore� to compute the �rst approximation to the electron density of the crys�

tallized protein� equation ���� is evaluated using the experimentally observed ampli�

tudes of the di
racted X�rays and the phases calculated from the model� The phases

of the model can only be used as approximations to the phases of the crystallized pro�

tein after the model has been correctly positioned by MR� Once the model has been

correctly positioned� equation ���� can be used to compute the model�s structure

factors� and then equation ���� can be used to compute the phases of these structure

factors�



Chapter �

Optimization Formulations of the

MR Problem

As mentioned in the �rst chapter� there are two sets of approaches for solving the MR

problem	 �i� traditional approaches� which separately optimize rotation and transla�

tion of the model protein and �ii� higher�dimensional approaches� which simultane�

ously optimize rotation and translation� The underlying struggle between the two

formulations is computational e�ciency verses accuracy� Initially the computational

e�ciency of the traditional approach made solving the MR problem possible� How�

ever� with faster processors and parallelization� higher�dimensional formulations of

the MR problem that involve more accurate modeling can now be used�

��� The general MR problem

As mentioned in the �rst chapter� the MR problem is a �n�dimensional ��nD� prob�

lem� where n is the number of molecules in the asymmetric unit that should be

independently positioned� The dimension is �n because six variables are required to

position each of the n molecules in the asymmetric unit	 three rotational variables

and three translational variables� For every rotation and translation of the model
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considered� intensities are calculated and then used to evaluate an objective function

that measures agreement between the observed and calculated intensities�

��� Calculating the intensities

Either the model�s coordinates can be rotated and translated in real space and the

intensities directly calculated using the structure factor equation presented in Chapter

� or the model�s intensities can be calculated from a �nely sampled discrete Fourier

transform using interpolation� In this chapter� we consider rotating and translating

the model�

Let !�"� � R��� be an orthogonal rotation matrix speci�ed by the angular vari�

ables " � ���� ��� ���� Let t � R� be a translation vector in fractional coordinates�

and let X � R
��N be the matrix of the N fractional coordinates of the model� where

the jth column holds the coordinates of jth atom� Then� the fractional coordinates

of the rotated and translated model are

Y � A��!�"�AX  tT e�

where A�� � R
��� converts orthogonal real space coordinates to fractional ones� and

A � R��� converts fractional real space coordinates to orthogonal ones� e � RN is a

vector of ones� and tT denotes the transpose of the vector t� For a de�nition of A� see

Appendix A� The fractional coordinates of the model must be converted to orthogonal

coordinates in order to correctly apply the rotation matrix !�"� and then converted

back to fractional coordinates to compute F c
h� As de�ned in Chapter � fractional

coordinates are coordinates expressed with respect to the crystal�s basis vectors� while

orthogonal coordinates are expressed with respect to the standard Euclidean basis

vectors�

As mentioned in Chapter � the calculated intensity occurring at lattice point h

is

Ich � jF c
hj��
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and the structure factor occurring at h� allowing for rotations and translations of the

model� can be computed as

F c
h�"� t� �

GX
g��

NX
j��

fj�d
��h�� exp ��ih � �Sg �A��!�"�Axj  t �  sg �� � C � �����

where G is the number of symmetry operators� N is number of atoms in the molecule�

fj�d
��h�� is the atomic scattering factor for the jth atom and lattice point h� Sg �

R��� and sg � R� represent the gth symmetry operator� and xj � �xj� yj� zj�
T are

fractional coordinates of the jth atom� Equation ����� is similar to equation �����

presented in Chapter � However� equation ���� does not consider rotations or trans�

lations of the model�

��� Traditional formulation of the MR problem

In ���� Rossman and Blow ���� proposed solving the MR problem by two separate

searches	 �rst a search for the orientation of the model protein and then a search

for the oriented model�s position in the unit cell� Since that time� many computer

programs have been developed to implement this traditional approach� for example�

AMoRe ���� ���� Beast ����� BRUTE ���� CNS ���� COMO ����� MERLOT ���� and

X�PLOR ���� As a result� many structures have been solved�

The optimization formulation of the traditional approach is to sequentially solve

the following two unconstrained �D optimization problems	

min RF �I
o� Ic�" � ��

" � R�
����

and then for one or more �xed "i

min TF �I
o� Ic�"i� t���

t � R�
�����

where Io� Ic � Rm are vectors of observed and calculated intensities� RF and TF are

objective functions which measure disagreement between Io and Ic� and "i produces
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a low function value of RF � The functions RF and TF are referred to as rotation and

translation functions� respectively�

����� The role of Patterson functions

In general� �all rotation functions involve the computation of the Patterson function

or its reciprocal space analog for the search model and the observed di
raction data�

����� In fact� the observation that the MR problem can sometimes be solved by two

searches is based on the properties of the Patterson function ��� ��� ���� The two

separate searches of the traditional approach are designed to measure the overlap of

the model�s Patterson vectors with the Patterson vectors of the crystallized protein

or target structure�

The primary reason Patterson functions are used is because they can be computed

directly from the observed and calculated intensities by the following formulas	

P o�u� �
�

V

X
h

Ioh cos��h � u�� �����

and

P c�!u� �
�

V

X
p

Icp cos��p � �!u��� �����

where u � �u� v� w� � R� are fractional coordinates in the Patterson unit cell� V is

the volume of the unit cell� and h and p are lattice points� The lattice points h and

p may not occur at the same points in reciprocal space�

Equation ����� takes into account a rotation of the model protein by applying the

same rotation to Patterson space� A rotation of the model by the rotation matrix

! � R��� corresponds to the rotation of Patterson space� !u ��� p� ���

These formulas are the reciprocal space analogue of the real space Patterson func�

tion	

P �u� �
�

V

Z
unit cell

��r���r u� dr� �����
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where ��r� is electron density at the point r in the crystal�s unit cell� For a proof of

the equivalence between ����� and ������ see ����� By analyzing equation ������ one

can see that if P �u� is large� that is� there is a peak at P �u�� then u represents the

vector between two atoms in the protein� A peak occurs for P �u� only if both ��r�

and ��r u� are large� indicating that atoms exist at r and r u� which implies u is an

inter�atomic vector� Such inter�atomic vectors are referred to as Patterson vectors�

Moreover� Patterson vectors are classi�ed as self�vectors or vectors between atoms

within a molecule and cross�vectors or vectors between atoms in di
erent molecules�

Real space rotation function

For the rotation search� objective functions are designed to measure self�vector

overlap� In fact� the search for optimal orientation often succeeds because self�vectors

of the Patterson function are independent of position in the unit cell� but dependent

on orientation ��� ��� ���� Overlap can be measured by the the real space rotation

function ����	

R�!� �

Z
U

P o�u� P c�!u� dV� �����

where U is an appropriate volume of integration that includes self�vectors� while

excludes cross�vectors ����� For every molecule in the crystal�s unit cell� there is a

set of self�vectors� Thus� overlap will occur as the model�s rotated self�vectors are

brought into successive coincidence with the target structure�s self�vectors� Finally�

just as the real space rotation search is designed to measure self�vector overlap� other

objective functions have been designed to measure cross�vector overlap to determine

the optimal translation of the model� for example� see ��� ��� ����

����� Di�culties inherent in traditional approaches

There are two main di�culties associated with traditional approaches� First� the

orientations de�ned by "i� found during the rotation search� may not correspond to

the orientation component of a MR solution� If "i is not accurate enough� then the
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method will fail ��� ��� ��� because the translation search can be �very sensitive� to

errors in the orientation of the model ���� ���� Second� traditional methods typically

require model proteins that are quite structurally similar to the target protein� whose

structure is to be determined ��� ����

Traditional methods are known to have di�culty either when the molecules are

tightly packed in the crystal ���� ��� ��� ���� when the crystallized molecule has an

elongated shape �� ��� ��� or when there are many molecules in the crystal�s unit

cell �� ��� ���� These problems result primarily because the rotation and translation

variables are separately optimized in the traditional formulation� When either the

molecules are tightly packed or the molecule has an elongated shape� �the self and

cross�vectors cannot be conveniently segregated and interpretation of both rotation

and translation functions is di�cult� ���� because there will be many short cross�

vectors in the volume of integration of R�!�� As a result� the overlap of the model�s

self�vectors with the short cross�vectors may produce large values in R�!�� but not

for the intended reason of self�vector overlap�

In the third case� when there are many molecules in the crystal�s unit cell� tra�

ditional methods have di�culty because the scattering of X�rays from only a single

molecule in the unit cell can be simulated during a rotation search� The other sym�

metry mates cannot be positioned relative to one another because translation of the

model with respect to the origin is not considered� However� all molecules in the unit

cell of the crystal contribute to the magnitude of an observed intensity� In addition�

the Patterson map of the target structure will have many self�vector sets� but the

model�s Patterson map will have only a single set of self�vectors� Several researchers

believe that the failures of traditional approaches are due to their inability to model

all Patterson vectors ���� ��� ����
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����� Improvements

To compensate for such di�culties� researchers have recently designed new objective

functions to improve the success of the traditional approach ��� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ���

���� See ��� �� ��� ���� for examples of the �rst rotation and translation functions used�

In addition to using improved functions� some researchers also advocate examining

more rotations during the translation search other than just the few that produce the

very best function values ��� ��� ��� ���� while still others have proposed limited �D

searches as a way to re�ne the orientation of the model during the translation search

��� ���� Moreover� researchers have also devised various ways to improve the model

protein to help the translation search succeed ��� ��� ���� However� despite these

improvements� di�cult problems still challenge or defeat traditional approaches� for

example� the MR problems described in �� ��� ��� ��� ����

��� �D formulation of the MR problem

The new strategy proposed in this thesis is designed to solve the �D MR problem	

min C�Io� Ic �"� t���

�"� t� � R�
�����

where the calculated intensities are functions of the rotated and translated coordinates

of the model� In contrast to traditional methods� �D methods simulate scattering

from the model and all symmetry mates of the model in the unit cell because the

extra translational degrees of freedom �x the unit cell�s origin� thereby allowing the

symmetry mates to be positioned relative to each other� Evaluating a �D objective

function is more costly than evaluating a traditional rotation and translation function�

but a �D function is likely to be more accurate�

As computing resources have improved� researchers have been implementing �D

searches and �D stochastic optimization� As early as ���� and ����� Rabinovich�

Shakked and their co�workers introduced two MR programs that perform �D searches
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���� ���� More recently� Sheri
 implemented a parallelized �D search using AMoRe�s

translation function �����

Other researchers have recently implemented stochastic or random means of sam�

pling the �D MR variable space� speci�cally a genetic algorithm ���� and an evolu�

tionary algorithm ����� Both algorithms can be used to sequentially identify the orien�

tations and translations of each molecule in the asymmetric unit when there is more

than one molecule in the asymmetric unit� that is� n 	 �� On the other hand� Glykos

and Kokkinidis have implemented a �nD simulated annealing approach� yet another

stochastic method� which can simultaneously orient and position all molecules in the

asymmetric unit� This program has a practical limit of simultaneously positioning

about three molecules� that is� n � � ���� ���



Chapter �

New Strategy and Its

Mathematical Foundation

In this chapter� we �rst present some theoretical results for two objective functions

that can be used to measure the disagreement between observed and calculated inten�

sities� Speci�cally� we establish the equivalence between the minimizing the commonly

used correlation coe�cient and a least squares function� Next� we discuss the notion

of a surrogate objective function� Then� we present some numerical results using

a surrogate function that demonstrate that the �D formulation of the MR problem

can be more accurate at low�resolution than the traditional formulation� Finally� we

present the new global optimization strategy� which has the �avor of a multi�start

global optimization method�

��� Objective functions

In this section� we de�ne the least squares function and the correlation coe�cient that

is well�known in X�ray crystallography� All the numerical results in this dissertation

have been obtained using this correlation coe�cient� In addition� the mathematical

foundation of the new approach is based on the relationship between this correlation

��
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coe�cient and surrogate functions de�ned by this correlation coe�cient�

But �rst� we explain the standard way in which observed and calculated intensities

are chosen� that is� using a resolution range� We discuss these sets of intensities and

their resolution ranges because these sets will ultimately determine the landscape

of the objective function� These resolution ranges will be used to de�ne surrogate

functions�

����� Data sets and resolution ranges

Either intensities or structure factor magnitudes occurring at lattice points within a

given resolution range are used to evaluate an objective function�� The resolution

range is speci�ed by an upper bound and a lower bound� known as low�resolution and

high�resolution cut�o
s� respectively� In general� the resolution range de�nes a region

of reciprocal space between an inner sphere and an outer sphere�

As discussed in section ��� the observed data are naturally labeled by the lattice

point h � �h� k� l�T � Z� where they occur in reciprocal space� The resolution of an

intensity Ih is just ��d
��h�� where d��h� is the distance from the origin of reciprocal

space to the lattice point h in �A��� This distance can be computed using the equation

d��h� � kDTh k� �����

where k � k denotes the Euclidean space norm �here and throughout this thesis�� and
DT is a positive de�nite matrix� See Appendix A for a de�nition of D�

As a result� the sets of observed and calculated intensities used to evaluate an

objective function can be de�ned as fIoh 	 h � Rg and fIch 	 h � Rg� where

R �

�
h 	 rhigh � �

d��h�
� rlow

�
� Z

��

where rhigh� rlow � R are the high�resolution and low�resolution cut�o
s in �A� re�

spectively� �In MR literature� rhigh and rlow are often referred to as dmax and dmin�

�For ease of exposition� from this point on� we will refer just to intensities rather than both

intensities and structure factor magnitudes�
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respectively��

In addition� the observed and calculated intensities can be described in terms of

frequency� For example� if the intensities occur at reciprocal lattice points close to

the origin� then the intensities are low�frequency intensities� The frequency of an

intensity� Ih � jFhj� can be seen by expressing jFhj as the sum of cosine and sine

functions� using the identity exp�i
� � cos
 i sin
� Recall from Chapter � that the

de�nition of the structure factor occurring at h is

F c
h�"� t� �

GX
g��

NX
j��

fj�d
��h�� exp ��ih � �Sg �A��!�"�Axj  t �  sg �� � C � ����

where !�"� � R��� is a rotation matrix� t � R� is a translation in fractional coordi�

nates� G is the number of symmetry operators� N is number of atoms in the molecule�

fj�d
��h�� is the atomic scattering factor for the jth atom for the given lattice point

h� Sg � R��� and sg � R� represent the gth symmetry operator� xj � �xj� yj� zj�
T are

fractional coordinates of the jth atom� A�� � R��� converts orthogonal real space

coordinates to fractional ones� and A � R��� converts fractional real space coordi�

nates to orthogonal ones� �As mentioned in Chapter �� the coordinates of the jth

rotated and translated atom are A��!�"�Axj  t� where xj must be converted to

orthogonal coordinates in order to correctly apply the rotation� speci�ed by "� and

then converted back to fractional coordinates to compute Fh��

Therefore� using the identity exp�i
� � cos
  i sin
� the magnitude squared of

the complex number F c
h�"� t� � Bh�"� t�  iCh�"� t� is

Ich�"� t� � jF c
h�"� t�j� � Bh

��"� t�  Ch
��"� t��

where

Bh�"� t� �
GX
g��

NX
j��

fj�d
��h�� cos �� 
h

gj�� Ch�"� t� �
GX
g��

NX
j��

fj�d
��h�� sin �� 
h

gj��

and


h
gj � h � �Sg �A��!�"�Axj  t �  sg��
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The de�nition of the �angle� 
h
gj shows that the frequency of Ich is dictated by h� The

farther h is from the origin� the larger the integer components of h� and therefore�

the higher the frequency of the cosine and sine functions� that is� the higher the

�frequency� of jF c
hj or Ich� This frequency is observed when the model�s coordinates

are rotated and translated by !�"� and t during the MR global search� thereby

changing 
h
gj�

����� Least squares function

Many objective functions have been devised to measure disagreement between the

observed and calculated intensities ��� ��� ��� ���� However� the following least squares

function has the most intuitive de�nition	

L�w�u�� �� � k�w�u�� wok� � �����

where u � Rn speci�es the orientations and translations of the copies of the model

being positioned by MR� � � R is a scale factor� w�u� � Rm is the vector of calculated

intensities� and wo � Rm is the vector of observed intensities� If the MR problem is

�D� then u � �"� t� � R� � In general� w�u� and wo can be either jF c�u�jk and jF ojk�
respectively� or jF c�u�jk � h jF c�u�jk i and jF ojk � h jF ojk i� respectively� for k � � or
� Of course� if k � �� then structure factor magnitudes are used� and if k � � then

intensities are used�

As a result� the MR problem can be posed as the minimization of the disagreement

between observed and calculated intensities over all possible linear scale factors� � �
R� in addition to all possible orientations and translations of the model protein	

min
u��

L�w�u�� ��� �����

If the least squares function is used� then either the calculated or the observed in�

tensities should be scaled because the observed data are measured on a relative scale

during the X�ray crystallography experiment ���� We choose to scale the calculated

intensities�
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The least squares function has not been embraced by X�ray crystallographers as

much as they have embraced the correlation coe�cient� which is scale invariant� In

particular� the least squares function is generally not used as an objective function for

the MR problem but is used as an objective function for rigid body re�nement� once

an approximate MR solution has been determined� Most likely� the MR problem is

not posed as ����� because optimizing the MR variables along with the scale factor

may appear more di�cult than the optimizing the MR variables alone� which can

be achieved using the scale invariant correlation coe�cient� However� the �rst two

lemmas in this section suggest the appropriate de�nition of the scale factor for the

least squares function� Therefore� if this de�nition is used� then optimizing the above

least squares function does not involve more variables than optimizing the commonly

used correlation coe�cient�

����� Correlation coe�cient

The following correlation coe�cient� introduced by Hauptman in ���� ����� is often

used by researchers both because it can be interpreted in terms of Patterson functions

���� �� that are widely understood by X�ray crystallographers and because it is scale

invariant ��� ���� �Scaling insensitivity is very important when high�resolution data

are not available and an accurate scale factor cannot be obtained� ����

The correlation coe�cient is typically written as	

C�Ic�u�� Io� �

P
h � I

c
h�u�� h Ic�u� i �� Ioh � h Io i �

�
P

h � I
c
h�u�� h Ic�u� i ������ �Ph � I

o
h � h Io i ������

�����

where Ioh� I
c
h�u� are the observed and calculated intensities occurring at the lattice

point h�
P

h is the summation over all h in the resolution range� and h Io i and h Ic i
are the average values of the observed and calculated intensities� respectively� h Io i �P

h I
o
h�m and h Ic i � Ph I

c
h�m� where m is the number of observed and calculated

intensities in the chosen resolution range� Of course� structure factor magnitudes can

be used in place of intensities�
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In fact� the correlation coe�cient can be written in more general terms as

C�w�u�� wo� �
w�u�Two

k wo k k w�u� k � cos h w�u� � wo i� �����

where cos hw�u�� wo i for w�u�� wo � R
m is the cosine of the angle between the two

vectors w�u� and wo� The vectors w�u� and wo are typically de�ned to be either

Ic�u��h Ic�u� i and Io�h Io i� respectively� or jF c�u�j�h jF c�u�j i and jF oj�h jF oj i� re�
spectively� Thus� the correlation coe�cient is scale invariant� because the correlation

coe�cient is equal to the cosine of an angle� and scaling either vector does not change

the cosine of the angle between the two vectors� Consequently� C�w�u�� wo� � ���� ���
However� if the means� h Ic�u� i and h Io i� are not subtracted from the observed and

calculated intensities� then C�w�u�� wo� � ��� �� because both w�u� and wo will be

non�negative�

Moreover� some researchers also consider the above correlation coe�cient without

subtracting the means ���� ��� ���� In addition� generally h jF c�u�jk i �� h jF ojk i�
However� sometimes X�ray crystallographers do apply a linear rescaling factor so that

h jF c�u�jk i � h jF ojk i� for example� see ����� Finally� we minimize � � C�w�u�� wo�

because we wish to pose MR problem as a minimization problem�

����� Equivalence of the two objective functions

In this section� we present four lemmas and a theorem establishing the equivalence

of minimizing L�w�u�� �� and � � C�w�u�� wo�� In other words� �u�� ��� is a global

minimizer of L�w�u�� �� if and only if u� is also a global minimizer of ��C�w�u�� wo��

In fact throughout this thesis� two minimization problems are referred to as equivalent

if the two sets of global minimizers are identical� This equivalence will be symbolically

denoted as 	� Thus� the theorem establishes

min
u��

L�w�u�� �� 	 min
u
�� C�w�u�� wo�� �����
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The sequence of theoretical results begins with the following lemma� which implies

that if w�u� �� �� then the optimal scale factor for the least squares function is

��u� � w�u�Two��w�u�Tw�u���

Lemma ����� For u� v � Rm and u �� ��

min
��R

k�u� vk� �
���� uTvuTu

u� v

����
�

� k v k� ��� cos�hu� vi� � �����

Proof For �xed u and v� the optimal scale factor is �� � uTv��uTu� or the

solution to the normal equations for the minimization problem above� Now� using

this optimal scale factor��
uTv

uTu
u� v

�T �
uTv

uTu
u� v

�
�

�
uTv

uTu

��

uTu� u
Tv

uTu
uTv  vTv�

� vTv � �u
Tv��

uTu
�

� vTv

�
�� �uTv��

vTv uTu

�
�

Finally� using the de�nition� coshu� vi � uTv��jjujj jjvjj��

vTv

�
�� �uTv��

vTv uTu

�
� k v k� ��� cos�hu� vi� �

�

Lemma ����� Let L�w�u�� �� be the least squares function as de�ned in ���	�� where

wo � R
m and w 	 Rn 
 R

m and � � R� Assume there exists u � R
n such that

w�u�Two 	 �� �����

Then

min
u��

L�w�u�� �� 	 min
u

L�w�u�� ��u��� ������

where

��u� �
w�u�Two

kw�u�k� � ������
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Proof Let

f�u� �� � k�w�u�� wok� and g�v� � k ��v�w�v�� wok��

To prove the lemma� we show

�u�� ��� � U� � f �#u� #�� such that f�#u� #�� � f�u� �� � �u� �� � R
n � R g

if and only if

u� � V � � f #v such that g�#v� � g�v� �v � R
n g

and

�� � ��u���

Let �u�� ��� � U�� Assumption ����� implies jjw�u��jj �� �� Hence� as shown in
Lemma ������ the unique solution to

min
�
jj � w�u��� wo jj� �����

is well de�ned as �� � w�u��Two �jjw�u��jj� � ��u��� Therefore�

g�u�� � jj ��u��w�u��� wo jj� � jj��w�u��� wo jj� � f�u�� ��� � jj��v�w�v�� wojj�

that is� g�u�� � g�v� for arbitrary v� Thus� u� � V �� Moreover�

f�u�� ��� � jj��w�u��� wo jj� � jj ��u��w�u��� wo jj� � g�u���

because �u�� ��� is a global minimizer of f�u� ��� Thus� �� � ��u��� since jj��w�u���
wo jj� � jj ��u��w�u���wo jj� and ��u�� is the unique minimizer of ������ In addition�
g�u�� � f�u�� ����

Now� let v� � V �� and suppose f�v�� ��v��� 	 f�u�� ���� This inequality implies

g�v�� 	 g�u��� a contradiction� Therefore� �v�� ��v��� � U�� �
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Lemma ����� Let C�w�u�� wo� be the correlation function as de�ned in ���
�� where

wo � Rm and w 	 Rn 
 Rm � Let L�w�u�� �� be the least squares function as de�ned

in ���	�� and ��u� be the scale factor as de�ned in ������� Assume w�u� �� � and

wo �� �� Then

�� C��w�u�� wo� �
L�w�u�� ��u��

kwo k� � ������

Proof Since w�u� �� �� by Lemma ������

L�w�u�� ��u�� � kwo k� ��� cos� hw�u�� wo i� �
� kwo k� ��� C��w�u�� wo�

�
�

Therefore� because wo �� ��

C��w�u�� wo� � �� L�w�u�� ��u��

kwo k� �

�

Lemma ����� Let C�w�u�� wo� be the correlation function as de�ned in ���
�� where

wo � Rm and w 	 Rn 
 Rm is continuous function on a compact set D � Rn� Assume

�� � min
u
coshw�u�� wo i� �� � max

u
coshw�u�� wo i� and j��j  ��� ������

where the minimum and maximum are taken over the set D� Then

min
u
�� C��w�u�� wo� 	 min

u
�� C�w�u�� wo�� ������

Proof Clearly�

min
u
�� C��w�u�� wo� 	 max

u
C��w�u�� wo� 	 max

u
cos�hw�u�� wo i�

Similarly�

min
u
�� C�w�u�� wo� 	 max

u
coshw�u�� wo i�

Now� given assumption ������� u� is a global maximizer of coshw�u�� wo i if and
only if coshw�u��� wo i � ��� Similarly� u

� is a global maximizer of cos�hw�u�� wo i if
and only if coshw�u��� wo i � �� since �

�
� 	 ��� � �
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Theorem ����	 Let C�w�u�� wo� be the correlation function as de�ned in ���
��

where wo � Rm and w 	 Rn 
 Rm is a continuous function on a compact set D � Rn �

Let L�w�u�� �� be the least squares function as de�ned in ���	�� and ��u� be the scale

factor as de�ned in ������� Assume there exists u � Rn such that

w�u�Two 	 �� ������

and

�� � min
u
coshw�u�� wo i� �� � max

u
coshw�u�� wo i� and j��j  ��� ������

where the minimum and maximum are taken over the set D� Then

min
u��

L�w�u�� �� 	 min
u

�� C�w�u�� wo�� ������

Proof Given ������� w�u�� �� �� and by Lemma �����

min
u��

L�w�u�� �� 	 min
u

L�w�u�� ��u���

Given ������� by Lemma ������

min
u

L�w�u�� ��u�� 	 min
u
�� C��w�u�� wo��

Finally� given ������� by Lemma ������

min
u
�� C��w�u�� wo� 	 min

u
�� C�w�u�� wo��

�

Therefore� for the MR problem� minimizing L�w�u�� �� is equivalent to minimizing

�� C�w�u�� wo�� In other words� �u�� ��� is a global minimizer of L�w�u�� �� if u� is

a global minimizer of ��C�w�u�� wo� because for the MR problem� the assumptions

of the lemmas and theorem are satis�ed for the observed and calculated intensities�

either in neighborhoods about a global minimizer u� or for all u�
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Speci�cally� assumption ������ will always be satis�ed because w�u� �� � and

wo �� �� In the case of the least squares function� the obvious choice for w�u� and wo

are Ic�u� and Io� respectively� As long as the model contains atoms to scatter the X�

rays� Ic�u� �� �� and as long as intensities are measured during the X�ray experiment�
Io �� �� In the case of the correlation coe�cient� typically w�u� � Ic�u� � h Ic�u� i
and wo � Io � h Io i� In this case� w�u� �� � because each component of the vector Ic

will not be equal to the average value of all the components because the calculated

intensities become less bright at a �fairly rapid rate� as their distance from the origin

in reciprocal grows ���� p� ����� For the same reason� wo �� ��
On the other hand� whether assumption ������ holds for all u or just in a neigh�

borhood of a global minimizer u� depends on the choice of w�u� and wo� Assumption

������ implies that

�� � coshw�u�� wo i � ���

where j��j � ��� Thus� if w�u� � Ic�u� � h Ic i and wo � Io � h Io i� then ������
may only be satis�ed in a neighborhood of u�� When the means are subtracted� the

cosine of the angle between the two vectors� w�u� and wo� may be greater than ����

potentially violating assumption ������� However� if the model protein is accurate

enough� then in a neighborhood of u�� the angle between the two vectors should be

small enough so that subtracting the means should not increase the angle so much as

to violate ������� In contrast� if the means are not subtracted� then Ic�u�  �� Io  ��
and the arccosh Ic�u�� Io i � ��������� As a result� the cosine will always be non�

negative� therefore� assumption ������ and Lemma ����� will hold for all u� In either

case� whether the means are subtracted or not� assumption ������ will likely hold near

u�� and minimizing L�w�u�� �� will be equivalent to minimizing �� C�w�u�� wo�� Of

course� the above arguments are the same if structure factor magnitudes are used in

place of intensities�

Finally� we note that for the least squares function there does not seem to be a

justi�cation for subtracting hIoi and hIci from the observed and calculated intensities�
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On the other hand� when the correlation coe�cient is used as a traditional rotation

function� researchers are of the opinion that the numerator of the correlation coef�

�cient is equal to the real space rotation function given some assumptions ���� ���

�However� we were unable to locate a rigorous proof�� And for the real space rotation

function� subtracting the means provides a way to damp the very large spurious origin

peak ���� ��� ���� However� the new strategy proposed will be a �D approach that uses

the correlation coe�cient� Therefore� whether the means should not be subtracted

to preserve the equivalence between minimizing L�w�u�� �� and ��C�w�u�� wo� is an

issue for further investigation and will be discussed in more detail in section ����

����� Surrogate objective function

As mentioned in Chapter �� the new strategy is to solve the �D formulation of the MR

problem to avoid inherent approximations of the traditional formulation� However�

medium frequency intensities are currently used to solve MR problems� But when

such high�frequency intensities are used� the sampling of MR variable space must

be quite �ne to �nd a global minimum because the functional landscape is rough

and contains a huge number of local minima� Consequently� a �D grid search of a

high�frequency objective function would require a massive amount of computation�

To e�ciently implement a �D grid search� the new strategy uses a low�frequency

surrogate objective function that is computed from low�frequency observed and cal�

culated intensities� If primarily low�frequency intensities are used to evaluate the

objective function� then the objective function will be smoother and a coarse grid

search will su�ciently sample the MR variable space in much less time than a �ne

grid search would take ���� ���� thereby making the �D grid search computation�

ally reasonable� In general� the smooth surrogate objective function will be used to

identify regions of the MR variable space where global minima are likely to occur�

A surrogate function is obtained by choosing a subset of observed data from the

entire set measured from the X�ray crystallography experiment� where the subset is
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de�ned by a resolution range� as discussed in section ������ Let R be the set of lattice

points where the observed data occur	

R �

�
h 	 rhigh � �

d��h�
� rlow

�
�

where the high�resolution cut�o
 is rhigh and the low�resolution cut�o
 is rlow� A

continuum of subsets of R can be speci�ed by starting with a very small resolution

range and increasing the range� Moreover� to de�ne the subsets so that they lead

to smooth surrogates that become increasingly more rough and more accurate� the

low�resolution cut�o
 should remain �xed� while the high�resolution cut�o
 should get

smaller and smaller� As a result� these subsets will contain more and more lattice

points because the volume of reciprocal space speci�ed by the resolution range will

grow to contain more lattice points� Thus� more observed and calculated intensities

or structure factor magnitudes will be used to compute these surrogate functions as

the resolution range grows�

To de�ne the subsets in this manner� we de�ne the following high�resolution cut�

o
s	

rlow  r� 	 � � � 	 ri 	 ri�� 	 � � � 	 rm  rhigh�

and then de�ne Ri to be

Ri �

�
h 	 ri � �

d��h�
� rlow

�
�

Therefore� R� � � � � � Ri � Ri�� � � � � � R�

Now� let wo
Ri
� R

m be the vector of observed intensities occurring at the lattice

points in the set Ri� and similarly� de�ne the vector of calculated intensities� wRi
�u��

Then�

lim
Ri�R

L�wRi
�u�� �Ri

�u�� � L�wR�u�� �R�u���

where �Ri
�u� � wRi

�u�Two
Ri
��wRi

�u�TwRi
�u��� and �R�u� is de�ned similarly� In other

words� as more and more data are used� the surrogate objective functions de�ned by
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the subsets of data will approach the objective function computed from all available

data� By the same argument�

lim
Ri�R

C�wRi
�u�� wo

Ri
� � C�wR�u�� w

o
R�� ������

Therefore� as more intensities are used� both the least squares and the correlation

coe�cient surrogates will become more accurate�

However� the new strategy will not use many levels of surrogate functions� but

rather a single low�frequency surrogate function� A coarse sampling of the low�

frequency surrogate function will be used to identify points close to MR solutions

�or global minima�� while local optimization of the high�frequency� more accurate

objective function will be used to re�ne these points� In fact� for the global search

component of the strategy� there are two con�icting goals	 accuracy verses e�ciency�

The more data used� the more accurate the objective function� but the more local

minima� the �ner the sampling of the MR variable space required to identify points

close to the global minima� and the longer the global search time� On the other hand�

the fewer data used� the less accurate is the objective function� but the coarser the

sampling required and the faster the run time� In fact� the correct balance between

these two con�icting goals� that is� the appropriate resolution ranges for the low�

frequency surrogate and the high�frequency objective function� must be determined

experimentally�

��� Comparison of a �D and traditional approach

To compare the accuracy of the traditional formulation to the accuracy of the �D for�

mulation� D level sets of the �D and traditional correlation coe�cient are computed

for three sets of observed and calculated intensities	 low� medium and high�frequency

intensities� There are no theoretical results to indicate which low�resolution surrogate

function to use	 a traditional one or a �D one� However� these level sets demonstrate

that in practice the traditional formulation does not produce structure factors that
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are as accurate as the structure factors produced by the �D formulation when low�

resolution intensities are used�

In review� besides the di
erence in the number of variables� the other major dif�

ference between the two formulations is that the traditional formulation requires that

the model�s intensities be calculated from a single copy of the model� despite the

fact that there may also be symmetry mates in the unit cell� In contrast� because

of the extra translational degrees of freedom� which �x the origin of the unit cell�

the symmetry mates of the model can be used in calculating the structure factors for

a �D objective function� All symmetry related molecules in the unit cell contribute

to the magnitudes of the intensities measured from the experiment� Therefore� the

calculated intensities of the �D formulation should be more accurate than those of

the traditional formulation�

����� �D level sets of the correlation coe�cient

Level sets for direct real space objective functions were computed because the calcu�

lation of the model�s intensities are easy to implement for such functions� A direct

real space function is simply evaluated by placing the model in the crystal�s unit cell

and directly rotating and translating the model�s coordinates� which occur in real

space ��� ���� As mentioned� the direct real space function used is the correlation

coe�cient� as de�ned in ������

Typically� most MR programs compute reciprocal space functions by placing the

model in an orthogonal unit cell� not the crystallographic unit cell� and then rotating

the reciprocal lattice rather than rotating the model to compute its intensities� Most

programs do so because� the alternative� that is� computing a direct rotation function�

is at least two orders of magnitude more expensive ���� However� when a direct

rotation function is used� because the model is placed in the crystallographic unit

cell� the observed and calculated intensities occur at the same points in reciprocal

space� As a result� interpolation is not required to determine the model�s calculated
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structure factors ���� ���� Thus� the structure factor calculations for a direct real

space function are more straightforward�

In this study� the structure factors of the �D correlation coe�cient are computed

using de�nition ���� and all symmetry operators� On the other hand� the structure

factors for the traditional correlation coe�cient are calculated using ����� but only

the identity symmetry operator is used� that is� G � �� S� is equal to the three by

three identity matrix� and s� � ��� �� ��� As a result� if simulated observed intensities

were used� then the �D MR problem would be a zero residual problem� However� the

�D optimization problem to �nd an optimal orientation of the model using a rotation

function would not be a zero residual problem�

In addition� to exclude the e
ect of model inaccuracy in this comparison� the

model chosen is the structure originally determined from experimental data that are

used in this experiment	 the coordinates of all �� non�hydrogen atoms of a peptidic

analogue of the antibiotic molecule trichogin A IV� which are listed in ����� As a

result� one MR solution corresponds to no rotation and no translation of the model�

In addition� because the molecule crystallized according to space group P�� there

is one symmetry related solution at " � ���� ��� ��� � ��� �� �� and t � ��� �� ��� no

translation� Moreover� the experimentally observed data represent a typical MR data

set� containing some inherent experimental errors� Finally� because there is only one

protein in the asymmetric unit� this MR problem is �D�

All level sets are in the �����plane� where �� and �� are Eulerian angles� In other

words� only the values of �� and �� are varied� The level sets are computed by

evaluating the traditional correlation coe�cient� which is a function only of rotation�

and the �D correlation coe�cient� which is a function of both rotation and translation�

To produce the level sets� �� is held �xed at zero� In addition� for the �D function�

t � ��� �� ��� The level sets are just contour plots with color added to highlight the

high and low values of the correlation coe�cients� The color bar below the level sets

illustrates the range of the function values�
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Numerical results for trichogin

Figure ��� shows the �D and the traditional correlation coe�cient� computed using

intensities between � and ��A� that is� using all of the low�resolution observed and

calculated intensities� In fact� the high�resolution cut�o
 of ��A may be misleading�

For this crystal of trichogin� the unit cell is very small in comparison to the unit cells

of larger proteins� as demonstrated by the the lengths of the unit cell basis vectors that

are only a � ������A� b � �������A� and c � ������A� As a result� the di
raction pattern

of this crystal is more spread out in reciprocal space than the di
raction pattern of

larger proteins� In fact� this resolution range contains only � unique intensities� and

the most distant lattice point considered is h � ������� ���
Because only low�resolution intensities are used� both the �D and the traditional

correlation coe�cients are relatively smooth with a small number of local minima

residing in relatively wide� convex basins� as shown in Figure ���� Similarly� the

smoothness of the low�frequency �D function shown in Figure ��� can also be seen in

Figure �� that shows a slice of the level set of the �D function for �� � �� In addition�

the �D function has global minima in the correct locations� ����� and ����� �����

However� the positions of the global minima of the traditional �D function do not

correspond to either MR solution�

Figure ��� shows the objective functions computed using intensities between �
and ��A ��� intensities�� These functions are clearly not as smooth as those in shown

Figure ���� Because more high�resolution intensities were used� many local minima

exist and the convex region about the global minima has shrunk in comparison to Fig�

ure ���� However� now at least two of the minima of the traditional objective function

are in the correct locations� but the two symmetry related global minima are incor�

rectly positioned� occurring at approximately ���� ��� � �����
����� and ������������ in

Figure ���� Again� the �D function is more accurate than its traditional counterpart�

Finally� if enough data are used� then the global minima of the traditional objective

function are correctly positioned� Figure ��� shows the functions computed using
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Figure ���	 The level sets of the low�frequency �D and �D correlation coe�cient�
demonstrating the smoothness of the functions and the fact that the traditional func�
tion has incorrectly positioned global minima�
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Figure ��	 A �D slice of the low�frequency �D correlation coe�cient� showing the
smooth nature of the function� This slice corresponds to �� � � in Figure ����
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Figure ���	 The level sets of the medium�frequency �D and �D correlation coe��
cients� showing many local minima and demonstrating that the traditional objective
function still has incorrectly positioned global minima�

intensities between � to �A ���� intensities�� Now the objective function contains

even more local minima than the low�frequency objective functions in Figure ����

The roughness of the high�frequency �D function and the deep nature of the global

minima for this function can also be seen in Figure ��� that shows a slice of the level

set of the �D function for �� � �� Of course� the traditional objective function has a

similarly rough landscape�

Conclusions from the numerical study

As shown by this experiment� low�frequency data produce relatively smooth objec�

tive functions� However� even under near ideal conditions� when low�frequency data

are used� a traditional rotation function is likely to have incorrectly positioned global

minima� This observation is similar to Delano and Br�unger�s assessment	 �Together

with previous results �Brunger������ ����� we conclude that at lower�resolution� false

maxima of the �direct� rotation function become dominant� ����� �In fact� using data

in the ranges of �����A and ������A� the top points of the direct rotation function are

far ��������� from the correct orientations� ����� In general� incorrectly positioned
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Figure ���	 The level sets of the high�frequency �D and �D correlation coe�cients�
showing the many local minima�
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Figure ���	 A �D slice of the high�frequency of the �D correlation coe�cient� corre�
sponding to �� � � in Figure ��� and showing the rough nature of the high�frequency
function�
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global minima of traditional objective functions� may be one of the reasons X�ray

crystallographers exclude low�resolution intensities�

In summary� if a rotation function is used to solve this MR problem� then high�

frequency data must used� However� a �ne grid search will also have to be used

because many local minima exist along with the global minima� In contrast� the �D

objective function is more accurate at lower resolution than the traditional objective

function� Therefore� a coarse global search of the lowest frequency �D function�

coarser than the search required for a high�resolution function� can be used to �nd

points close to the global minima� shown in Figure ����

����� Explanation of di	erence in accuracy

The failure of the traditional rotation function when low�resolution intensities are

used can be analyzed in terms of the real space rotation function� Researchers state

that the numerator of the correlation coe�cient is equal to the origin subtracted real

space rotation function� given some assumptions ���� ��� The following mathematical

argument shows that the use of primarily low�resolution intensities e
ectively dimin�

ishes the peaks of the Patterson functions used by the real space rotation function to

indicate optimal rotations� Therefore� the drawbacks of the traditional approach are

likely to be exacerbated when primarily low�resolution data are used�

Disadvantages of traditional formulation

Recall from Chapter � that the real space rotation function is designed to measure

the overlap of the model�s Patterson vectors and the Patterson vectors of the crys�

tallized protein or the target structure� In addition� because the search for optimal

rotation and translation have been separated� the traditional approach can use only

a single copy of the model� Thus� the model�s symmetry mates do not contribute

to the magnitudes of the calculated intensities� and therefore� the model�s Patterson

function does not contain any cross�vectors� Recall that Patterson vectors are classi�

�ed as self�vectors or vectors between atoms within a molecule and cross�vectors or
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vectors between atoms that are in di
erent molecules�

In general� researchers believe that the incorrect positioning of global minima of

traditional rotation functions occur not only because cross�vectors of the target struc�

ture are not modeled ����� but also because only a subset of the target structure�s

self�vectors are modeled ����� In fact� cross�vectors can only be modeled if all sym�

metry mates are used to calculate the model�s intensities� as in the �D formulation�

Besides the inaccuracy of the model�s Patterson function� di�culties also arise for

the traditional approach when the target�s cross�vectors cannot be separated from its

self�vectors �� ��� ��� �� ���� Depending on the number of molecules in the unit

cell� the Patterson function of the crystallized protein may have many cross�vectors�

Moreover� if the proteins are tightly packed in the crystal due to low solvent content�

then these cross�vectors may be particularly short� As a result� overlap of the model�s

self�vectors with the short cross�vectors may produce large values in the real space

rotation function� but not for the intended reason of self�vector overlap�

Finally� because cross�vectors are typically longer than self�vectors� researchers

usually choose the volume of integration of the real space rotation function to exclude

long cross�vectors so that only self�vector overlap is likely to be detected� However�

when the crystal is tightly packed� this does not remedy the problem� Moreover� if

the molecule happens to be elongated rather than roughly spherical� then the volume

of integration will exclude important long self�vectors�

Low�resolution Patterson functions

We will show that the disadvantages just discussed may be exacerbated when low�

resolution intensities are used because the Patterson peaks are essentially smeared

when such intensities are used� thereby reducing the ability of the rotation search

to detect self�vector overlap� To compute the Patterson function using only low�

resolution intensities� obviously the resolution range can be de�ned so that only low�

resolution intensities are included� for example� using the range � to ���A� On the

other hand� the high�resolution cut�o
 could be a more typical value� for example�
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��A� and then the intensities modi�ed so that they are approximately zero after a

relatively short distance from the origin� for example� the distance corresponding to

a resolution of ���A�

To compare a low�resolution Patterson function to a high�resolution Patterson

function� we do the latter and multiply the intensities by the Gaussian function	

GL�d
��h�� � exp��� d��h����

where � 	 �� and d��h� is the distance from h to the reciprocal space origin� In

fact� if � � ����� log������ where � 	 � and � � ��� ��� then when d��h� 	 � �

exp���d��h��  �� In general� the larger �� the smaller the contribution from the

high�resolution data�

Consider the following de�nition of the Patterson function	

P �u� � FT ���Ih� �
�

V

X
h

Ih exp���i �h � u��� �����

where FT �� is the inverse Fourier transform operator� As a result� the Patterson

function computed from essentially low�resolution intensities is just

PL�u� � FT ��
�
Ih exp��� d��h���

�
� �����

Using the convolution theorem that states FT �� �FT �f�FT �g�� � f � g� where � is
the convolution operator�

PL�u� � FT ���Ih� � FT ��
�
exp��� d��h���� � P �u� � gL�d�u���

where

gL�d�u�� � FT ��
�
exp��� d��h���� � � exp

�
�d�u�

�

��

�
�

for some � � R� and d�u� is distance between the origin of Patterson space and u�
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Conclusions about low�resolution Patterson functions

Thus� computing the Patterson function using only low�resolution intensities is

equivalent to convoluting the corresponding high�resolution Patterson function with

a Gaussian function� As a result� the low�resolution Patterson function is smoothed

out in comparison to the high�resolution Patterson function� and the Patterson peaks

are smeared together� The greater the value of �� the fewer medium to high�resolution

intensities are used and the more pronounced the smoothing� Therefore� when low�

resolution intensities are used� the real space rotation function is likely to be even

more inaccurate at low�resolution than the �D correlation coe�cient because the �D

correlation coe�cient models all self�vector sets� but the real space rotation function

models only a single set of self�vectors�

��� New global optimization strategy

Based on the results presented in this chapter� we propose a new global optimiza�

tion strategy� The new strategy is a multi�start local optimization strategy� where

the starting points for the multi�start local optimization component are determined

intelligently from the evaluation of a low�frequency surrogate function� Therefore� as

in traditional methods� a grid search is performed �rst� However� the search is �D�

and a surrogate function is used in place of a high�frequency function because the

low�frequency surrogate has a smoothly varying landscape� thereby allowing a coarser

search and a shorter search time� During the search� the grid points that produce

the lowest surrogate function values are identi�ed to be used as starting points for

local optimization� Then� using these starting points� multi�start local optimization

is performed�

Finally� after all resulting local minimizers are ranked according to their function

values� some post�processing of the minimizers will be performed� In fact� this post�

processing allows the researcher to use other criteria in addition to function value
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contrast to determine whether a point might be a solution and warrant further inves�

tigation� Sometimes if the model is poor� that is� the model is not very structurally

similar to the target structure� then a point may produce a low function value� but

not be a solution� For example� the orientation and translation may produce inter�

penetration of symmetry mates in the crystal� which is impossible in reality�

The new approach has the �avor of a continuation method based on a natural as�

pect of the problem	 the resolution range of the data� The global search is performed

using a low�frequency surrogate function� while the multi�start local optimization is

performed using a more accurate objective function that is computed from a more

complete set of intensities� When the more complete set is used� the functional land�

scape will contain many more local minima than the surrogate function�s landscape�

But as the results will show� a �D global search of the surrogate function does identify

good starting points for multi�start local optimization�

The global search and local optimization use the �D formulation� It can be ar�

gued that the �D formulation of the MR problem should be chosen over the tra�

ditional formulation simply because the model�s calculated structure factors will be

more accurate� the symmetry mates contribution to the magnitude of the model�s

intensities is not ignored� as in the traditional formulation� However� there is also

additional evidence that traditional objective functions perform poorly when low�

resolution intensities are used� Researchers have reported an increase in incorrectly

positioned global minima of a traditional direct correlation coe�cient as the high�

resolution cut�o
 is lowered ���� ��� ���� Furthermore� the results presented in section

�� demonstrate that the �D correlation coe�cient is more accurate at low�resolution

than the traditional correlation coe�cient�

����� Algorithm for the new strategy

The algorithm outlined below de�nes the new strategy�

Step �� �a� Choose two sets of lattice points that will specify a set of low�frequency
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and a set of high�frequency intensities� First� choose a set of lattice points

where low�frequency data will occur	

RL �

�
h 	 rhigh�L � �

d��h�
� rlow�L

�
�

where rhigh�L� rlow�L � R de�ne the resolution range and d��h� is de�ned

by ������ Next� choose a set of lattice points where higher�frequency data

occur� RH that is similarly de�ned by rhigh�H and rlow�H � R such that

rhigh�H  rhigh�L�

�b� De�ne a coarse grid� GL� determined by increments of the MR variables�

For example� GL � fu � k � ��ug� where k is a vector of six integers�
$� denotes component�wise multiplication� and the increments are �u �

��������������tx��ty��tz��

Step �� Evaluate the C�w�u�� wo� as de�ned by ����� for every point in GL using the

data speci�ed by RL�

Step �� Identify the M lowest function values of C�w�u�� wo�� ordered such that

C�w�ui�� w
o� � C�w�ui���� w

o� for i � �� � � � �M � ��

and retain the points	

ui � ��
i
�� �

i
�� �

i
�� t

i
x� t

i
y� t

i
z�� for i � �� � � � �M�

Step �� Use fui� i � �� � � � �Mg as the starting points for local optimization of a
higher�resolution correlation coe�cient� computed using the higher�resolution

data speci�ed by RH�

Step �� Perform post�processing� including crystallographic packing checks and ex�

amination of free�function values� which will be de�ned in sections ��� and �����

In the next chapter� the �D sampling �or grid�� the local optimization method�

and the post�processing crystallographic check are precisely de�ned� In addition� as

----
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we will show in Chapter �� the number of starting points� M � can be as large as �����

or more�

����� Use of low
frequency data

As just described� the new approach aims to use an initial subset of primarily low�

frequency intensities� As a result� this approach is very di
erent from mainstreamMR

approaches� Currently� researchers typically exclude low�frequency data when solving

the MR problem by imposing a low�resolution cut�o
 usually at ���A ���� However�

there are advantages for including such low�frequency data� A few researchers ad�

vocate the use of low�frequency data for the simultaneous optimization of rotations

and translations of the model protein� for the same reason stated in this dissertation	

to allow the use of a coarse grid search and thereby shorten the global search run

time� There are a couple of published examples of such successful coarse searches of

low�frequency objective functions ��� ��� ���� but in general� such higher�dimensional

coarse searches appear not to have caught on� On the other hand� when the MR

variables are separately optimized� researchers have shown that low�resolution data

produce quite inaccurate traditional objective functions ���� ���� The following dis�

cussion of the use of low�frequency data to solve the MR problem will focus on each

of these topics�

Low�resolution data

Currently when solving a MR problem� a low�resolution cut�o
 is imposed to ex�

clude low�resolution data� not only because low�resolution data require additional

e
ort to measure ��� ���� but also because researchers feel low�resolution data are

�corrupted� or �contaminated� by liquid in the crystal exterior to the protein� for ex�

ample� see ���� ��� According to Urzhumtsev and Podjarny� at resolutions between ��

and ���A� �di
raction amplitudes have a signi�cant non�collinear solvent contribution

and cannot be easily reproduced with a molecular model only� �����

However� as demonstrated in Chapter �� low�resolution data� for example� data
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between � and ���A� can be used in an e
ective manner� In fact� the accuracy of

low�resolution intensities may be improved by applying a simple exponential scale

factor ���� Moreover� Glykos and Kokkinidis state that if a low�resolution cut�o
 is

imposed to exclude low�resolution data� then series truncation errors are introduced�

�making the identi�cation of the global minimum more di�cult� ���� Therefore�

low�resolution data should not be summarily dismissed by imposing a low�resolution

cut�o
�

Advantages of using low�resolution data

Only a few authors emphasize the use of low�resolution data to improve e�ciency

of a MR method� in particular Rabinovich� Shakked and their co�workers ���� ���� who

developed two MR programs that can simultaneously search for optimal rotations and

translations of the model protein� For example� the structure of a DNA fragment was

solved using a �D search and data between � and ����A ����� and more recently� two

alcohol dehydorgenase structures were solved using a �D search and data between

�� and ���A� and �� and ��A� respectively ����� In fact� as early as ����� Baldwin

performed a D search using low�resolution data to �economize on computing time�

���� This search varied one angle and one translation variable�

However� coarse higher�dimensional grid searches� where the dimension of the

search space is greater than three� do not appear to have been adopted by the X�ray

crystallography community� One possible reason is that a coarse grid search alone

is unlikely to identify a MR solution� unless the model is very accurate� as will be

shown in Chapter �� Typically� in a coarse grid� there will be a grid point near a MR

solution� but not close enough to produce a function value that will be much lower

in comparison to the rest of the function values computed during the grid search�

thereby signaling that the point is in fact close to a MR solution� Therefore� local

optimization of many of the lowest points found during the coarse global search� for

example� between ��� to ���� points� is critical and therefore� is an integrated part

of the new strategy�
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Besides emphasizing the bene�t of dramatically reduced run times ���� ���� some

researchers also advocate using low�resolution data because a MR method will be less

sensitive to structural di
erences between the model and target structure ���� ��� ����

In addition� Urzhumtsev and Podjarny advocate the use of low�resolution data to

improve the success of the translation search for traditional approaches because the

translation search using low�resolution data should be less sensitive to errors in the

orientation of the model that was determined by the rotation search ����� In general�

low�resolution data provide a �molecular envelope� or general shape of the molecule

without detail ��� ���

Low�resolution data and traditional approaches

In contrast to the published examples of successful coarse higher�dimensional

searches� Br�unger and his co�workers� implementing the traditional approach� were

not successful in using primarily low�resolution data� In two di
erent papers Br�unger

and his co�workers observe that when �data in the ranges of �����A and ������A �were

used�� the top points of the direct rotation function are far ��������� from the correct

orientations� ���� ���� �Together with previous results �Brunger������ ����� �they� con�

clude that at lower�resolution� false maxima of the �direct� rotation function become

dominant� ����� In addition� Urzhumtsev and Podjarny� who performed experiments

using resolution ranges such as � to ���A and � to ���A� conclude that the highest

resolution data available should be used for the rotation search� despite the fact that

they advocate the use of low�resolution data for the translation search �����

Clearly� the inabilities of traditional rotation functions to e
ectively use low�

resolution data� demonstrate that there is indeed a practical di
erence in accuracy

between traditional and �D approaches when low resolution data are used� The

numerical results in presented in section �� add to this accumulated evidence and

support our hypothesis that �D MR methods should be favored when primarily low�

resolution data are used�
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����� New ideas

This new strategy incorporates three new ideas	 �i� low�resolution searches can be

used to solve MR problems� but extensive local �D optimization is required� �ii� the

global grid search and extensive local optimization should be integrated� �iii� the

secant method BFGS is used rather than the conjugate gradient method for local

optimization� Typically� when a traditional method is used� two grid searches are

performed and then continuous local optimization� known as rigid�body re�nement�

is performed� possibly using another program� such as X�PLOR ��� or CNS ���� In

contrast� we propose a more combined approach�

First� the new approach introduced by this thesis shifts the primary emphasis

of non�stochastic MR methods from the grid search to the local optimization� By

implementing multi�start local optimization� the strategy goes beyond the simple

implementation of a coarse low�resolution global search� which is still in all regards

atypical� Second� because the continuous optimization component is not expensive�

extensive local optimization can be performed for as many as ��� to ����� initial

points in a fraction of the time it takes to perform the �D global search� When

low�resolution data between � to ��A are used for space groups that have fewer than

twelve symmetry operators� multi�start optimization of ����� points takes less than

two hours when run on a ���MHZ R���� processor of an SGI Origin��� machine�

In fact� unless the model is very accurate� a coarse grid search alone is unlikely

to identify a point that is close enough to a global minima to produce a function

value that is quite low in comparison to other function values computed during the

global search� However� contrast in function values is very important since X�ray

crystallographers rely primarily on contrast to identify possible MR solutions �� ����

In addition� when a coarse grid search is used� the increments in the angles may be

more than ���� As a result� optimization will be required at some point to improve

the MR variables and to produce noticeable contrast in the objective function values�

If the process of optimizing many of the points that produce the lowest function
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values of the low�frequency objective function is not streamlined� then the coarse grid

search would not be very practical because as many as ��� to ����� points should be

optimized�

Third� in the X�ray crystallography community� the conjugate gradient method

appears to be the current method of choice for local continuous optimization� also

known as rigid�body re�nement� for example� see ����� However� we choose the secant

method BFGS because it has a faster rate of convergence than the conjugate gradient

method �super�linear rather than linear� and performs very well despite noise in

the correlation coe�cient� In general� rigid�body re�nement entails optimizing a MR

objective function� allowing either the whole molecule or sub�domains of the molecule

to move relative to each other to minimize the disagreement between the observed

and calculated intensities� Therefore� in the simplest case� rigid�body re�nement is

local continuous �D optimization� Finally� in contrast to MR programs that do not

have rigid�body re�nement connected with the output of the MR grid searches� our

approach is streamlined�
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Components of the New Strategy

In this chapter� we describe the three major components of our new strategy in the

order in which they will be executed	 the global grid search� the multi�start local

optimization� and the crystallographic packing checks of the model protein� First� a

global grid search is performed to �nd the lowest M function values of a surrogate

function� Then� multi�start local optimization is executed� using the points that

produce the M lowest function values as starting points� Finally� a crystallographic

packing check is performed to rule out any local minimizers� de�ning an orientation

and translation of the model� that produce inter�penetration of the model�s symmetry

mates in the crystal�

��� Global search

The global grid search is an evaluation of the surrogate objective function using a set

of points derived from a sampling of the domain of the MR variables� For example�

the set of sample points for a D grid could be de�ned by

S�D � f�x� y� � �xl  i�x� yl  j�y� � R
� for i� j � �� � � � Ng�

where xl and yl are the lower bounds� �x � �xu � xl��N and �y � �yu � yl��N are

the step sizes� xu and yu are the upper bounds� and N is the number of steps taken

��
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in the x and y directions� Similarly� the �D MR global grid search is also de�ned

by the bounds of the MR variables and the step lengths used to increment the MR

variables� Once the MR variables and their step sizes are de�ned� the global search

is straight forward� just six nested loops that vary the translations and angles�

The global grid search is the most time consuming component of the new strategy

because the function must be evaluated at a large number of points� However� as

discussed in Chapter �� a low�frequency surrogate correlation coe�cient� which is

smoother than its high�resolution counterpart� will be used� thereby allowing a coarser

sampling of the variable space� The coarser the sampling� the fewer the function

evaluations� and the faster the run time� In fact� the coarseness of the global grid

search is dictated by the high�resolution cut�o
 of the resolution range� as discussed

in the next two sections�

����� Rotation variables and step sizes

In the following section� we de�ne the Lattman angles that are used to parameterize

the rotations of the global search and the Eulerian rotation matrix that is used to ro�

tate the di
raction pattern of the model� thereby modeling the rotation of the model�

The Eulerian rotation matrix is used rather than a Lattman rotation matrix because

Eulerian rotations are easier to visualize than Lattman rotations� As a result� the

output of SOMoRe� which includes Eulerian angles� is easier to interpret� especially

when determining whether two orientations are symmetry related�

Eulerian angles

Eulerian angles represent consecutive counter clockwise rotations about three axes�

The choice of axes varies among MR programs� In this work� the convention used by

Rossman and Blow is chosen ����	 �� is a rotation about the z�axis� �� is a rotation

about the x��axis� the rotated x�axis� and �� is a rotation about the z
��axis� the rotated
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z�axis� As a result� the Eulerian rotation matrix !���� ��� ��� is

�
����

� sin �� cos �� sin �� � cos �� cos �� cos �� cos �� sin �� � sin �� cos �� sin �� sin ��

� sin �� cos �� cos �� � cos �� sin �� cos �� cos �� cos �� � sin �� sin �� sin �� cos ��

sin �� sin �� � cos �� sin �� cos ��

�
���� �

and !���  ������ ��  �� � !���� ��� ���� In addition� to produce all possible orien�

tations of the molecule� the ranges of the Eulerian angles are

� � �� � �� � � �� � �� and � � �� � �� �����

Lattman angles

On the other hand� Lattman angles are used to de�ne the sampling of angular

space because they can sample the orientation space of the model molecule more

uniformly than Eulerian angles ����� If a constant Eulerian sampling is used� in

other words� if ���� ���� and ��� are equal to three constants� and a unit vector�

for example� p � ��� �� ��� is rotated by !���
i� ��

i� ��
i� for all ���

i� ��
i� ��

i� in the

sampling� then the unit sphere will be sampled �nely at the poles ��� � ��������

and sampled coarsely at the equator ��� ���
�� ����� Therefore� the orientation space

of the molecule will not be sampled uniformly� In fact� if Lattman angles and the

optimal Lattman sampling is used instead of a constant Eulerian sampling� then the

number of rotational grid points evaluated will decrease by a factor of �� �����

Lattman angles� ��� �� and �
�� have the following simple relationship with Eule�

rian angles	

�� � ��  ��� �� � ��� �� � �� � ��� ����

As a result�

� � �� � �� � � �� � �� and � � �� � �

are the ranges of the Lattman angles that correspond to the ranges de�ned in �����

����� Moreover� Lattman determined the optimal sampling of Lattman angular space
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to be	

������� � ���� cos������

������� � ���� sin������

where �� � ��� �� and ��� remains constant during the global search �����
Finally� the de�nition of ��� used by SOMoRe is

��� �  arcsin

�
rhigh

�a b  c���

�
� �����

where rhigh is the high�resolution cut�o
 of the data set and a� b� c are the lengths

of the unit cell basis vectors a�b� c� Equation ����� is the same de�nition used

by CNS Version ��� ���� �Often rhigh is referred to as dmax in MR literature��

Alternative de�nitions were considered� For example� X�PLOR Version ��� uses

��� � arcsin�rhigh�max�a� b� c�� ���� However� CNS is a more recent MR code that

was developed by some of the same researchers that developed X�PLOR� Therefore�

we choose the estimate used by CNS�

Rationale for the step size ���

According to Lattman ���� p� ���� the appropriate angular sampling for Patterson

functions that are used in the real space rotation function is determined by those

points in Patterson space that are farthest from the origin� that is� the points that

�contribute the highest�frequency terms� because the Shannon�Nyquist Theorem says

that the optimal sampling rate should be one half the highest frequency ���� p� ����

Similarly� Lattman applies the same logic to intensities when discussing the reciprocal

space rotation function� which is a function of the observed and calculated intensities�

Lattman states that ��� should be �the rotation necessary to superimpose adja�

cent lattice points �in the data set� at the outer edge of the data sphere used� �����

In other words� the rotation necessary to superimpose adjacent lattice points with

the highest frequencies� Recall from section ����� that intensities can be described in

terms of frequency because they are the sum of sine and cosine functions� Finally� be�
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Figure ���	 Schematic justifying the estimate for ����

cause the correlation coe�cient is also evaluated using intensities� the same sampling

rate applies�

To see the connection between the estimate of

��� � arcsin�rhigh�max�a� b� c�� �����

and the rotation necessary to superimpose the most distant lattice points� suppose

that the angles between the crystal�s basis vectors are each equal to ���� Then

k a� k � �

k a k � kb� k � �

kb k � and k c� k � �

k c k�

where a��b� and c� are the basis vectors that de�ne the reciprocal space lattice� and

a�b� and c are the crystallographic basis vectors� Thus� the reciprocal basis vector

with the smallest length is s�� where

k s� k � �

max�a� b� c�
� �����

and a� b and c are the lengths of basis vector a�b and c� So the smallest spacing

between data points Ih will be along s
�� Therefore� the rotation necessary to super�

impose the most distant lattice points that have the closest spacing between them is

shown in Figure ���� where d� is determined by the high�resolution cut�o
 of the data

set used� From the picture� �� � arcsin�k s� k�d���
If all intensities up to the resolution rhigh�A are used� then this corresponds to using

all intensities within the sphere of radius d� � ��rhigh in reciprocal space� Therefore�

�� � arcsin�rhigh�max�a� b� c��� �����

-~ ! 
I • 
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However� each angle between the basis vectors a�b and c will not always be equal to

���� In addition� the spacing of the data along the other basis vectors directions will

be larger� Therefore� we choose an estimate that uses �a  b  c��� or the average

value of lengths of the basis vectors rather than an estimate that uses max�a� b� c��

����� Translation variables and step sizes

Similarly� the step sizes for translations that are varied during the global search are

a function of the high�resolution cut�o
� rhigh	

�tx � rhigh���a�� �ty � rhigh���b�� and �tz � rhigh���c�� �����

where division by a� b� and c� the lengths of the crystal�s basis vectors� converts units

of Angstroms to fractional units� The larger rhigh is� the larger the step size and

the lower the frequency of the surrogate function� These are the same step sizes

implemented in X�PLOR Version ��� ����

Because the crystal is periodic� one would logically expect that the range of the

translations tx� ty and tz in the direction of the unit cell basis vectors a� b and c would

be ����� in fractional coordinates because the crystal is periodic in the directions of

its basis vectors� For a review� see Chapter � However� because of crystallographic

symmetry� this range may be reduced� For example� a translation of the origin by

�% in the direction of either a� b or c is consistent with the symmetry operators for

space group C�� Therefore� for C� the ranges of tx�ty and tz are all ������� In

fact� the appropriate range for each space group is presented in Hirshfeld�s paper on

the Cheshire�group unit cell ����� and in the experiments to follow in Chapter �� the

translation ranges are those indicated in ���� with one exception�

Now� as mentioned� given the de�nitions of the MR variables� their ranges� and

their step sizes� the global search is straight forward� just six nested loops� Appendix

E contains the pseudo code�
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��� Calculated intensities

When SOMoRe calculates the model�s intensities� the discrete Fourier transform of

the model is calculated only once� Then� the structure factors of the rotated and

translated model are calculated from this discrete Fourier transform using interpo�

lation� SOMoRe uses the method for calculating the structure factors described in

detail by Chang and Lewis in ����� The structure factor calculations implemented in

SOMoRe are identical to those implemented in the MR program Qs ���� ���

These reciprocal space calculations are in contrast to the calculations performed

by direct methods� which rotate and translate the model�s coordinates and then re�

compute the Fourier transform for every rotation and translation considered during

a grid search� A direct search can be two orders of magnitude slower than a similar

search using reciprocal space calculations ��� ���� such as the calculations described

by Chang and Lewis� Because SOMoRe uses the method suggested by Chang and

Lewis� run time is not a function of the number of atoms in the molecule� and the

structure factor calculations are �only linearly dependent on the number of re�ections

of the target structure expanded to space group P�� ����

Reasons for interpolation

If the model molecule is placed in a unit cell isomorphic to the crystal�s unit cell�

then the observed and calculated intensities will occur at the same set of points in

reciprocal space� But when a molecule�s coordinates are rotated by !� the continuous

di
raction pattern of the molecule is rotated by !T � For example� see ��� ��� Thus�

structure factors of the rotated model� &Fh� are the equal to Fp� where p � !
Th and

both lattice points p and h are expressed in orthogonal coordinates� The structure

factors of the rotated model are the values of the Fourier transform sampled at the

rotated reciprocal lattice points� Thus� to determine the structure factors of the

rotated model� the reciprocal lattice points must be rotated by !T � and the value of

Fourier transform at the points p � !Th must be determined ����� The contribution
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of all the rotated and translated symmetry mates also occur for di
erent� known

rotations of the reciprocal lattice�

However� because a discrete Fourier transform is calculated� the di
raction pattern

is sampled only at the reciprocal lattice points h� and !Th is not generally equal to a

reciprocal lattice point where the di
raction pattern was sampled� Thus� interpolation

is required to determine the values of the Fourier transform at these rotated lattice

points� In fact� the method described by Change and Lewis ���� calls for the model

to be placed in a large orthogonal unit cell so that the model�s continuous Fourier

transform will be sampled �nely� resulting in more accurate interpolations�

��� Local optimization

For the local optimization component� we implemented the Broyden�Fletcher�Goldfarb�

Shanno �BFGS� secant method� see ��� for example� Among other considerations�

BFGS was chosen for a typical reason	 only the gradient of the objective function is

required to implement this method� Moreover� BFGS has a faster rate of convergence

than the conjugate gradient method� which appears to be the method of choice for

traditional rigid body re�nement� which is the most common continuous local opti�

mization component of a MR code� see ���� for example� The BFGS method has a

superlinear rate of convergence� while conjugate gradient has a linear rate� for exam�

ple� see ���� In fact� BFGS performs very well� even though the objective function

contains noise�

To implement BFGS� a �nite di
erence approximation to the gradient must be

used because an analytic expression for the gradient does not exist� As de�ned in

Chapter �� the objective function is a function of the calculated intensities or structure

factor magnitudes that are in turn a function of the MR variables� However� when

the MR variables are varied� the new set of structure factors is determined from an

initial set of calculated structure factors using interpolation�
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In addition� we implement two di
erent line searches� depending on the length of

the search direction� If a search direction is too large� then the new iterate can be

taken out of the local neighborhood determined by the coarse global search� unless

a line search is implemented to �nd the one of the �rst local minima along the

long search direction� If the search direction is smaller� then the standard Armijo

backtracking line search is used� The line searches are described in section ������

����� BFGS method

In general� a local optimization method is designed to generate a sequence of points

that converge to a local minimizer of a function f�x� when the starting point is close

enough to the local minimizer� Given the kth iterate� xk � Rn � the method generates

a search direction� pk � R
n � typically by solving a linear system� Then an appropriate

step length� �k � R� along the search direction is determined to ensure that su�cient

progress is being made to the minimizer� For example� a typical criteria is that the

new iterate must have a su�ciently smaller function value than the last iterate� Then

the new iterate is de�ned as xk�� � xk �kpk� and the above steps are repeated until

a stopping criterion is met� for example� krf�xk�k  �� where � is a small number�

As mentioned� the local optimization method implemented in SOMoRe is the

secant method BFGS� In Newton�s method� the search direction pk is computed by

solving the linear system	

r�fk pk � �rfk�

where r�fk denotes r�f�xk� and rfk denotes rf�xk�� In the BFGS method� an
approximation to the Hessian r�fk is used to compute the search direction� Let

Bk � Rn�n be the approximation to the Hessian at xk that is positive de�nite� Then

the search direction is computed by solving the linear system	

Bkpk � �rfk� �����
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The approximate Hessian Bk must also satisfy the secant equation	

Bksk�� � yk��� ������

where

sk�� � xk � xk��� �����a�

yk�� � rfk �rfk��� �����b�

The BFGSmethod can be viewed as an n�dimensional extension of the one�dimensional

secant method and� therefore� is also referred to as a secant method� for example� see

����

In addition� the approximate Hessian will be updated typically at every iteration�

The BFGS update is given by the formula	

Bk�� � Bk � Bksks
T
kBk

sTkBksk
 
yky

T
k

yTk sk
� �����

where the correction is a symmetric rank two matrix� It can be easily veri�ed that

Bk�� satis�es the secant equation	 Bk��sk � yk� Moreover� if Bk is symmetric positive

de�nite and yTk sk 	 �� then Bk�� will also be symmetric positive de�nite� It is

important that the approximate Hessians remain positive de�nite� If Bk is positive

de�nite� then rfTk pk � �rfTk Bk
��rfk  �� in other words� pk is a descent direction

for f�x�� Below is a pseudo code for BFGS�

Step �� Choose B� � Rn�n � a symmetric positive de�nite matrix� x� � Rn � and

� � R� a small number� Set k � ��

Step �� Test for convergence� for example� krfk k  ��

Step �� Solve Bkpk � �rfk for pk�

Step �� Determine �k� for example� by a line search�

Step �� Set xk�� � xk  �k pk�

Step 	� Set sk � xk�� � xk and yk � rfk�� �rfk�
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Step 
� If yTk sk 	 �� compute Bk�� using ������ else set Bk�� � Bk�

Step �� Set k � k  �� and go to Step ��

In the sections to follow� we specify how the gradient rfk is approximated� how
the search direction pk is computed� and how the step length �k is chosen� Then� we

introduce the stopping criteria used for SOMoRe�s implementation of BFGS�

����� Finite di	erence gradient

As mentioned earlier� an analytic expression is not readily available for the gradient

because an interpolation is utilized to determine a new set of structure factors for each

orientation and translation of the �D sampling that is used to reposition the model�

Therefore� we approximate the gradient using �nite di
erences� The jth component

of the �nite di
erence approximation of the gradient of a function f�x� is

rfj � f�x  h ej�� f�x�

h
� ������

where ej is the jth standard Euclidean basis vector� h � h� sign�xj�� and sign�xj�

is the sign of xj �either � or ���� As a result� the forward di
erence is always

computed� and the error is O�h�� ��� Typically� the perturbation parameter h� is

quite small to accurately approximate the gradient� However� if it is too small� then

numerical cancellations result from the �nite precision computer arithmetic� For this

application� numerical experiments indicate that a good value for h� is ��
�	�

����� Inverse Hessian update

It is well known that rather than expressing the algorithm for BFGS in terms of

Bk� the algorithm can be expressed in terms of the inverse of Bk� resulting in a

more straightforward computation of the search direction� Let Hk denote Bk
��� If

Hk is updated� then computing the search direction requires only the matrix vector

multiplication	 pk � �Hkrfk� On the other hand� if Bk is updated� then computing
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the search direction requires solving the linear system	 Bkpk � �rfk� For ease of
implementation� the inverse of the approximate Hessian is updated�

The inverse Hessian update is typically written as

Hk�� � �I � �ksky
T
k �Hk�I � �kyks

T
k �  �ksks

T
k � �����a�

where �k � ���y
T
k sk�� see ����� for example� However� to e�ciently compute Hk��� we

rewrite �����a� as

Hk�� � Hk � �k�vks
T
k  skv

T
k �  �k��ky

T
k vk  ��sks

T
k � �����b�

where vk � Hkyk�

Finally� an initial inverse Hessian approximation� H�� must also be chosen� Often

H� is chosen to be a multiple of the identity matrix �� ���� We choose H� � I� and

then the code re�scales the initial Hessian before computing H� so that

H� �
yT� s�
yT� y�

I�

As a result� the inverse Hessian r�f��� and the approximate Hessian will be close in

the sense that the interval spectrum of the two matrices will intersect �����

����� Line searches

A line search is implemented to determine an appropriate step length along the search

direction pk that will produce su�cient decrease in the function value at each iteration�

For a given search direction� SOMoRe uses either an Armijo backtracking line search

or another simple line search� depending on the norm of the search direction� The

standard Armijo backtracking line search is used for most iterations� when the norm

of the search direction is not larger than ��� The second line search scheme is used

whenever the norm of the search direction pk is larger than �� and when k � �� The

second scheme begins with a very small step length and then increments this step

length until function value increase is detected� thereby detecting one of the �rst� if

not the �rst� local minimum along the given search direction�

---
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However� because these line search schemes do not necessarily satisfy the Wolfe

conditions� yTk sk may not be positive� for more information� see ����� Therefore� before

updating the inverse Hessian� one must check that yTk sk 	 � to ensure the update

remains positive de�nite because as for Bk� Hk should remain positive de�nite to

ensure pk is a descent direction�

Armijo backtracking line search

Given an iterate x and a search direction p� the pseudo code for the Armijo

backtracking line search is given below�

Step �� Choose c�� c� � ��� ��� Set � � ��

Step �� While f�x �p� �� f�x�  � � c�rf�x�T p
� � c� �

end

A step length �k will be always found for pk� because pk is a descent direction�

As the iterates converge to a local minimum� �k will become small� The contraction

factor c� is introduced to determine how quickly � is decreased� For this application�

we choose c� � ���� In general� for all test problems considered in Chapter � roughly

��' of the iterations use the undamped or full BFGS step� that is� �k � ��

The parameter c� determines the amount of function value decrease that must be

achieved� The following su�cient decrease condition� known as the Armijo condition�

f�xk  �kpk� � f�xk�  c��krfTk pk�

requires c� � ��� ��� For our application� we chose c� � ���	� based on the recommen�
dation in ����� which we found to be satisfactory in our experiments�

�First minimum� line search

In most cases� the Armijo backtracking line search works very well� However�

several instances were observed when the search direction was very large� For such

large directions� if a full BFGS step is taken� then the next iterate would be very
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far from the good local neighborhood� determined by the coarse global search� In

particular� this troubling behavior was observed for starting points that were close to

a MR solution and actually prevented the iterates from converging to the solution�

However� once a more specialized line search was implemented for such large search

directions� these iterates converged to the MR solutions�

In general� the �rst search direction is more likely to be large because it a steepest

descent direction� that is� p� � �rf�� For example� consider Figure ��� a plot of
some of the function values along such a large initial search direction� p�� If a small

step along the direction is taken� then the function value will decrease substantially�

The starting point is quite close to the global minimum� jx� � x�j � ������ ����� �����
������ ������� �������� where the last three components are measured in fractional

units� However� p� � �������� ������ ������� ������� ����� ������� and therefore its
length is approximately ������ using units of radians and fractional coordinates� the

units used during the optimization� As a result� if only the Armijo line search is used�

then the local minimum found� y�� is far from the starting point and the MR solution�

jy��x�j � ������� ������ ������ ������� ������ ������� because tx has changed by more
than �� or half a fractional unit� A translation of ����� fractional units corresponds

to translating the model more than half the unit cell in the direction of basis vector

b� moving it very far from the local neighborhood� determined by the global search�

Therefore� we use the following line search that is designed to �nd the �rst local

minimum along the search direction� To implement this line search� the step length

� is initially de�ned to be quite small and then� increased in small increments until

increase in the function values is detected� A pseudo code for this line search is given

below�

Step �� Choose c�� c��� ��� �� and �� a small number� Set � � ���
�

Step �� While f�x �p� �� f�x�  � � c�rf�x�T p �Armijo backtracking�

� � c� �
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Figure ��	 Function values along an initial search direction�

Step �� Set �� � �� �� � �  ��� and j � ��

Step �� While f�x �j��p�  f�x �jp�

�j�� � �j  ��

Step � ensures that a small increase in � should produce a su�cient decrease in

the function value� However� because � � ���
� typically the Armijo condition is

satis�ed immediately�

In practice� when k pk k  ��� �� � ����� is a good choice� where k denotes the
kth iteration of BFGS� which is independent of j� However� to guard against larger

search directions� we de�ne �� to be

�� � ����� min ��� ����k pk k�� �

In fact� very large search directions do occur occasionally�
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����� Stopping criteria

A standard stopping criterion for a local optimization method is that krfkk be less
than a very small number� However� in our application� the function contains noise�

and the norm of the gradient typically does not get smaller than ����� Often as the

norm of the gradient becomes small� on the order of ���� or ����� �k becomes quite

small� approximately ���
� and the function values of the iterates stop changing� For

such iterations� often the inverse Hessian update is also skipped� As a result� we have

imposed three di
erent stopping criteria�

The �rst stopping criterion is

krfk k � ����

For the test problems presented in Chapter �� this criterion is met about �' to ��'

of the time with the norm of the �nal iterate usually on the order of ����� The second

stopping criterion has two parts	 �i� the function value has not changed in the last

�ve iterations and �ii�

krfk k � ���

Therefore� the �nal iterate may be close to a local minimum� but the gradient is

somewhat large due to inherent noise in the function� This criterion is met roughly

��' of the time with the �nal norm of the gradient usually between ��� and ����

The third criterion is the least stringent� Basically� if the function value has not

changed in the last �fteen iterations� then BFGS is terminated� For this problem�

when the function values have not changed in � to �� iterations� the function values of

the iterates to follow almost never decrease� Therefore� to prevent excessive iterations

and wasted computation� BFGS is terminated� Finally� there is an additional check

that ensures the method will eventually be terminated if none of the above criteria

are met	 the number of iterations are not to surpass two hundred� In general� this

safeguard has very rarely been evoked�
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��� Crystallographic packing check

The packing check is a practical� time�saving feature� that allows the user to disregard

an orientation and translation without taking additional time to use another program�

such as CHAIN ���� to view the crystallographic packing of the symmetry mates� The

orientations and translations or multi�dimensional points output by a MR code can

be immediately dismissed if the packing of the reoriented model in the crystal is bad�

that is� if the symmetry mates of the reoriented model inter�penetrate� In reality�

two molecules cannot inter�penetrate� Sometimes an orientation and translation will

produce a good function value despite the fact that they also produce bad packing� As

a result� packing checks provide an easy way to weed out points that cannot possibly

be solutions�

In fact� several researchers have used packing checks to eliminate regions of the

variable space to be searched� thereby reducing run time ��� ��� ���� while others

have built packing considerations into their translation function ����� We choose to

implement the easiest strategy� an a posteriori packing check as described in �����

based on calculating all the inter�atomic distances between all pairs of symmetry

mates�

In general� the atoms of crystallized proteins can be separated by as much as

���A and as little as  or ��A because crystallized proteins in a protein crystal are

separated from each other by liquid that sometimes comprises as much as �� to ��'

of a crystal and because typically some close contacts between symmetry mates may

occur despite the amount of liquid content� In addition� two Carbon atoms should

never be closer than approximately ����A unless they are bonded together because ���

to �����A is the approximate range of the Van der Waals radius of a Carbon atom in

a protein ���� p� ����� Therefore� the C� atoms of two proteins in a crystal should be

at least ����A away from each other�

To determine if there is inter�penetration of any two symmetry mates� every intra�

atomic distance between the symmetry mates is computed and is compared to a
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threshold� for example� �A� Not every symmetry mate pairing will have distance

violations� that is� inter�atomic distances that are smaller than the threshold� If vij

is the number the distance violations found between symmetry mate i and symmetry

mate j� then the worst case of inter�penetration is identi�ed by

max fvij 	 i  jg� ������

where the maximum is taken over all possible symmetry mate pairs �i� j� such that

i  j� The greater vij is� the worse the inter�penetration� With this information� the

user can immediately rule out bad orientations and translations without ever having

to take the time to view the crystallographic packing of the reoriented molecule�

When the ith symmetry mate is compared to the jth symmetry mate� the jth

symmetry mate may be translated by an integer number of basis vector translations so

that the comparison is between the ith symmetry mate and the closest jth symmetry

mate� The closest jth symmetry mate may either be in the same unit cell as the ith

mate or in a neighboring unit cell� Appendix F contains the pseudo code to determine

the closest symmetry mate�

For example� when the symmetry operators of space group P� are applied to

the model� the symmetry mates generated are centered about the origin� occurring

in four di
erent unit cells� as shown in Figure ���� In Figure ���� the symmetry

mates are labeled A�B�C�D�E� and F � �Since the crystal is periodic� this pattern

repeats through out the crystal� and each unit cell will contain six symmetry related

molecules�� In the case shown in Figure ���� when the inter�atomic distances between

symmetry mate A and symmetry mate D are calculated� the distances should be

computed between A and Dt� a translation mate of symmetry mate D because Dt

is closer to A than D� According to Figure ���� translation mate Dt can be derived

from D by a translation of a and then a translation of b� where a and b are the

crystal�s basis vectors� Similarly� the calculations should be for A and Et� not A and

E� Appendix B lists the symmetry related positions in the unit cell for space group

P��
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Figure ���	 Schematic showing the symmetry mates produced by the symmetry op�
erators for space group P� and demonstrating that the inter�atomic distances should
be calculated for the symmetry mates pairs that are closest to each other� which may
not be those generated directly by the symmetry operators�
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Chapter �

Results

In this chapter� we analyze the numerical results produced by SOMoRe for three sets

of test problems	 problems with very good models� problems that have either defeated

or severely challenged traditional MR software� and �nally� problems with models that

range from being complete to only ��' complete� However� �rst in section ���� we

de�ne the measures used to analyze the output of SOMoRe	 root mean squared devi�

ation �RMSD�� function values� �free� function values� and crystallographic packing

of the model�

��� Criteria for evaluating the results

Because each MR problem presented in this chapter has already been solved� one

measure used to judge the output of SOMoRe is the RMSD between the coordi�

nates of the reoriented model and the coordinates of known structure� In fact� these

RMSDs also allow the intermediary coarse global search results to be quanti�ed and

easily analyzed� However� because researchers solving new structures cannot compute

RMSDs� the output of SOMoRe is also analyzed using the standard criteria	 contrast

between the lowest function values and the remaining function values� �free� function

values� and crystallographic packing of the reoriented model�

��
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In general� a point �"� t� that has been identi�ed by a MR method as a possi�

ble solution is ultimately veri�ed as solution only if the preliminary electron density�

computed from the phases of the reoriented model and the observed intensities� can

be re�ned so that the amino acid acids of the crystallized protein �t into the com�

puted electron density� However� electron density re�nement can be time consuming�

Therefore� only those points that produce the lowest function values and good pack�

ing arrangements of the model are used to generate a preliminary electron density

map�

����� Root mean squared deviation �RMSD

Each test problem solved in this chapter uses experimental data for which the crystal

structure has been determined and deposited into the Protein Data Bank �PDB�� As

a result� the di
erence between the coordinates of the reoriented model and those of

the target structure can be quanti�ed by an RMSD� If the model and known structure

are the same� then the best possible RMSD is zero� However� typically the model

and known structure are somewhat di
erent� For example� the loops or the sequences

of amino acids connecting secondary structure� such as alpha helices� may be quite

di
erent� Therefore� in such cases� the best possible RMSD may be much higher� for

example� ����A� if the atomic coordinates of the loops are used to compute an RMSD�

To determine whether a point �"� t� � ���� ��� ��� tx� ty� tz�� which de�nes the ori�

entation and position of the model� is a solution to a test problem� using an RMSD�

�rst the coordinates of the model must be reoriented� Let t � �tx� ty� tz� be fractional

coordinates expressed with respect to the crystal�s basis vectors� If Y � R��N are

the fractional coordinates of the model� then the repositioned fractional coordinates

of the model are X � � A��!�"�AY  T � where A converts fractional to orthogonal

coordinates� A�� converts orthogonal to fractional coordinates� !�"� � R
��� is a ro�

tation matrix� and every column in T � R��N is t� In this thesis� the RMSD between

the positioned model� X �� and the fractional coordinates of the structure deposited
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into the PDB� X� is de�ned as

RMSD�X�X �� �

	
�
NX
j��

jjAXj � AX �

jjj���N

���

� �����

where Xj� X
�
j � R� are the jth fractional coordinates of X and X �� respectively� and

N is the number of coordinates from X and X � being compared� If the RMSD is low�

for example� � or �A� then the atoms of X and X � nearly overlap and �"� t� is close

to a solution to the MR problem�

However� a point �"� t� identi�ed by a MR method may not map the model

onto the target structure� but onto a symmetry mate of the target� Therefore to

accurately judge such an orientation and translation� RMSDs must be computed

either between the reoriented model and the target structure�s symmetry mates or

between the target structure and reoriented model�s symmetry mates� In this thesis�

the RMSD reported is the minimum of all RMSDs computed between the target

structure and the reoriented model�s symmetry mates	

RMSD�X�X �� � min

	
�
NX
j��

jjAXj � A�SiX
�

j  si�jj���N

���

� ����

�Si� si�

where the pair �Si� si� represent the matrix and translation vector of the ith symmetry

operator�

Furthermore� the symmetry mates produced by �Si� si� may be in unit cells other

than the unit cell of the target structure� Therefore� before calculating the RMSD

between each symmetry mate of the reoriented model and the target structure� each

symmetry mate should be moved an integer number of basis vector translations so

that it is the closest symmetry mate to the target to ensure the RMSD will be as

small as possible� As a result� the translated symmetry mate will either be in the

same unit cell as the target structure or in a neighboring unit cell�

We note that RMSD values cited in MR literature are computed by trying to

determine the best �t between two given structures� for example� by translating two
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structures to the origin and then using a singular value decomposition to determine

a rotation !� for example� see ���� p����� or ����� An RMSD computed in this way

is close to the smallest possible RMSD between two given structures� Thus� we will

refer to such an RMSD� cited in the literature� as an optimal RMSD� which should

be close to the best that a MR code can do�

In contrast� the RMSDs presented in the tables and �gures in this chapter are

computed using equation ���� and the points �"i� ti� output by SOMoRe� We can

judge the quality of a point �"� t� by comparing the RMSD determined by �"� t� to

the optimal RMSD�

Typically not all atoms of the model or target structure are included in an RMSD

calculation� In fact� the RMSDs reported in the results to follow are computed using

only the C� atoms� unless otherwise indicated� Every amino acid in a protein�s

sequence has a common central carbon atom� known as a C� atom� and the collection

of these C� atoms are known as the C� backbone� Therefore� if the RMSD is computed

between the C� backbones of two proteins� then Xj and X
�
j in equation ���� are the

jth C� atoms of X and X �� respectively� For more information about C� backbones�

see ���� Ch� ���

Computing the RMSD between two C� backbones allows an RMSD to be com�

puted for proteins whose amino acid sequence may not be identical� as is the case

for three of the six test problems in this chapter� An RMSD cannot be calculated

for two proteins� using the coordinates of all atoms� if these proteins have di
erent

amino acid sequences� For example� if molecule X is the single amino acid Alanine

with one carbon atom in its side chain �the group of atoms that are bonded to the

C� atom� and Y is Valine with three carbon atoms in its side chain� then the RMSD

between these two structures in not well de�ned� Equation ���� cannot be used be�

cause Alanine and Valine do not have an equal number of atoms� However� Valine

and Alanine have only one C� atom each� so the RMSD between C� atoms of these

two molecules is well de�ned�
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����� Function values and �free� values

When a new structure is being solved� RMSDs cannot be calculated because the new

structure�s coordinates have not been determined� Therefore� one must rely primarily

on a ranking of the best function values� Typically� the output of traditional MR

software is a list of either the lowest or highest function values� depending on whether

minimization or maximization is used� SOMoRe produces a list of the lowest M

function values ranked in ascending order� In general� a MR software user expects

the lowest function value reported to correspond to a solution to the MR problem� In

fact� new MR methods are judged on their ability to consistently produce accurate

lists of points�

In addition� the greater the contrast between the lowest functions values and

remaining function values� the more con�dence the researcher will have that the lowest

valued points are solutions� For example� the largest contrast between function values

reported in this chapter for C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj� are ��� and ���� respectively�
the maximum contrast possible is � However� sometimes the contrast is not so great

if� for example� the model is poor� When the model protein is poor or� in other words�

structurally quite di
erent from the target protein� the objective function may not be

as accurate as when the model is good� As a result� some low function values may be

misleading� as they may be associated with points that produce bad packing of the

model in the crystal� that is� symmetry mates that inter�penetrate each other� which

is physically impossible�

Besides using function values� researchers also use so�called free values� Free values

are simply function values that are computed from a small independent subset of the

data set that has been set aside� For example� see ��� ��� ��� In the input �le read

by SOMoRe� the user can specify that a certain percentage of the data set should

be randomly chosen and set aside for the calculation of free function values� For

example� for every experiment discussed in this chapter� ��' of the data in each

resolution range was set aside for free value calculations�
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The free data set and the data set used for a global search and optimization are

independent� During the global search the lowest M function values are retained

regardless of the associated free function values� Similarly� the optimization and

gradient evaluations are performed using function values rather than free function

values� As a result� free function values provide an independent measure of the

accuracy of a function value or a way to corroborate low function values� In general�

if the point is a solution and the free data set contains enough data� then the free

value should also be low� As will be shown� free values are especially useful in the

analyzing the optimization results for test problem �CGN�

����� Crystallographic packing of the model

Points output by a MR code can be immediately dismissed if the packing of the

model in the crystal is bad� that is� if the symmetry mates of the positioned model

inter�penetrate� In reality� molecules cannot inter�penetrate each other� In fact� for

test problem �CGN� a crystallographic packing check of the model�s symmetry mates

eliminates some local minima that have low function values and low free values but do

not represent MR solutions� To determine the inter�penetration of any two symmetry

mates� every intra�atomic distance between symmetry mate pairs is computed and

then compared to a threshold to see if any distance violations occur� that is� inter�

atomic distances smaller than the threshold� Then� the maximum number of distance

violations is reported� The crystallographic packing check is discussed in detail in

section ����

��� Test problems and results

In this section� we present the results for three sets of test problems that are ordered

in increasing degree of di�culty� The �rst set of test problems have very good models�

and the results from these problems demonstrate that the method works very well
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when the model is good� Results from the second set of test problems support our

hypothesis that �D approaches will be able to solve di�cult MR problems that either

cannot be solved easily or at all by traditional codes� Finally� results from the third set

of test problems demonstrate that our approach can solve a MR problem using models

that are less complete than those models required by the �D stochastic approach

EPMR ���� and the traditional approaches X�PLOR ��� and AMoRe �����

����� General description of experiments and test problems

Besides the test problems MBW and �HEL� all four remaining test problems were

taken from articles that introduce new MR software� �References are provided in

the discussion of the results�� These test problems were chosen because the models

and data were available from the PDB� except for test problem �B�Q� Overall� these

problems are designed to answer two questions	 �� Is our new approach more e
ective

than traditional approaches on di�cult MR problems( and � How incomplete can

the model be and a MR solution still be found(

For each test problem two global searches were performed	 one using all data

between � and ��A and another using all data between � and ���A� These two

resolution ranges were chosen because the run times were reasonable� and the results

demonstrate that ��A appears to be a safe high�resolution cut�o
� Otherwise� the

surrogate objective function may not be su�ciently accurate� It is important to

approximately determine the largest possible high�resolution cut�o
 that will allow

the surrogate function to identify good starting points because the larger the high�

resolution cut�o
� the faster the run time� As discussed in Chapter �� the step sizes

for angular and translation variables are a function of high resolution cut�o
� the

larger the high�resolution cut�o
� the larger the step sizes� In addition� all available

low�resolution data are used� indicated by the low�resolution cut�o
 of ��
After each global search� local optimization is performed using data between �

and ��A� where the starting points are those points that produced the lowest surrogate
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function values� For some problems� experiments were performed using both resolu�

tion ranges of � to ��A and � to ��A� However� for every experiment� the results

obtained using the range � and ��A were better than those obtained using the range

� and ��A� The local minima found using the range � to ��A had larger associated

RMSDs than the minima found using the range � to ��A� This is not surprising be�

cause� in general� the more high resolution data� the more accurate the function� In

addition� the optimization run time using either of the data sets is only a fraction of

that for the global search� Therefore� we only discuss the local optimization results

generated using data between � and ��A�

For each test problem� we provide the run times of the global searches and a bar

chart summarizing the local optimization results� All experiments were run at Rice

University on a ���MHZ R���� processor of an SGI Origin��� machine� which has

�� Gigabytes of RAM and sixteen processors� but we used only one processor at a

time except for test problem �CGN� For every bar chart� the horizontal axis is the

function value rank of the minima when the function values are ranked in ascending

order�

We summarize the most important information for each test problem in Table ����

including the space group� the number of symmetry operators in the space group� and

an estimate of the optimal RMSD between the model and the target structure� The

optimal RMSD is either taken from the literature or estimated as ����A when the

model is nearly exact� The number of symmetry operators is listed because the run

time of a global search is determined not only by the resolution range� but also by

the number of symmetry operators� In addition� MR problems involving crystals

with high symmetry� that is� with symmetry speci�ed by a large number of symmetry

operators� are typically more di�cult for traditional approaches than those with lower

symmetry�

Translation ranges

For every test problem the translation t is restricted to the subset of the unit
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Table ���	 Test Cases�

problem name% space number of resolution translation optimal

PDB ID group sym� ops range ��A� range RMSD ��A�

�AKI P��� � �� � ��� �

�
a� �

�
b� �

�
c ��

MBW P� � �� ��� a� b ���

�HEL P��� � �� ��� �

�
a� �

�
b� �

	
c ���

�CGN P�� � �� ��� a� b� �

�
c ���

�B�Q C� � ������ ���� �

�
a� �

�
b� �

�
c ��

�RHN P��� � ������ ��� �

�
a� �

�
b� �

	
c ���

cell listed in Table ���� Because of crystallographic symmetry� the domain of the

translation variables is a subset of the unit cell� known as the Cheshire�group unit

cell ����� as discussed in section ����� All ranges except that of �RHN represent the

Cheshire�group unit cell� The range for �RHN is di
erent from the Cheshire�group

unit cell listed in ����� but still consistent with the space group�

Parameters for SOMoRe

SOMoRe has several parameters that a
ect the accuracy and e�ciency of structure

factor calculations� For all experiments� the interpolation scheme was linear� and the

size of the model�s arti�cial unit cell was determined by a linear scale factor of ����

The larger the factor� the �ner the sampling of model�s Fourier transform and the

more accurate the calculated data� In addition� all structure factors were scaled by

an exponential term to model the liquid of the crystal and simulate the environment

of a crystallized protein� Furthermore� all calculated intensities were scaled so that

the average value of the calculated data set is equal to the average value of the

observed data set� Using test problem MBW� we determined that Wilson scaling�

which is an alternative to the linear scaling just mentioned� should not be used when

predominantly low�resolution data are used�
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Terminology

To make the discussion of the results more concise� we introduce some new ter�

minology� First� when we refer to an �A search or a ��A search� we are referring to

the global search using all data between � and ��A and � and ���A� respectively�

except the ��' that has been set aside for computing free function values� Second�

the RMSD associated with a point or produced by a point is the RMSD between the

target structure and model after it has been repositioned with respect to " and t

speci�ed by that point�

Finally� we call a global search successful if after optimization a minimum is

found that has an associated RMSD within ����A of the optimal RMSD� In addition�

it is successful only if this RMSD is associated with a minimum that is either the

lowest valued minimum or the lowest valued minimum after other minima are ruled

out� A local minimum is ruled out if the associated minimizer produces either a

relatively high free value or bad crystallographic packing� Therefore� a minimizer

that produces a repositioned model that has an RMSD that is within ����A of the

optimal RMSD is considered a solution� while all other minimizers are considered to

be non�solutions� However� given rigid�body re�nement and sophisticated techniques

for re�ning preliminary electron density� a minimizer with an associated RMSD that

is within� for example� �A of the optimal RMSD may also allow the protein structure

to be determined� Thus� such a minimizer would be considered a solution in the usual

sense�

����� Results for problems with good models

In this section� the results for test problems with good models are presented� For

example� for test problem MBW� the model is exact� as this problem was one of the

�rst MR problems resolved� However� we present the results for these test problems

because experience was gained in determining the appropriate high�resolution cut�o


of the data set that is used to compute the surrogate function�
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In addition� test problems MBW and �HEL are also included because all low�

resolution intensities have been measured for these problems� Typically� X�ray crys�

tallographers do not measure all low�resolution intensities and also exclude some of

the low�resolution intensities measured because these intensities are in�uenced by

the crystal�s solvent or liquid content� Therefore� the solvent�s e
ect on such low�

resolution intensities should be simulated when the model�s low�resolution intensities

are calculated� However� often researchers choose to exclude these intensities rather

than simulate the e
ect of the solvent� As a result� using test problems MBW

and �HEL� we aim to discover if using all low�resolution data� including very�low�

resolution data� will actually have a negative e
ect on the accuracy of the new MR

strategy� In fact� there are advantages to using low�resolution data� For example�

Glykos and Kokkinidis state that a �low resolution cut�o
 � � � introduces series

termination errors and further complicates the �objective� function landscape making

the identi�cation of the global minimum more di�cult� ����

Finally� these test problems assess the viability of our approach� If the new ap�

proach had failed on these problems for which the models are quite good� if not

exact� then the new approach would be severely challenged when only poor models

were available� However� our approach did very well on these problems�

Test problem �AKI

Problem �AKI was taken from an article by Glykos and Kokkinidis� who used this

problem to demonstrate that their �n�dimensional approach� which simultaneously

positions all n molecules in the asymmetric� can have reasonable run times ���� ���

The data are the observed intensities deposited with the coordinates of a chicken�egg�

white lysozyme �PDB ID �AKI�� This test problem is the most realistic problem in

this set of test problems� using a model that has some inherent errors� The model

is quail lysozyme �PDB ID IHL�� reported to have an optimal RMSD of ���A from

�AKI ���� ��� however� it does not state what set of atoms were used to compute

this RMSD� In fact� when analyzing the results� the best RMSD computed between
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the C� backbones of IHL and �AKI was �����A� Finally� there is one molecule in the

asymmetric unit� so this is a �D MR problem�

The ��A global search using ��C�Io� Ic� was a success� However� the ���A global
search was not successful� The total run time of the ��A search and local optimization

was � hours and � minutes� In comparison� �the total CPU time �for Qs� was ���

minutes� with the four solutions of successful runs appearing after ��� ��� �� and ��

min�� ���� using about ��' of the data in resolution range �� to ��A� however� one of

the �ve minimizations did not �nd a solution�

During the ��A search� the points that produced the ����� lowest function values

were identi�ed to be used as starting points for local optimization� Of these points�

the closest grid point to a global minimum was the ���th lowest valued point� This

point had the lowest associated RMSD of ����A� If the model is good� then the

closeness of a point to a global minimum is indicated by its associated RMSD� The

lower the RMSD� the closer the point is to a global minimum� The �rst half of Table

�� shows the four grid points with the lowest associated RMSDs�

Next� all ����� starting points were used to perform multi�start local optimization

of a more accurate objective function that was computed from data between � and

��A� Consequently� the starting points with the four best RMSDs converged to local

minima with associated RMSDs of �����A� or in other words� these points converged

to solutions of this MR problem� Furthermore� when the resulting ����� local minima

were ranked in ascending order according to their function values� the minima with

associated RMSDs of �����A were at the top of the list� where they are expected to

be and where they can be easily found�

For example� as shown in Table ��� point )��� converges to the local minimum

denoted as )���� that has the very lowest function value� and the starting function

value of ���� �when data between � and ��A are used to evaluate the function�

decreases to ����� In other words� the correlation between the observed and calculated

data increases from ���� to ����� implying that the data are uncorrelated to begin with
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Figure ���	 Local optimization results from an ��A global search for �AKI� Bar charts
indicating function values and RMSDs before �light gray� and after optimization �dark
gray�� The contrast in function value between the �rst four points and the �fth is an
accurate indicator that the remaining minima are not solutions�

and then� correlated after optimization� Recall that the best possible correlation is ��

and if the correlation is �� then the two data sets are identical except for multiplication

by a scalar�

In general� the table shows that the lowest function values of a low�frequency

surrogate function are not precise predictors of the grid points proximity to a global

minimum but are accurate enough to provide quality starting points� As shown�

the closest point to a global minimum may be anywhere in the list of the �����

points identi�ed by a global search� In this case� the closest points are those that

produce the ���th� ���th� ���th and the ���th lowest function values� Clearly� these

starting points have the lowest associated RMSDs� but not the lowest function values�

Therefore� a coarse global search alone is not su�cient to solve this MR problem�

unless the researcher is willing to examine at least ��� possible MR solutions�

The leftmost bar chart in Figure ��� shows the function values of the starting

points �the heights of the light gray bars� that converge to the �� lowest valued

minima and the function values of the �� minima �the heights of the dark gray bars��

In addition� the right most bar chart in Figure ��� shows the corresponding RMSDs�
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Table ��	 Results for �AKI� The top part of the table lists those starting grid points
identi�ed during an ��A global search that converged to the minima that have the six
lowest function values� The middle portion of the table shows the corresponding
function values of the starting points when data between � and � �A are used to
evaluate the objective function� The last portion the table shows the minima ranked
in ascending order according to function value� The RMSDs in the last portion of the
table show that the lowest valued minima are solutions� The RMSDs of the solutions
are bold faced along with their corresponding function values�

starting point f�v� rank ��C�Io� Ic�� �� � ��A free f�v� RMSD in �A

��� ��� �������� ������� ����

��� ��� ������� ������� ����

��� ��� �������� ������� ����

��� ��� �������� �������� ����

��� ��� �������� ������� �����

��� ��� �������� �������� ������

��C�Io� Ic�� �� � ��A
��� ��� ������� ��������

��� ��� �������� �������� same

��� � �������� �������� as

��� ��� ������� �������� above

��� ��� �������� ��������

��� �� �������� ��������

local minimum ��C�Io� Ic�� �� � ��A
���� � �������� ����� �����

����  �������� ������� �����

���� � �������� ������ �����

���� � �������� ������ �����

���� � ������� ������� ����

���� � �������� �������� ������
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For example� the RMSD associated with the lowest minimum is �����A �the height of

the dark gray bar�� while the RMSD associated with the starting point that converged

to this minimum was ����A �the height of the light gray bar��

In addition� a white bar in the right most bar chart indicates that the RMSD

actually increased as a result of optimization by the height of the white bar� The

height of the corresponding light gray bar is not depicted� The height of such a light

gray bar is just the height of dark gray bar minus the height of the white bar� Most

importantly� an increase in RMSD has not been observed when a starting point is

close to a solution� that is� the starting point has a corresponding RMSD close to the

optimal one�

Global search accuracy

In general� the reason that the grid points with the lowest associated RMSDs are

not at the top of the list of starting points output by SOMoRe is not only because

the surrogate function is not as accurate as its high�frequency counterpart� but also

because the grid search is a coarse sampling of the variable space� In order for a point

to have a very low function value� it must lie quite close to a minimum� Obviously�

no sampling can guarantee that points will lie very close to a minimum�

Therefore� extensive local optimization is required� This test problem and those to

follow demonstrate the necessity of local optimization to improve the function value

of a starting point that is close to a global minimum and thereby increase contrast

between the function values� In this way� MR solutions can be easily found at the top

of the list and easily distinguished from non�solutions� In fact� an accurate ranking

of the best points found during optimization is essential because a researcher is not

likely to look at the crystallographic packing of the model that results from the ��

lowest valued points� much less the lowest ��� or ���

Test problem �MBW

The second test problem of this set is MBW� The model protein for this problem

is sperm whale myoglobin� including the heme atoms �PDB ID MBW�� The data
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are the experimentally observed magnitudes that were measured from a crystal of

the same sperm whale myoglobin� which also crystallized in the same space group

as MBW� that is� space group P�� In addition� the data set contains all the lowest

resolution intensities that are typically blocked out by a standard beam stop because

a smaller� specially designed beam stop was used� Furthermore� because both crystals

have the same symmetry� and the proteins have exactly the same amino acid sequence�

the crystallized protein� which was used to measure the data set� is assumed to have

the same position in the unit cell as MBW� Thus� the optimal RMSD is estimated

to be ����A� In fact� the best RMSD computed was �����A� implying that crystallized

protein does indeed have basically the same position and orientation in the unit cell as

MBW� �The unrotated and untranslated model is not a solution to this MR problem

because SOMoRe moves the center of mass of the model to the origin and rotates the

model in order to minimize the size of the fast Fourier transform grid��

Finally� there is one protein in the asymmetric unit and six symmetry mates in

the unit cell� In addition� the choice of origin in the direction of the basis vector

c is arbitrary� As a result� the Cheshire�group unit cell is just a � b� that is� the

translation search must only search the txty�plane for �tx� ty� � ��� ������ ��� Therefore�
the dimension of this MR problem is �D not �D� and the run time for solving this

problem is signi�cantly reduced by searching only the Cheshire�group unit cell�

��A search for �MBW

Overall� both the ��A and ���A global searches were successful� and in the case of

��A search� the surrogate function was quite accurate� The lowest function value is

produced by a grid point that is quite close to a solution� This grid point has an

associated RMSD of �����A� In total� �� grid points have associated RMSDs between

���� and ����A� but as expected� these grid points do not produce the �� lowest

surrogate function values�

These lowest RMSDs were subsequently decreased by local optimization� During

optimization using ��C�jF oj� jF cj� and data between � and ��A� �� out of the ��
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Table ���	 The �rst half of the table lists two points from ��A global search that
converge to the minima with the lowest and the ��th lowest function values� The
second half of the table lists the relevant local minima ranked in increasing order
with respect to function value� showing the jump in function value that delimits MR
solutions from the rest of the local optima�

starting point f�v� rank ��C�Io� Ic�� � � ��A free f�v� RMSD in �A

� � �������� ������ ����

��� ��� �������� ������� ����

� � �������� ������ �����

local minimum ��C�jF oj� jF cj�� � � ��A

�� � ������	� ������� �����
���

���

���� �� �������� �������� �����

�� �� �������� ������� ������

starting points� as well as point )�� with an associated RMSD of ����A� converged to

local minima with associated RMSDs of �����A� Most importantly� these local minima

have not only the lowest RMSDs� but also the lowest function values� Therefore� they

are ranked at the top of the list output by SOMoRe�

Table ��� summarizes these optimization results� listing the relevant information

for the two points that converge to the two local minima that produce an upper

and lower bound on the set of �� lowest function values� In addition� the point that

converges to the local minimum that has the ��th lowest function value is also listed

so that the contrast between the function values of solutions and non�solutions can

be seen� The second half of the table lists the functions values in ascending order�

showing the jump in function value that delineates MR solutions from the rest of

the local minima� Table ��� does not list function values between the lowest value

��������� and the ��th lowest value ��������� because these values vary only in �fth
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Figure ��	 Local optimization results from an ��A global search for MBW� Function
values before �light gray� and after optimization �dark gray� and RMSDs before �light
gray� and after optimization �dark gray��

~-
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decimal place�

The optimization results are also presented in Figure ��� which shows the function

values of the starting points �the heights of the light gray bars� and the function

values of the minima �the heights the dark gray bars�� Because the model is exact�

the contrast or jump in function value between the �� lowest function values and

the ��th is signi�cant� In addition� the free function values of the �� lowest valued

minima are also low� while the other free value is not� as shown in Table ���� Without

any knowledge of the RMSDs� the local minima clearly have the two characteristics

of solutions	 �i� signi�cant contrast with the other function values and �ii� low free

function values�

Symmetry related solutions for test problem �MBW

Of course this MR problem does not have �� solutions� The �� starting points

have converged to the six symmetry related solutions� There are six molecules in the

unit cell� therefore� six valid solutions to the MR problem� In fact� the angles of the

�� local minima are within �� of each other� and the translations are within ��A of

each other when placed in one of six groups of minima�

All symmetry mates were found� even though the range of the translation variables

was restricted to the Cheshire�group unit cell during the global search� Therefore�

the range of rotation variables could have been restricted to the asymmetric unit

of rotation space for space group P�� When Eulerian or Lattman angles are used�

crystallographic symmetry produces symmetry in the objective function with respect

to the rotation variables ���� ���� As a result� only the asymmetric unit of rotation

space� which has been de�ned for every space group by Rao et al� ����� needs to be

sampled�

However� we do not restrict the range of the Lattman angles� because� in general�

the asymmetric unit of rotation space and the Cheshire�group unit cell ���� should not

be used to simultaneously restrict the range of the MR variables when coarse global

searches are performed� For example� when both were used for test problem �HEL� a
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MR solution could not be found� In general� it appears that using the Cheshire cell

with the standard range of the Lattman angles reduces run time more than using the

asymmetric unit for Lattman angles with the full range of the translation variables�

Therefore� the Cheshire unit cell has been used to reduce the range of the MR variables

for all of the test problems presented�

Finally� these optimization results were obtained using ��C�jF oj� jF cj�� Similar
optimization results are obtained� if ��C�Io� Ic� is used instead of ��C�jF oj� jF cj��
However� the lowest associated RMSDs are ���� not �����A� a small di
erence given

that the average distance between two bonded Carbon atoms in a protein is approxi�

mately ����A ����� but a di
erence all the same� In fact� this experiment supports the

claims of Glykos and Kokkinidis� who believe that C�jF oj� jF cj� is a more accurate
objective function than C�Io� Ic� ���� A comparison of the accuracy of C�Io� Ic� and

C�jF oj� jF cj� is presented in section �����

���A search for �MBW

A di
erence in the accuracy between C�jF oj� jF cj� and C�Io� Ic� was also demon�
strated by the ���A search for MBW� The ���A search using ��C�Io� Ic� did not �nd
a solution to the MR problem� The best RMSD out of the ����� RMSDs computed

was �����A �produced by point )��� After optimization using ��C�Io� Ic� and data
between� and ��A� this RMSD barely improved� converging to a local minimum with

an associated RMSD of �����A�

However� the ���A search using C�jF oj� jF cj� does identify starting points that
enable MR solutions to be found� After optimization using ��C�jF oj� jF cj�� MR
solutions can be easily separated from non�solutions by the contrast in function values

that is shown in Figure ���� The corresponding RMSDs are shown in the bottom bar

chart� Most importantly� these results demonstrate that ���A global searches� which

are even faster than ��A searches� can be used to solve MR problems�

Of course� we have just shown that C�Io� Ic� is quite accurate when data between

� and ��A was used� Therefore� when both an ��A and ���A search are performed�
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Figure ���	 Local optimization results from a ���A global search for MBW� Function
values before �light gray� and after optimization �dark gray�� depicting the contrast
in function value between the ��th and ��th minima� The corresponding RMSDs
before �light gray� and after optimization �dark gray�� showing that the lowest valued
minima are solutions�
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using C�Io� Ic� or C�jF oj� jF cj� is not a critical choice for resolving this MR problem�
which is encouraging� Given an exact model� choosing between the correlation of the

intensities or the magnitudes of the structure factors should not be critical�

Test problem �HEL

The data for problem �HEL was collected from a crystal of lysozyme with space

group P���� using a special beam stop that allowed all low�resolution intensities

to be measured� The model chosen was another lysozyme determined from a crystal

with the same symmetry �PDB ID �HEL�� Therefore� this model is quite accurate�

In addition� because the model consists of all non�hydrogen atoms� the model is also

complete�

Again� the new strategy was very successful� An ��A search using C�Io� Ic� iden�

ti�ed �� starting points that converged to four out of the eight symmetry related

solutions� As always� local optimization was performed using data between � and

��A� The RMSDs associated with the lowest valued minima were �����A� And again�

as for test problem MBW� the jump in function value can be used to accurately

separate the local minima that are solutions from those that are not� In fact� the

jump was also large ������ as it was for MBW� However� the bar charts are not

presented because they are very similar to those presented for MBW�

In general� given the symmetry operators of P���� two symmetry related solu�

tions will have z coordinates such that z � ��� ���� In this case� for z � �� As a

result� there were starting points that were close to the symmetry related solutions

with z � � and z � ��� Consequently� four symmetry related solutions rather than

just two were found�

In contrast� the ���A search was only successful when C�jF oj� jF cj� was used� When
C�Io� Ic� was used� the best RMSD computed for the ��� starting points was �����A�

Therefore� none of the starting points were close enough to a MR solution to converge

to it using local optimization� However� the ���A search using C�jF oj� jF cj� successfully
identi�ed � starting points that converged to two of the eight symmetry related
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solutions� In fact� the RMSDs associated with the lowest valued minima were �����A�

In addition� the jump in function value that accurately discriminates solutions from

non�solutions was large� ���� Overall� the new strategy was successful for this test

problem�

Summary of test problems �AKI� �MBW and �HEL

Using this set of test problems� �rst� we have demonstrated that a global search

using data between � and � or � and ���A can identify starting points that will

converge to MR solutions� Second� we have shown that ��A appears to be a safe limit

for the high�resolution cut�o
� given the current step lengths in the MR variables�

Third� we have shown that optimization is essential to the new approach� For these

test problems� local optimization has produced lists of points with MR solutions at

the top of the lists�

In addition� there appears to be a di
erence in accuracy between C�Io� Ic� and

C�jF oj� jF cj�� When low�resolution data are used� C�jF oj� jF cj� appears to be more
accurate than C�Io� Ic�� as shown by test problems MBW and �HEL� In addition�

when high�resolution data are used� C�jF oj� jF cj� appears to be only slightly more
accurate than C�Io� Ic�� However� if the model is good� then using either C�jF oj� jF cj�
or C�Io� Ic� for the ��A global search should not prevent the MR problem from being

solved�

Overall� the outcomes of these experiments are typical of the experiments to follow�

In general� only those starting points close to a MR solution will converge to it during

local optimization� that is� typically only starting points with associated RMSDs of

about � to �A away from the optimal RMSD� Furthermore� there is no telling where

the grid points that are closest to MR solutions will occur in the list of the M lowest

valued points� The closest grid points could be anywhere among the ����� or so

points listed� However� local optimization using the starting points identi�ed by a

coarse global search provides an extremely e�cient means of solving a MR problem�

The other option� local searches of the high�resolution function about these starting
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points� would be more costly� Fortunately� the global searches performed so far have

been accurate enough that such local searches have not been necessary�

For the remaining test problems� a ranking of the surrogate function values that

are associated with the lowest RMSDs are not reported� Basically� these rankings

only serve to demonstrate that the closest grid points can occur anywhere in the list

of the lowest valued grid points� In this respect� this information is very similar from

problem to problem� Furthermore� local optimization results are not in�uenced by

this ranking� Of course� we do report the �nal ranking of the minima because this

ranking� which is output by SOMoRe� will be used by a researcher to identify MR

solutions�

����� Results for di�cult problems

These test problems are problems that either could not be solved using traditional

MR software or the solution to the problem was not immediately obvious using such

software� In contrast� SOMoRe was able to easily identify solutions in each case�

However� for test problem �CGN� the solutions are not as obvious as in the earlier

test cases� but they are identi�able if free values and packing checks are used�

Test problem �CGN

Problem �CGN was taken from an article by Kissinger et al�� who used this prob�

lem to demonstrate the superiority of their �D approach over two traditional ap�

proaches ����� The data are the observed intensities deposited with the coordinates of

cytochrome c� from the bacteria Alcaligenes denitri�cans� PDB ID �CGN� The pro�

tein crystallized in space group P�� with one molecule in the asymmetric unit and

twelve in the unit cell� Therefore� the problem is a �D problem with high�symmetry�

which often causes problems for traditional approaches� The model is polyalanine

part of cytochrome c� from the bacteria Rhodospirillum molischianum� speci�cally

amino acids � through �� plus the heme group �PDB ID CCY�� This model was

one of the models used in the original structure determination�
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Baker et al� originally determined two cytochrome c� structures� �CGN and

�CGO� but not without a great deal of work� The rotation function of MR pro�

gram ALMN ����� produced �no convincing� solution ��� In addition� X�PLOR with

Patterson�correlation re�nement also failed� Subsequently� rotation searches using

AMoRe were performed using four models and two di
erent resolution ranges� �� to

��A and �� to ��� �A� and then some of best rotations found were used to �x the orien�

tation of the model during translation searches with the �expectation �being� that the

correct solution would appear in most� if not all� of the experiments� and that it would

be identi�ed by its consistency� even if it was not necessarily the top solution in each

case� ��� However� this too proved to be unsuccessful� In the end� Baker et al� did

solve the problem using AMoRe but doing so also required �the anomalous scattering

signal from the single Fe atom in each structure� together with density modi�cation

methods� the availability of two isomorphous data sets� and knowledge of the likely

dimeric structure� ��� which therefore includes a lot of supplemental information�

In contrast� using packing checks and free values� the solution is easily identi�

�able with either an ��A or ���A global search� followed by optimization� However�

before discussing these results� the RMSD calculation used for this problem must be

described�

RMSD calculation for �CGN

The optimal RMSD between CCY and �CGN is somewhat higher in comparison

to the other optimal RMSDs quoted so far because the structures CCY and �CGN

di
er substantially in the three loop regions that connect the four helices� Baker et al�

report that the optimal RMSD between CCY and �CGO is �����A when only �� C�

atoms of the four helices are used and ����A when the �� heme atoms are also included

��� If the code SEQUOIA ���� is used to compute the optimal RMSD between the ���

amino acids it �nds to be equivalent� then the RMSD is ����A� thereby demonstrating

the substantial di
erence between the model and target structure in the loop regions�

In this respect� the model is poor�
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Table ���	 RMSDs for test problem �CGN are computed by comparing acids between
CCY and �CGN as indicated� excluding the three loop regions�

�CGN � 
 �� �� 
 �� �� 
 �� ��� 
 �� heme

CCY � 
 �� �� 
 �� �� 
 �� ��� 
 � heme

Then in a subsequent paper� they state that the RMSD between the C� backbones

of �CGO and �CGN is �����A ���� Therefore� the optimal RMSD between CCY and

�CGN should be roughly ����A� if only the atoms in the helices and the heme are

used to calculate the RMSD�

The RMSDs presented for this test problem are calculated similarly� using �� of

the C� atoms plus the heme atoms� paired as shown in Table ���� Baker et al� do not

specify the �� C� atoms they used to compute the optimal RMSD cited� The best

RMSD calculated for a local minimum was �����A� Thus� this minimum is a solution�

��A search for �CGN

For this problem choosing C�jF oj� jF cj� over C�Io� Ic� determines whether the
problem will be solved when an ��A global search is used� C�Io� Ic� is surprisingly

inaccurate� The best RMSD among those calculated for the ����� lowest valued grid

points was about ��A� In fact� the best RMSD calculated from the grid points with

the lowest ������ function values was approximately ����A� not close enough to a

solution to converge to it using local optimization�

Consequently another ��A search was performed using ��C�jF oj� jF cj�� the same
objective function used by Kissinger et al� to resolve this problem ����� The re�

sults were substantially better� Clearly� this is another example demonstrating that

C�jF oj� jF cj� can be more accurate than C�Io� Ic� at low�resolution�
However� for this problem� there are some starting points that upon optimization

converge to local minimizers that produce very low function values� despite the fact

that these minimizers actually result in bad crystallographic packing� In fact� the
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Figure ���	 Function values before �light gray� and after optimization �dark gray� of
��A global search results for �CGN�

best function value after optimization is not a solution� However� the solution can

be easily found by �rst� examining the free function values and then� the distance

violations from the packing checks for the lowest valued minima�

Figure ��� shows the function values of the �� lowest valued local minima� The

corresponding free function values are shown in the top bar chart of Figure ���� In

this chart� sixteen minima have low free values� The local minima with relatively

high free values should be ruled out�

Then� if the distance violations of these sixteen minima are taken into consider�

ation� every minima except two can be ruled out� as the middle bar chart in Figure

��� shows� The other minima produce inter�penetration of the symmetry mates that

was detected by the packing check� which used a distance threshold of �A� In fact�

the last two minima that remain are solutions� The corresponding RMSDs are both

�����A� as shown in the bottom bar chart� The RMSDs associated with the starting

points that converged to these minima are ��� and ����A�

To see the signi�cance of these distance violations� two inter�penetrating symme�

try mates� which have fourteen distance violations� are shown in Figure ���� These

symmetry mates correspond to the second distance violation bar in Figure ���� which
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Figure ���	 Free function values� distance violations� and RMSDs from optimization
of ��A search results for �CGN� showing that the MR solution can be found if only
minima with low free values and no distance violations are considered�
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Figure ���	 Two inter�penetrated symmetry mates of the oriented and positioned
model CCY� Given a distance threshold of �A between the C� atoms of each sym�
metry mate� there are fourteen distance violations or inter�atomic distances smaller
than the threshold� The atom pairs that have inter�atomic distances smaller than the
threshold are indicated by the large dots�

is associated with the fourth lowest valued minima� A picture of these symmetry

mates is shown rather than the mates associated with the third minimum because

the symmetry relationship between those mates is more di�cult to observe as they

are very inter�penetrated�

Finally� the e
ect of keeping track of more points during a global search is quite

small� The global search that reported the top ������ lowest function values took ���

days� while the search that reported ��� took ���� days� a di
erence of ��� minutes�

not much in comparison to the total run time�

���A search for �CGN

In contrast� a ���A search using ��C�Io� Ic� was successful� Recall that not even
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Figure ���	 Function values before �light gray� and after optimization �dark gray� of
���A global search results for �CGN�

������ of the lowest function values of the ��A search� using the same objective func�

tion� enabled the MR problem to be solved� In fact� the ���A search using ��C�Io� Ic�
is more accurate than the ��A search using ��C�jF oj� jF cj� because there are only two
minima that produce lower function values than the minima that are solutions�

However� the bar chart of the lowest �� function values is similar to the corre�

sponding ��A results� In addition� the protocol for �nding the solutions is exactly the

same� First� identify the points with low free values� There are thirteen� as shown

in the top bar chart of Figure ���� Then use the distance violations� shown in the

middle bar chart� to eliminate minimizers that produce bad crystallographic packing

of the model� Then� as before� only the minima that are solutions remain� which have

associated RMSDs of ���� and �����A� as shown in the last bar chart in Figure ����

Test problem �B
Q

Two experiments are performed for test problem �B�Q� both experiments origi�

nally appearing in an article on Qs ���� In the article� two di
erent models were used

to solve the problem� a very good model that resulted in the problem being solved

by traditional methods� and a partial model� too inaccurate to allow X�PLOR and
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Figure ���	 Free function values� distance violations� and RMSDs from optimization
of ���A search results for �CGN� again showing that the MR solution can be found if
only minima with low free values and no distance violations are considered�
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AMoRe to solve the MR problem ����� In this section� the MR results using the very

good model are discussed� The MR results using the partial model are reported in

section ��� because when the partial model is used� the MR problem can be posed

as a �D MR problem� and since SOMoRe performs a �D global search� additional

issues arise�

In addition� this MR problem� irrespective of the model chosen� should be more

di�cult for traditional approaches to solve than �D approaches because the assump�

tion that the cross�vectors and self�vectors of the Patterson function are �topologically

separate� is false ���� For a review of the Patterson functions� see Chapter �� Be�

cause the protein consists of alpha helices� the protein has an oblong shape� resulting

in long self�vectors� In addition� the crystal contains relatively little solvent� only ��'�

Therefore� the proteins are tightly packed in the crystal� in other words� very close

to each other� so there will be short cross�vectors� Therefore� the standard trick of

traditional approaches to choose an appropriate volume of integration to include only

self�vectors and exclude cross�vectors will not work� When the volume of integration

is chosen� the volume will invariably contain some short cross�vectors�

For the �D problem� the data and accurate model were both kindly supplied

to us by Nicholas Glykos ����� neither are available from the PDB� However� the

target structure� which is a ���helical bundle� is available �PDB ID �B�Q�� Because

�B�Q crystallized in space group C� with one protein in the asymmetric unit� if

a complete model of �B�Q is used� then the problem is �D�

Furthermore� the search model is an �essentially perfect� polyalanine model of the

two helices that was re�ned through a simulated annealing procedure� described in

detail in ����� In fact� the optimal RMSD between this model and �B�Q is reported

to be less than ���A ���� However� Glykos and Kokkinidis report that even though

the �search model is exceptionally accurate and the data of high quality� conven�

tional methods �program MOLREP� could not identify the correct solution during

the default run� ����
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In contrast� SOMoRe e�ciently �nds a solution to this MR problem� using either

an ��A or ���A search� In total� the run time for the ��A global search and local

optimization� using data between � and ��A and ��C�jF oj� jF cj�� was �� minutes�
while the corresponding run time for the ���A search and optimization was � minutes�

These run times are much shorter than any of the run times reported so far because

the unit cell of the crystal is much smaller than the unit cells of the earlier test

problems� The molecules are tightly packed� and there are only four molecules in

the unit cell� Therefore� the number of translation grid points are much fewer as

compared to the other test problems�

The leftmost bar chart of Figure ��� shows the function values of the lowest valued

minima found by local optimization of the ��� starting points identi�ed by the ��A

global search� The leftmost bar chart of Figure ���� shows the thirty lowest valued

minima found by local optimization of the ��� starting points identi�ed by the ���A

global search� The function values of the starting points that converged to these

minima are also depicted� The rightmost bar charts of Figure ��� and Figure ����

show the corresponding RMSDs of these minima and starting points� As a result�

one can see that again there is a jump in the correlation coe�cient distinguishing

non�solutions from solutions� that is� those minima with associated RMSDs within

�����A of the optimal RMSD of ���A� The lowest RMSDs in Figure ��� are about

�����A� while the lowest RMSDs in Figure ���� are about �����A�

In addition� the minima resulting from the ��A global search represent two symme�

try related solutions� while the minima resulting from the ���A global search represent

only one solution� As a result� this experiment also indicates that the coarseness of

the ���A grid search may sometimes be too coarse to �nd all solutions that exist in

the functional landscape� However� one solution is all that is needed�
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Figure ���	 Function values and RMSDs before �light gray� and after optimization
�dark gray� of the ��A global search results for �B�Q�
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Figure ����	 Function values and RMSDs before �light gray� and after optimization
�dark gray� of the ���A global search results for �B�Q�
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����� Results for a problem using increasingly incomplete

models

Test problem �RHN is de�ned in an article that introduces the new �D evolutionary

MR program EPMR ����� This problem is also used in a subsequent article on EPMR

����� This test problem was chosen because it is designed to determine how much of

the model protein can be removed without preventing the MR problem from being

solved� In the �rst article� EPMR is compared to the traditional approaches X�PLOR

and AMoRe� Therefore using the results published in ���� ���� SOMoRe can be easily

compared to these traditional approaches� as well as� EPMR� �In the second article�

the relationship between increased model truncation and decreased search e�ciency

of EPMR is discussed�� Overall� the results from this test problem corroborate our

hypothesis that �D approaches should be able to solve MR problems using models

that are less complete than those required by traditional approaches�

For this MR problem� the model is the polyalanine part of a rabbit histidine�triad

nuclear binding protein �PDB ID �RHN�� The coordinates were determined from a

crystal with space group symmetry P���� The data are the experimentally observed

structure factor magnitudes deposited with the coordinates of the same protein �PDB

ID �RHN�� except that these coordinates were determined from a crystal with di
erent

space group symmetry� namely space group P���� In addition� the optimal RMSD

between the polyalanine parts of �RHN and �RHN is cited as �����A ����� Finally�

both �RHN and �RHN have ��� amino acids �which we mention because the �rst

article incorrectly states that there are ��� amino acids��

In both articles� two models are truncated	 �RHN and only the polyalanine part

of �RHN� To more rigorously test SOMoRe� we use the truncated polyalanine models�

The complete polyalanine model of ��� atoms contains only ��' of the total number

of atoms in �RHN� In the �rst article� amino acids are truncated either by �ve or

six amino acids at a time from the C�terminus end of an initial model containing

only ��� amino acids ����� As a result� an approximate upper bound was determined
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for the maximum amount of model truncations that EPMR� X�PLOR� and AMoRe

could tolerate and still �nd a MR solution� Then in the second article� amino acids

were removed from the model one at a time until EPMR could not �nd a solution�

that is� the highest correlation coe�cient obtained after ��� searches by EPMR did

not correspond to a solution� As a result� a precise upper bound on the maximum

amount of model truncation was determined for EPMR for this problem�

To make a fair comparison between SOMoRe� EPMR� X�PLOR� and AMoRe�

SOMoRe was similarly tested� ��A and ���A global searches� followed by optimization�

were run using models that are also truncated by �ve or six amino acids at a time until

SOMoRe failed� speci�cally models containing	 ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

��� �� and �� amino acids or residues� Then� because the ��A search was successful

using the polyalanine model containing �� residues� while unsuccessful using model

containing �� residues and because the least complete model that EPMR could use

to solve the MR problem contained �� residues� the model containing �� residues was

truncated one residue at a time until SOMoRe failed�

For the ��A and ���A global searches� ��C�jF oj� jF cj� was used because Kissinger
et al� also used this correlation coe�cient� However� all low�resolution data up to

��A� that is� all data between ����� and ��A was used for the local optimization� while

Kissinger et al� used data between �� and ��A� Data between �� and ��A could have

be used for the local optimization� but we used all low resolution data to further test

the hypothesis that low�resolution data does not necessarily negatively a
ect MR�

contrary to some researchers belief�

Overall� these experiments and the results from both articles demonstrate that

SOMoRe can solve this MR problem using a more incomplete model than those

models required by X�PLOR� AMoRe� and EPMR� The least complete model that

allowed EPMR to succeed contained �� residues ����� while the least complete model

that allowed X�PLOR and AMoRe to solve the problem contained approximately

� and �� residues respectively ����� In comparison� SOMoRe �nds a solution to
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Table ���	 The maximum amount of model truncation tolerated by the MR ap�
proaches where the model is the polyalanine part of �RHN� which has ��� amino
acids�

No� of amino acids in the truncation of the

MR code least complete model poly�Ala model ���� aa�

SOMoRe � ��'

EPMR �� �'

X�PLOR � � � ��'
AMoRe � �� � �'

the MR problem using a model containing only � residues� that is� when ��' of

the total number of non�hydrogen atoms of �RHN are removed� The number of

residues for X�PLOR and AMoRe are approximate because they were derived from

���� that states	 the polyalanine models for X�PLOR and AMoRe could be truncated

by approximately ��' and ��' respectively ����� Assuming that ���' of the model

is the �rst ��� residues of �RHN� then the models could be truncated by � residues

for X�PLOR and �� for AMoRe� which matches the �gure presented by Kissinger et

al� that summarizes their results ����� Table ��� summarizes these results�

Furthermore� according to the second article� if the search model has been trun�

cated by ��'� that is� if approximately �� residues are removed and only �� are left

in the polyalanine model� then the search e�ciency for EPMR is approximately �'

�only � out of ��� runs were successful� ����� EPMR will not always �nd the solu�

tion to a MR problem the �rst time it is run because it is a stochastic approach� In

contrast� SOMoRe�s search e�ciency using the �� amino acid model is ���' because

our approach is deterministic not stochastic�

With the comparison of the methods complete� the speci�cs of the global searches

and the e
ects of model truncation on both ��C�jF oj� jF cj� and the free values are
now presented� For each successful ��A search� many points converged to the same
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Figure ����	 The bar charts shows the lowest function value found� and the jumps
in ��C�jF oj� jF cj� and the free function values between solutions and non�solutions
after optimization of the ��A search results�

two symmetry related solutions� In fact� the function values of these minima agree

to two decimal places� On average� the total run time� including optimization of the

����� points obtained from the ��A search� took about � hours�

Overall� as the model is truncated� there is a linear decrease in the contrast �or

jump in function value� between function values associated with solutions and non�

solutions� and a linear decrease in function value of the lowest valued minimum re�

ported by SOMoRe� as shown in Figure ����� However� interestingly the jump in

free values does not decrease linearly as the model is truncated� also shown in Figure

����� This independent behavior of the free values is because they are computed

from only ��' of the data in the resolution range� while the standard function val�

ues are computed from ��' of the data� However� this behavior is not detrimental�

On the contrary� as we see here� the free values clearly di
erentiate solutions from

non�solutions� while the standard function value do not do as strikingly�

In addition� model truncation has a similar e
ect on the associated RMSDs� To

demonstrate that the lowest valued minima are solutions� the RMSDs associated with

-D 
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Figure ���	 RMSDs associated with the best function value found after optimization
of the ��A search results�

these minima are displayed in Figure ���� In fact� the RMSDs displayed for the �rst

seven models are very close to the optimal RMSD of �����A� However� for the last

six most incomplete models considered� there appears to be a linear increase in the

RMSDs associated with the lowest function value� disregarding the best RMSDS for

the models containing �� and �� residues� In general� as the model is truncated

a decrease in the accuracy of the local optimization is to be expected because the

calculated data becomes less accurate� However� interestingly this inaccuracy does

not become substantial until more than ��' of the polyalanine part of �RHN or �'

of the complete model has been truncated�

Overall� for the good models� the large jumps in correlation and free values clearly

indicate that the lowest valued points are solutions� On the other hand� for the less

complete models for which the jump is much smaller� free function values play a

larger role in delineating solutions from non�solutions� Most importantly� for this test

problem� despite the varying amounts of model truncation� the best function value

after optimization corresponds to a solution� Therefore� the researcher need only
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Figure ����	 The bar charts for the results from the successful ���A searches using
truncated models for problem �RHN�

investigate the lowest valued minimum to �nd a solution to this MR problem�

���A search for 
RHN

In contrast� the ���A searches were successful only for models with ���� ��� �� and

�� residues� The results for the successful searches are shown in Figure ���� and are

very similar to their ��A counterparts� Thus� if the model represents a small portion

of the target structure� it may be more advantageous to use an ��A global search� On

average� a ���A search and local optimization of ����� points took � hours�

��� Summary

Our new strategy was successful on every test problem� Table ��� lists the optimal

RMSD and the RMSDs computed from the lowest valued minima� or in the case of

�CGN� the lowest valued minimum after other minima were ruled out using packing

checks and free values� In fact� these results demonstrate that this new �D multi�

start global optimization strategy can extend the applicability of MR methods because

---
-
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Table ���	 The Best RMSDs computed for each test problem� showing that the new
strategy successfully solved each problem� For test problem �RHN� the best RMSD
computed when the least complete model was used was �����A�

problem name% best RMSD optimal

PDB ID computed RMSD

�AKI ���� ��

MBW ���� ���

�HEL ���� ���

�CGN ���� ���

�B�Q ���� ��

�RHN ��� ������ ���

SOMoRe has solved MR problems that traditional MR codes could not�

Our strategy was able to successfully and straightforwardly solve test problems

�CGN and �B�Q� two problems that could not be solved directly by traditional

codes� Recall that �CGN could not be solved by X�PLOR� but was eventually solved

by AMoRe using a great deal of extra information� including anomalous scattering

and two isomorphous data sets ��� In fact� �AMoRe� which is commonly recognized

as the best in the �eld� ���� could not solve the problem in a straightforward way�

However� the problem is easily solved by SOMoRe using automated packing checks

and free function values� Similarly� SOMoRe directly solves test problem �B�Q� which

the traditional code MOLREP ��� could not solve� despite the fact that a very good

model was available� For this problem� the existence of short cross�vectors violates

the assumption of traditional methods that the cross�vectors can be excluded by an

appropriate volume of integration ����

Moreover� our method solved a problem using a less complete model than the

�D method EPMR and the two traditional codes X�PLOR and AMoRe� SOMoRe

solved the problem using a model with two fewer amino acids than the model required
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by EPMR� As mentioned� EPMR is a stochastic approach typically used to optimize

high�resolution objective functions with many local minimizers� EPMR was unable to

�nd a solution to the problem using this model� However� our deterministic approach

was able to identify good starting points� allowing the problem to be solved� Even

though our approach is geared toward using all low�resolution intensities� clearly it

does work well even if some of the lowest resolution data are missing�

Run times

The run times for our method are very reasonable given that these are �D searches�

as shown in Table ���� All experiments were run at Rice University on a ���MHZ

R���� processor of an SGI Origin��� machine� which has �� Gigabytes of RAM

and sixteen processors� but only one processor was used at a time except for test

problem �CGN� However� for �CGN the run time for each processor is counted in the

run time reported� The run times for �RHN are the average of all run times� Recall

a global search was performed for each model used�

In Table ���� an asterisk beside a problem name indicates that the ���A search

did not succeed� Furthermore� we mention that the ���A searches for �RHN were

successful only for the four most complete models�

In general� run time is a function of the resolution range� the number of symmetry

operators� and the size of the unit cell� Given a set of proteins that are roughly the

same size and crystals with the same liquid content� the more symmetry mates in

the unit cell� the larger the unit cell� and the longer the run time because the step

lengths in the angular variables and translational variables are inversely related to

the average of the lengths of the unit cell basis vectors� In addition� the larger the

unit cell� the smaller the spacing of the di
raction pattern and the more data in a

given resolution range�

Finally� to show the e�ciency of our approach over a simple �D �ne grid search� we

estimate the run time for a �D �ne search of an objective function that is computed

using data between � and � �A� Recall from Chapter � that run time will be only
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Table ���	 Global search and optimization run times for each test problem�

)%sym� )% data )% function search opt� time

ops� ����A ��� evaluations time M ����A
�AKI � ��� ���� �������� ���� hrs� ����� �� min�

MBW � �� ���� ��������� ����� hrs� ��� �� min�

�HEL � ��� ���� ��������� ���� hrs� ��� �� min�

�CGN � �� ���� ���������� ���� days ����� ���� hrs�

�B�Q � � ���� ��������� ��� hrs� ��� � min�

�RHN � ��� ��� �������� ����� hrs� ����� ���� hrs�

�����A
�AKI� �� ����� �������� � min� ����� �� min�

MBW ��� ���� ��������� ���� hrs� ��� �� min�

�HEL �� ���� ������� ���� hrs� ��� �� min�

�CGN �� ���� ���������� ���� days ����� ��� hrs�

�B�Q �� ���� ��������� �� min� ��� �� min�

�RHN �� ���� ��������� ���� hrs� ����� ���� hrs�
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linearly dependent on the number of re�ections and� of course� linearly dependent on

the number of grid points� Thus� to compute the estimated run time� we determine

f�� the number of grid points that would be in such a �ne search� using the step sizes

de�ned in Chapter �� and we determine d�� the number of intensities in the resolution

range � to ��A� �We run SOMoRe to get this information and then kill the run��

Then� for each problem� we compute

factor �
f�
f�
� d�
d�
�

where f� is the number of grid points in the ��A global search and d� is the number

of intensities between � and ��A� Finally� we multiply the run time for the ��A search

by this scalar� called factor�

This estimation of the run time is accurate� For example� if we use this factor to

determine the run time of the ��A search for test problem �AKI from the ���A search

run time� then the estimated run time is ���� hours� Thus� the estimated run time

accurately matches the true run time of ���� hours�

Table ��� shows the estimated run times� Obviously� �D grid searches are still out

of reach for most problems� unless a massively parallelized search is performed� In

particular� note that on a single processor the �D �ne grid search for test problem

�CGN would take about �� years�
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Table ���	 Estimated run times for �ne �D global searches of objective functions
computed using all data between � and ��A�

)% data )% function est� search

����A ��� evaluations factor time �days�

�AKI ���� ���� ������������� ���� ��

MBW ��� ���� ���������� ��� ��

�HEL ��� ���� ����������� ����� ��

�CGN �� ��� �������������� ���� �����

�B�Q ��� ���� ������������� ����� 

�RHN ���� ���� ������������� ����� ���



Chapter 	

Additional Issues and Future Work

This chapter contains the MR results for a �D problem and some discussions of

topics not covered in detail in Chapters � and �� First� the �D MR results are pre�

sented� Second� two topics related to the correlation coe�cient are presented	 �i� a

summary of the di
erence in accuracy between C�jF oj� jF cj� and C�Io� Ic� based on
the results in Chapter �� and �ii� a preliminary investigation into whether h jF c�u�jk i
and h jF ojk i should be subtracted from jF c�u�jk and jF ojk when the correlation coe��
cient is computed� Next� we discuss the accuracy of the translation component of the

lowest valued local minima from the unsuccessful ��A global search for test problem

�CGN� and �nally� we present a list of suggested future work�

	�� Twelve
dimensional problems

As discussed in Chapter �� the MR problem is a �n�dimensional problem� where n is

the number of molecules in the asymmetric unit� Sometimes more than one molecule

will crystallize in the asymmetric unit� and each molecule in the asymmetric unit

should be independently positioned by MR� Since most MR codes are not designed

to solve a �n�dimensional optimization problem� with the exception of Qs ���� ���

so�called sequential searches must be used�

��
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Several MR packages suggest using sequential searches to �nd the orientation and

position of each molecule in the asymmetric unit� Sequential searches can be per�

formed by �D codes� for example� EPMR ����� and by traditional codes� for example�

AMoRe ���� and COMO ����� Similarly� SOMoRe can also be used to perform se�

quential searches� followed either by �D or �D optimization� To show that a �D

problem can be solved using SOMoRe� we now revisit test problem �B�Q� described

in section �����

����� Test problem �B�Q using model �RPO

Test problem �B�Q originally appeared in an article on Qs� in which two di
erent

models were considered ���� In this section� we consider the MR problem� where the

model represents only half of the target structure� We considered the other model in

section �����

Glykos and Kokkinidis �rst attempted to solve the structure of �B�Q� using this

model� but both the traditional approaches X�PLOR and AMoRe failed to solve the

MR problem� as described in ����� The model is the polyalanine part of �RPO�pdb

�PDB ID �RPO�� including amino acids � through �� a single alpha helix� and as

in section ����� the target structure is a ���helical bundle �PDB ID �B�Q�� In fact�

the optimal RMSDs between the search model and the helices of the �B�Q are cited

as ��� and ����A ���� The data set used is also the same data set used in section �����

kindly supplied to us by Nicholas Glykos �����

Although �B�Q crystallized in space group C� with one protein in the asym�

metric unit� the MR problem can be posed as a �D problem rather than a �D one

because �RPO represents only half of �B�Q� The structure of �B�Q is highly sym�

metric� composed of two very similar ��helices connected by four amino acids� As a

result� if the model is a single helix� then the model can be mapped onto either the

�rst or the second helix of �B�Q� With six variables needed to identify the orientation

of each helix of �B�Q� the MR problem can be posed as a �D problem to identify
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the orientations of both the helices� using the same model for each helix� �Currently�

the implementation of SOMoRe does not allow for two di
erent model proteins��

����� ��D MR results using �RPO

We solve this �D problem using the following four steps� where the �rst two steps

are just the standard implementation of the �D strategy� and the last two steps are

sequential searches and �D local optimization�

�i� Perform a �D global search� using data between � and ��A�

�ii� Perform �D optimization� using data between � and ��A� where the starting

points are the M lowest valued points found during the �D global search� Let

the best N local minimizers be denoted as u�i � R� for i � �� � � � � N � and order

them such that

C�w�u�i �� w
o� � C�w�u�i���� w

o� for i � �� � � � � N � ��

�iii� Perform N sequential �D global searches� using data between � and ��A� Let

these searches be denoted as Si� for i � �� � � � � N � For each sequential search�
Si� �x the orientation and position of one of the helices according to the local
minimizer u�i � Let the M lowest valued points identi�ed during search Si be
denoted as vi�j � R� for j � �� � � � �M �

�iv� Perform N sets of �D local optimization using data between � and ��A� where

the starting points are pi�j � �u
�
i � vi�j� � R�� for i � �� � � � � N and j � �� � � � �M �

Order the �D local minimizers� p�i�j� according to their function values	

C�w�p�i�j�� w
o� � C�w�p�i�j���� w

o� for �xed i and j � �� � � � �M � ��

If these steps are performed using M � �� ���� N � �� C�jF oj� jF cj� for step �ii��
and C�Io� Ic� for steps �i�� �iii�� and �iv�� then the lowest valued �D minimum is a
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MR solution� The lowest valued �D minimum results from sequential search S� and

corresponds to two orientation and translation pairs that produce RMSDs of �����A

and �����A between the C� backbones of two positioned copies of the model and the

�rst and second helices of �B�Q� respectively� These RMSDs were computed� using

the atomic pairings ��a� and �a� shown in Table ���� which lists seven possible ways

of pairing the amino acids in �RPO with those in �B�Q for computing an RMSD�

Figure ��� shows the model repositioned according to this �D minimum� As shown�

the mapping of the copies of the model onto �B�Q is quite good�

Table �� shows that all the function values of the lowest valued minima for

searches Si� i � �� � � � �� and the lowest RMSD computed for each minimum� The

column labeled ��rst RMSD� lists the RMSD that results from the �rst orientation

and translation pair of the �D local minima� Recall� the �rst half of the �D start�

ing points corresponds to the orientation and translation of the model that was �xed

during the sequential search� The column labeled �second RMSD� lists the RMSDs

produced by the orientation and translation speci�ed by the second half of the �D

minimum that positioned the second copy of the model� For each of the local mini�

mizers� p�i�j� seven RMSDs were computed using the atomic pairings shown in Table

���� and the smallest is listed in Table ���

Table ���	 Table showing the atomic pairings used to compute the RMSDs for test
problem �B�Q using model �RPO�

Atomic Pairing amino acids of �RPO amino acids of �B�Q

�a � 
 �  
 �

�b � 
 � � 
 �

�wd � 
 � � 
 

a � 
 � �� 
 ��

b � 
 � �� 
 ��

wd � 
 � �� 
 ��
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Figure ���	 Two copies of the model �RPO positioned according to the lowest val�
ued minimum and the protein �B�Q �the connected helices�� showing the accurate
mapping produced by the new strategy�
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Table ��	 Table showing the lowest valued minima from each of the nine sequential
searches� indicating that the two overall lowest valued minima are MR solutions�

sequential �rst atomic second atomic free

search RMSD pairing RMSD pairing ��C�Io� Ic� value

S� ���� a ���� �wd ������ �������

S� ��� �wd ��� b ������� ������

S� ���� �a ��� a ������� �������

S	 ���� �a ��� a ������� �������

S� ���� �a ���� a ������� ������

S� ���
 �a ���� a ������� ���
���

S
 ���� wd ���� �a ������ �������

S� ���� �b ��� a ������ �������

S� ���� �a ���� a ������� �		�		�

It would be ideal to present results where the choice of the objective function is

the same for each step� However� the approach outlined above is our �rst attempt

at solving this problem� and these choices for the objective functions produce the

best results so far� Although these results represent only a preliminary study� they

nevertheless demonstrate that SOMoRe can solve a �D MR problem�

We mention that this MR problem is a di�cult one because the model can be

mapped onto �B�Q in many ways such that the �t between the two is su�ciently

good� yet not quite the best possible ���� In fact� these good mappings are only

partially represented by the the atomic pairings listed in Table ���� For example� if

the model is oriented such that the direction of the helical twist is in the opposite

direction of the twist of �B�Q� then such an orientation will still produce a low

function value as long as the helices are nearly on top of each other� this case� is

represented by ��wd� and �wd�� where �wd� stands for wrong direction� In addition�

there is not much contrast in function value among the lowest valued �D minima�
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as shown in Table ���� and the free values do not help to identify possible solutions�

as similarly remarked on by Glykos and Kokkinidis ����

In addition� the position of the model that was �xed during the sequential search

typically did not improve much during �D optimization� Compare the RMSDs in

the column labeled �First RMSD� in Table �� to the RMSDs listed for u�i in Table

���� Therefore� perhaps �D optimization could replace the �D optimization used in

step �iv��

Table ���	 Table showing the RMSDs associated with the �D minima used to �x
the orientation and position of �RPO during the sequential searches� indicating that
the sixth and ninth lowest valued minima produce the most accurate mappings of the
model onto �B�Q� The minima are ordered according to function value�

�D minima RMSD atomic pairing ��C�jF oj� jF cj� free value

u�� ���� a �������� �������

u�� ��� �wd �������� ��������

u�� ���� �a ������� ��������

u�	 ���� �a �������� ��������

u�� ���� �a �������� ������

u�� ���
 �a �������� �������

u�
 ���� b ������� �������

u�� ���� �b �������� ��������

u�� ��
 �a ������� �������

	�� Correlation coe�cient

During this research two issues arose with respect to the correlation coe�cient	 �i�

the discrepancy in accuracy between C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj� when low�resolution
data are used� and �ii� whether the means of the observed and calculated intensities
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or magnitudes of the structure factors should be subtracted� Consequently� in this

section� we review the unsuccessful optimization attempts discussed in Chapter � and

present a mathematical argument to explain why the di
erence in accuracy is more

pronounced when low�resolution data are used� In addition� we present some results

for the correlation coe�cient when the means are not subtracted�

����� Intensities verses magnitudes

When low�frequency data are used� the correlation coe�cient computed from inten�

sities may be less accurate than the correlation coe�cient computed from the magni�

tudes of the structure factors� The di
erence in the accuracy between C�Io� Ic� and

C�jF oj� jF cj� is best seen by analyzing the unsuccessful local optimization attempts
and by examining the closeness of the starting points to the MR solutions� Basically� if

the global search does not provide starting points close enough to a global minimum�

then local optimization will not �nd a global minimum� Table ��� lists the lowest

RMSDs associated with the grid points found during the coarse global searches for

each test problem� The high�resolution cut�o
 of the data set used by the surrogate

function is given in column labeled �GS rhigh�� In the table� the lower the RMSD� the

closer the starting point is to a global minimum�

As a result� one can see why none of the global minima were found for test prob�

lems MBW and �HEL when C�Io� Ic� was used as the surrogate function for the ���A

global search� when C�Io� Ic� was used as the surrogate function for the ��A global

for �CGN� or when either C�Io� Ic� or C�jF oj� jF cj� were used as the surrogate func�
tions for the ���A searches for �AKI� as mentioned in Chapter �� In these cases� the

closest starting points were not close enough to a global minimum� as indicated by

their high RMSDs� We have observed that if a starting point has an RMSD within

approximately � to �A of the optimal RMSD� then the starting point will converge to

a global minimum� The optimal RMSDs are also listed in Table ���� In summary� for

problems MBW� �HEL� and �CGN� C�Io� Ic� was not as accurate as C�jF oj� jF cj�
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Table ���	 A comparison of the accuracy of C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj� when low�
resolution data are used� The high�resolution cut�o
 of the global search is given in
the second column�

test GS lowest RMSD for GS approx� optimal

problem rhigh ��A� C�Io� Ic� C�jF oj� jF cj� M RMSD

�AKI �� ���� ���� ��� ��

MBW �� ���� ���� ����� ���

�HEL �� ��� ���� ����� ���

�CGN � ��� ��� ����� ����

�B�Q �� ��� ��� ����� ��

�RHN �� ���� ���� ����� ���

when low�resolution data was used�

Local Optimization results

We now examine the local optimization results obtained using the starting points

provided by the global searches mentioned above� These results clearly demonstrate

that if the starting points are not close enough to a global minimum� then the iterates

will not converge to it� Some of these results are mentioned in Chapter ��

Both C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj� were used to optimize the same sets of starting
points so that the accuracy of the higher�frequency functions could also be compared�

and both C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj� were evaluated using data between � and ��A�

Table ��� lists either the RMSD of the lowest valued local minimum or the lowest

RMSD when the lowest valued local minimum was not a MR solution� The table

shows that as more data are used� the di
erence in accuracy between C�jF oj� jF cj�
and C�Io� Ic� diminishes� This is nicely demonstrated by the successful optimization

results in the last two columns of the table� Recall optimization is successful if the

lowest valued local minimum has an associated RMSD that is within �����A of the
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Table ���	 Local optimization results using starting points found during global
searches using either C�Io� Ic� ��rst two columns� or C�jF oj� jF cj� �last two columns��
Either the RMSD is associated with the lowest valued minimum or when the lowest
valued minimum was not a MR solution� it is the lowest RMSD overall� an asterisk�
�$�� indicates that the RMSD is the lowest overall�

RMSDs of best minima RMSDs of best minima

test GS from GS using C�Io� Ic� from GS using C�jF oj� jF cj�
problem rhigh ��A� C�Io� Ic� C�jF oj� jF cj� C�Io� Ic� C�jF oj� jF cj�
�AKI �� ��� ��� ����� ���

MBW �� ����� ����� ��� ���

�HEL �� ����� ���� ��� ���

�CGN � ����� ����� ����� ����

�B�Q �� ��� ��� ��� ���

�RHN �� ��� ��� ��� ���

optimal one� For example� for test problem �HEL� when C�Io� Ic� was used� the

lowest valued minimum had an associated RMSD of �����A� but for C�jF oj� jF cj� the
lowest valued minimum had an associated RMSD of �����A�

Table ��� lists very similar information� The table provides the RMSDs for the low�

est valued minima resulting from local optimization using C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj�
where the starting points were determined from the other global searches discussed

in Chapter �� Again� C�jF oj� jF cj� is not always more accurate than C�Io� Ic� when
local optimization is performed using high�resolution data�

In the case of �CGN� as mentioned in Chapter �� packing checks are required to

rule out minimizers that produce low function values but also bad crystallographic

packing of the model� In addition� for test problem �RHN� the RMSDs listed are

those RMSDs associated with the local minima found when the model containing

only � amino acids was used� the least complete model that SOMoRe could use to
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solve the MR problem�

Table ���	 Review of the local optimization results discussed in Chapter �� including
the results for local optimization using both C�Io� Ic� and C�jF oj� jF cj��

test GS RMSDs of lowest valued minima GS

problem rhigh ��A� C�Io� Ic� C�jF oj� jF cj� function

�AKI � ���� ���� C�Io� Ic�

MBW � ��� ��� C�Io� Ic�

�HEL � ��� ��� C�Io� Ic�

�CGN �� ��� ���� C�Io� Ic�

�B�Q � ��� ��� C�Io� Ic�

�RHN � ��� ��� C�jF oj� jF cj�

In summary� we have observed that C�jF oj� jF cj� appears to be more accurate than
C�Io� Ic� when low�resolution data are used� but not necessarily when high�resolution

data are used� We provide an explanation below�

jFhj a Point�wise weighting of Ih according to error
In general� observed intensities should count in proportion to the errors associated

with their measurements� As described in Chapter � an intensity Ioh results from X�

rays striking a detector� As a result� Ioh is measured in units of photons per second�

Thus� the error in Ioh can be approximated by a Poisson distribution because the

detector is counting the number of photons that strike it during a time interval�

If the experiment is repeated again and again� then the error in each measured

intensity can be estimated by the standard deviation of all measured intensities oc�

curring at h� Let this standard deviation be denoted as ��Ioh�� For the Poisson

distribution� � �
p
�� where � is the mean number of times that the given event of

interest occurs� in this case� the mean number of photons that strike the detector� over

all experiments performed ����� Therefore� ��Ioh� �
p
Ioh because I

o
h represents the
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number of photons that strike the detector� Similarly� when discussing the error asso�

ciated with a measured intensity� Jensen and Stout note that during the measurement

of N counts� the random error is approximately
p
N ���� p� �����

If each observed intensity is weighted by its estimated error� then the point�wise

weighting scheme is wh � ����Ioh�� and the weighted observed intensity is whI
o
h �

Ioh�
p
Ioh � jF o

hj� Such an appropriate weighting scheme transforms Ioh to F o
h� This is

one possible justi�cation for using the magnitudes of the structure factors rather than

intensities� However� there are always exceptions to the rule� for example� when high�

resolution data are used� C�jF oj� jF cj� is not always more accurate than C�Io� Ic�� as
shown in Table ����

Explanation of the resolution dependence of the di�erence in accuracy

When the above weighting scheme is applied� the innermost intensities will be

weighted less because these inner�most� low�resolution intensities are the brightest�

In addition� if the e
ects of the crystal�s solvent on low�resolution intensities are not

modeled� then often times these calculated low�resolution intensities are the most

inaccurate� Therefore� using jFhj essentially applies less weight to the least accurate
data in comparison to using Ih� As a result� the e
ects of such a weighting will

be more apparent when predominantly low�frequency data are used� However� as

more and more data are used� the inaccuracies of the inner�most intensities become

insigni�cant in comparison to the sheer number of high�resolution intensities� which

are more accurate� Therefore� C�Io� Ic� is likely to be less accurate than C�jF oj� jF cj�
when primarily low�resolution intensities are used� while the accuracy will improve as

more and more data are used�

����� Subtraction of h Io i and h Ic i

The correlation coe�cient� de�ned in Chapter �� is

C�w�u�� wo� �
w�u�Two

kw�u� kkwo k � coshw�u�� w
o i�
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where the calculated and observed structure factors or intensities can be either

wm�u� � jF c�u�jk � h jF c�u�jk i� and wo
m � jF ojk � h jF ojk i� �����

respectively� or

w�u� � jF c�u�jk� and wo � jF ojk� ����

respectively� where u is the vector of MR variables� If the MR problem is a zero

residual problem� then subtracting the means will not change the global minimizers�

However� if the angle between jF c�u�jk and jF ojk is somewhat large� then subtract�
ing the means may change the function such that if u� is a global maximizer of

C�w�u�� wo�� then u� may not necessarily be a global maximizer of C�wm�u�� w
o
m��

There is no proof of such an undesirable e
ect� however� there is also no proof oth�

erwise� In addition� when computing the least squares function� there is no apparent

motivation for subtracting the means h jF c�u�jk i and h jF ojk i�
Some preliminary experiments were performed for test problems �AKI and �CGN�

using both sets of variables	 ����� and ����� For test problem �AKI� local optimization

was performed using data between � and ��A and C�w�u�� wo� for k � �� where the

starting points were provided by the ��A global search using C�wm�u�� w
o
m� for k � �

Then we compared these results to those local optimization results presented in Chap�

ter � that were obtained using C�wm�u�� w
o
m� for k � �� When C�w�u�� wo� is used

for local optimization� the three lowest valued minima had slightly lower associated

RMSDs �������� ������� and ������� in comparison to the RMSDs computed when

C�wm�u�� w
o
m� was used ��������� �������� and ��������� However� the di
erence in

the function values is more signi�cant� The lowest valued minima of ��C�w�u�� wo�

had approximate function values of ���� in comparison to �� for �� C�wm�u�� w
o
m��

Therefore� the cosine of the angle between the vectors grew from ����� to �������

For test problem �CGN� the accuracy of C�wm�u�� w
o
m� and C�w�u�� w

o� are com�

pared by performing global searches followed by local optimization� For both func�

tions� a ���A global search was performed using the correlation coe�cient computed
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from the observed and calculated structure factor magnitudes� Local multi�start op�

timization was performed using the same objective functions� When the local minima

were ranked according to function value� the lowest valued minimum of ��C�w�u�� wo�

was a solution� while the second lowest valued minimum of �� C�wm�u�� w
o
m� was a

solution� Of course� the lowest valued minimum ��C�wm�u�� w
o
m� can be eliminated

from consideration by a packing check� Therefore� these results indicate that there

may be an advantage to using C�w�u�� wo�� However� these results are not conclusive�

	�� Accuracy of the translations indicated when

low
resolution data are used

When a solution to test problem �CGN could not be found by a coarse ��A global

search using C�Io� Ic�� we analyzed the accuracy of the orientation and translation

components of the starting points identi�ed by the search� The analysis indicates that

when low�resolution data are used� some of the lowest valued points contained quite

accurate translations� but the corresponding orientations may be quite inaccurate�

These results agree with the results of Urzhumtsev and Podjarny� who advocate the

use of the lowest resolution data for the translation search so that inaccuracies of

the orientation found during a rotation search will not prevent the MR problem from

being solved by traditional approaches �����

Since the ���A search was successful for �CGN� approximate MR solutions were

known� Using these solutions� we evaluated the accuracy of the orientation and

translation components of the ����� lowest valued grid points identi�ed by the ��A

global search� For test problem �CGN� there are twelve symmetry operators� Thus�

twelve correct orientations of the model� and twenty�four triplets of Eulerian angles

that correspond to these orientations because !���� ��� ��� � !���  ������ ��  ���

Let "�j � ��j�� �
j
�� �

j
�� be these triplets� where j � �� � � � � �� Similarly� for each

symmetry operator there are twelve translations� However� because a shift in origin
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in the direction of c is consistent with the space group symmetry operators� there

are � possible translation solutions� Let t�l � �t
l
x� t

l
y� t

l
z� be these translations� where

l � �� � � � � ��

The angles reported by the global search are compared to the angular solutions

by computing

di � min� k"�j � "ik�� for j � �� � � � � �� �����

for each "i� where "i is the angular component of the ith lowest valued grid point�

Similarly� translations are compared to the translation solutions by computing

dti � min� kt�l � tik�� for l � �� � � � � �� �����

for each ti� where ti is the translation component of the ith lowest valued grid point�

Then for convenience we re�index dti so that d
t
i � dti��� and then using the same re�

indexing� we index di so that the translation and orientation components of a given

point remain associated with each other�

Figure �� shows the � lowest values of dti computed for the lowest valued points

pi � �"i� ti� for i � �� � � � � �� ��� and the values of d

i associated with d

t
i � Clearly� the

most accurate translation components of the lowest valued grid points are quite accu�

rate� but the orientation components are not nearly so accurate� For example� for the

most accurate translation� the angular components were o
 by ��������������������

producing d� � ������ while the translation was o
 by only ������A������A�����A��

For every orientation except the �rst two� at least one angle is o
 by more than ����

As a result� if the new strategy proposed does not succeed� then these results

suggest an additional avenue to pursue	 rotation searches where the translation of

the model remains �xed� To do so� �rst choose a set of unique translations associated

with the lowest valued points identi�ed by the global search� Typically� this set should

have many fewer translations than the total number of points reported by the global

search� For example� in the case considered� there were only ��� unique translations

represented in the translation components of the points pi�
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Figure ��	 The top bar chart shows that the accuracy of the best translation com�
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Then perform a rotation search for each translation in this set� �xing the posi�

tion of the model according to one of the unique translations identi�ed� During the

rotation search only the orientation of the model is varied� and the run time will be

very fast� For example� a rotation search using data between � and ��A for problem

�CGN takes ���� minutes� while a ���A �D global search takes ���� days�

One might think that using a �D function and low�resolution data� a nearly op�

timal translation of the model could be determined �rst� However� without a good

guess for the orientation of the model this may not work� unless the molecule is

nearly spherical� in which case all orientations of the model will appear similar at

low�resolution because low�resolution data provide only a molecular envelope� for

example� see ��� ���

	�� Future work and additional topics

Finally� the following topics also warrant future investigation	 �i� an a priori pack�

ing check based on approximating the model protein by a sphere� �ii� a more thor�

ough comparison of the accuracy of �D and traditional objective functions when

low�resolution data are used� �iii� rotation searches and their implementation� and

�iv� the e
ect of sum�based scaling on local optimization�

An a priori packing check

The e�ciency of the new method can be improved by intelligently disregarding

regions of the translation space that will produce inter�penetration of the model�s

symmetry mates� One very e�cient way to eliminate regions of the translation space

would be to perform a packing check that is in spirit similar to the �ellipsoidal packing

check� proposed by Rabinovich and Shakked ����� but computationally more simple�

First� determine the radius of the largest sphere that will approximately �t within

the model protein�s outer surface or Van der Waals surface� Next� to determine if

a given translation will result in inter�penetration of symmetry mates� compute all
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the distances between the centers of mass of the symmetry mates� If any of the

distances are smaller than twice the radius of the sphere� then inter�penetration will

occur regardless of the model�s orientation� In addition� the distances should be

computed for the closest symmetry mates� as is done for the packing check described

in section ���� The principal of this spherical packing check is also described by

Andersson� but he proposes to use the limits of the Cheshire cell to determine the

nearest neighbors ����

This spherical packing check will be particularly useful for

�space groups with two�� three�� four�� or sixfold rotation axes �where�
there are wide cylindrical regions in which the centres of the molecules
are not allowed to be located� The radius of this cylinder is equal to the
radius of the molecule� If the molecule is positioned in such a forbidden
region the molecules will inter�penetrate on the rotation axes� ����

Because the loops coded to vary the angles are the innermost loops of the �D grid

search� if the translation is deemed �bad�� then these loops should not be executed�

eliminating a great deal of unnecessary computation� The pseudo code for the grid

search is provided in Appendix E�

Sum�based scaling and optimization

Although� the correlation coe�cient is theoretically scale invariant� sum�based

scaling had a favorable e
ect on local optimization� For example� local optimization

was performed on a starting point that was close to a MR solution for test problem

�AKI� �rst using sum�based scaling to scale the calculated intensities and then using

no scaling whatsoever� Local optimization was performed using all data between �
and ��A� and C�jF oj� jF cj� was used� The starting point had an associated RMSD of
����A�

When no scaling was used� the �nal iterate had an associated RMSD of ����A� and

the norm of the gradient evaluated at the �nal iterate was ����� The third stopping

criterion was met by the �nd iterate� On the other hand� when sum�based scaling

was used� the local minimum had an associated RMSD of �����A� and the norm of the
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gradient was ����� The second stopping criterion was met by the �st iterate�

Similar behavior was also observed for other starting points close to MR solutions

for test problem MBW� Therefore� more investigations into such e
ects of sum�based

scaling is warranted� It is likely that the scaling brings numerical stability to the �nite

di
erence gradient�
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The new software� SOMoRe

To implement the new strategy� a C program called SOMoRe was developed� In this

chapter� we discuss how SOMoRe is related to the MR program Queen of Spades

�Qs� ���� ��� Then� we suggest how SOMoRe should be used to solve MR problems�

based on the results presented in Chapter �� Finally� we present an example input

�le for SOMoRe and discuss some of the basic keywords that should be used in the

input �le�

��� Modication of Qs

SOMoRe was developed by modifying the MR program Queen of Spades �Qs�� which

was developed by Glykos and Kokkinidis ���� ��� Qs is freely available for download�

ing from Nicholas Glykos� web page	

http	%%Origin�imbb�forth�gr	����%#glykos%)Queendist�

In the same spirit� SOMoRe will also be freely available to download from the web�

Basically� all simulated annealing components of Qs were removed and replaced

with the deterministic grid search and multi�start� local optimization described in

Chapter �� We did keep the components of Qs that are responsible for calculating

the FFT of the model protein� calculating the model�s intensities� evaluating the

���
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correlation coe�cient� and reading in the three essential �les	 the input �le containing

keywords and parameters� the �le containing the observed data� and the �le containing

the coordinates of the model protein� In addition� as for Qs� to run SOMoRe the user

will also need to install the FFTW library of functions ���� which is available for

downloading from the web page	 http	%%www�
tw�org�

As mentioned� the output of SOMoRe includes a list of �D points� In addition� a

�le is written that contains the model�s coordinates after they have been repositioned

according to the �D point that produces the lowest function value� Another program

will be available to write the coordinates of the model reoriented and positioned

according to any �D points speci�ed by the user� Other coordinate �les may need to

be written for �D points other than the very lowest valued one� as was the case for

test problem �CGN�

��� Suggested use

Based on the results presented in Chapter �� we recommend that a global search be

performed �rst using all available data from the low resolution limit to ��A� followed

by multi�start local optimization using all data to a high resolution limit of ��A� We

also recommend using the objective function C�jF oj� jF cj�� However� if a MR solution
cannot be found using C�jF oj� jF cj�� then� of course� one should try using C�Io� Ic�
either as the objective function for the global search� local optimization� or both�

If the ��A searches are not successful� a ���A global search followed by multi�start

optimization can also be tried� In addition� if computing time is not estimated to be

prohibitive� then a higher resolution cut�o
 can be used to include more intensities

in the computation of the surrogate function� In the following section� we discuss

the keywords that must be used in the input �le to perform the global search and

multi�start optimization steps�

In addition� if the unit cell of the crystal is large� then the high�resolution cut�o
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of ��A or ���A for the global search may be lowered to say ���A� When the unit cell is

large� the di
raction pattern will have a small spacing� As a result� there will be more

intensities between � and ��A than there will be for a crystal whose unit cell has a

smaller size� Thus� the resolution range of � to ��A may contain higher�frequency

intensities than is needed� and a larger high�resolution cut�o
 may su�ce�

��� Input les

The enclosed text in Figure ��� is an example of an input �le containing keywords that

de�ne parameters used during the global search and local optimization� In this �le�

all keywords except GSEARCH and TOPN are also recognized by Qs and explained

in detail in the manual for Qs� which is also available from Nicholas Glykos� web

page� At some point a similar manual should be available for SOMoRe� The keyword

GSEARCH instructs SOMoRe to perform a global search� while the keyword TOPN

followed by the number ����� instructs SOMoRe to write the ����� lowest valued �D

points along with their associated function values and free functions values to the �le

�GlobalTopN��

Multi�start local optimization

To perform multi�start local optimization� the resolution range should be changed

and the keyword GSEARCH should be replaced by �OPTIMIZE �lename�� where

��lename� is the name of the �le that contains the lowest valued points found during

a global search� Thus� the user can rename the output �le �GlobalTopN�� Renaming

the output �le is especially useful if the user wishes to write a UNIX script �le to run

SOMoRe several times in a row so that several global searches are performed while

the user is away�

The keywords GSEARCH and OPTIMIZE can be used together� However� if the

local optimization immediately follows the global search� then the same resolution

range will be used for both the search and optimization� but as mentioned in section
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CELL ����� ������ ������ ����� ����� �����

MOLECULES �

GROUP ��

MODEL ihl�pdb

DATA r�akisf�hkl

RESOLUTION ����� ���

TARGET CORR��

FREE ����

BULK

GLOBAL B ����

SCMODE sum

INTERPOLATION linear

GSEARCH

TOPN ����

SCALECELL ���

MAXGRIDSPACING ���

Figure ���	 A sample input �le�
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����� it is advantageous to use a more complete data set during local optimization�

Sequential searches

To perform a sequential search the keyword ORIENT is used to �x the orientation

and position of one copy of the model and its symmetry mates� The appropriate

syntax is �ORIENT �� �� �� tx ty tz�� As discussed in section

����� a sequential search is another global search for the optimal orientation and

position of a second copy of the model� Such a search can be used when there is more

than one molecule in the asymmetric unit that needs to be positioned�

��� Scaling and bulk solvent correction

Finally� we suggest that sum�based scaling of the calculated intensities should always

be used rather than either Wilson scaling or no scaling at all� In addition� applying a

bulk solvent correction to the calculated intensities may also be bene�cial� especially

if very low�resolution structure factors are calculated� However� an in depth study on

the e
ect of the bulk solvent correction was not conducted�

Scaling

As discussed in section ���� sum�based or linear scaling has a positive e
ect on the

local optimization method BFGS� In contrast� when no scaling is used� the RMSD

associated with the �nal iterate is typically larger� and the �nal norm of the gradient

is typically quite large� In addition� Wilson scaling should not be used� based on the

results for test problem MBW that were mentioned in Chapter ��

In the input �le in Figure ���� the line �SCMODE sum� speci�es that a linear

scale factor is to be applied to the calculated intensities� The linear scale factor

ensures that the average value of the observed intensities is equal to the average value

of the calculated intensities� Thus� the scale factor is

K �
X
h

jF o
hjk�

X
h

jF c
hjk� �����
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where k � � or � depending on whether magnitudes or intensities are used to compute

the objective function�

Bulk solvent correction

In all the experiments presented in Chapter �� a bulk solvent correction was applied

to the calculated structure factor magnitudes or intensities� The keyword �BULK�

speci�es that jF c
hjk should be multiplied by the exponential factor	

�� kSOL exp

�
BSOL

�d��h���

�

�
� ����

where d��h� is the distance from the origin of reciprocal space to the lattice point h�

The default values for the parameters are kSOL � ����� and BSOL � �����
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Conclusion

The software SOMoRe� which is based on our new strategy� was able to resolve

every test problem in a convincing manner� For each test problem� the lowest valued

minimum was a MR solution after post�processing was performed� Four out of the

six test problems were taken from the MR literature� and three are reported to be

di�cult�

It is well known that traditional methods can be e
ective and cost�e�cient when

an accurate model is available� the symmetry in the crystal is low� and the self and

cross�vectors of the Patterson functions occur in di
erent regions of Patterson space�

However� there exist classes of problems that are exceedingly di�cult for the tradi�

tional approach ��� but can be easily solved using the new approach in this thesis�

From the results presented in this thesis� we conclude that the proposed new strat�

egy will extend the applicability and e�ciency of MR methodology� Our conclusion

is based on the following experimental results	

�� Test problem �CGN is di�cult for traditional approaches not only because

there are twelve symmetry�related molecules in the unit cell� but also because

the model had �low similarity� to the target structure �� ��� especially in the

inter�helix connecting loops�

In fact� the code X�PLOR� which implements the traditional approach� could

���
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not solve this problem� AMoRe could eventually solve the problem� but only

after extra information was used �including anomalous scattering and two iso�

morphous data sets� ��� We note that according to Vagin and Teplyakov the

code AMoRe �is commonly recognized as the best in the �eld� ����

In contrast� SOMoRe resolved this MR problem using the same model without

any of the additional information required by AMoRe�

� Test problem �B�Q is di�cult for traditional approaches because the protein has

low solvent content and an elongated shape ���� As a result� the self�vectors and

cross�vectors of the Patterson function cannot be easily separated by choosing

a volume of integration� The code MOLREP� another implementation of the

traditional approach� could not solve the test problem �B�Q ����

On the other hand� SOMoRe resolved �B�Q without any complication� More�

over� SOMoRe also resolved the related �D problem using a model that did

not allow the MR problem to be solved by either X�PLOR or AMoRe ���� ���

�� Our new strategy solved a MR problem using a less complete model than those

required by X�PLOR� AMoRe� and EPMR �����

Furthermore� when the search model was truncated by ��'� leaving �� amino

acids in the model� then the search e�ciency for EPMR� which is a stochastic

�D approach� was about �' �only � out of ��� search attempts found a MR

solution� �����

In contrast� SOMoRe� which is a deterministic code� found a solution on the

�rst attempt using a less complete model that contained only � amino acids�

New protein structure

We have just used SOMoRe to solve the structure of adenylate kinase from Bacillus

subtitis� This is a new protein structure that has not been previously determined by

any other method� The lowest valued local minimizer was a solution� veri�ed by
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inspection of electron density maps� The protein structure is currently being re�ned

at the atomic level by Mr� Euiyoung Bae at the University of Wisconsin�Madison �to

be published�� who also conducted the X�ray crystallography experiment�

Advantages of the new strategy

In general� a major strength of our new strategy is the novel integration of a

coarse �D search� using a low�frequency surrogate function� and a multi�start local

optimization process� using a high�frequency objective function� The former step

provides promising starting points for the latter step to succeed� as we have shown in

Chapter ��

A key advantage of the coarse �D search is its relatively fast run time and there�

fore� relative low cost in comparison to �D �ne grid searches� The low�frequency

surrogate function has a smooth landscape to allow a fast� coarse grid search� while

still identifying promising points that are su�ciently close to MR solutions� In com�

parison� a �D global search based on a standard high�resolution objective function

requires a uniformly �ne sampling of the variable space and� therefore� a massive

amount of computation� In addition� the low�resolution surrogate function is less ex�

pensive to evaluate than its high�resolution counterpart because fewer observed and

calculated intensities are used�

Unlike traditional methods� our new strategy spends more computational e
ort in

promising areas of the variable space where solutions are likely to occur� Also� unlike

stochastic �D methods� it is deterministic in nature� In addition� our new strategy

is completely parallelizable� We predict that as computing resources improve� more

accurate and robust approaches such as ours will become increasingly more attractive

to the X�ray crystallographic community not only for solving more di�cult problems�

but for general use as well�
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Orthogonalization Matrices

A�� Real space orthogonalization

In a MR method� both fractional and orthogonal coordinates of the model are used�

Therefore� two mappings between these two sets of coordinates are needed� These

mappings are speci�ed by matrices that are known as orthogonalization and de�

orthogonalization matrices�

An orthogonalization matrix A converts fractional coordinates to orthogonal or

Cartesian coordinates so that� for example� the model may be rotated� Fractional

coordinates are expressed with respect to the basis vectors of the crystal	 a� b and c�

Therefore� the columns of A are just the crystal�s basis vectors a�b� and c�

On the other hand� a de�orthogonalization matrix D � A�� converts Cartesian

coordinates to fractional ones� To convert orthogonal or Cartesian coordinates of

an atom� xc� to fractional coordinates� xf � or to de�orthogonalize them one merely

multiplies xc by D � A�� � R��� � The coordinates of the model must be expressed

in terms of fractional coordinates to compute the Fourier transform�

An orthogonalization matrix is de�ned according to a convention that de�nes the

direction of the axes of the orthogonal coordinate system� x� y and z� relative to the

crystallographic basis vectors and reciprocal lattice basis vectors	 a�� b�� and c��

���



���

There are several such conventions� The convention used by SOMoRe� known as the

Brookhaven default� de�nes the x� y� and z axes so that they are parallel to a� c��a�
and c� respectively� As a result� the Brookhaven default orthogonalization matrix is

A �

�
���
a b cos � c cos �

� b sin � c�cos�� cos � cos ��� sin �
� � c sin�

�
���� � �A���

where a � kak� b � kbk� c � kck� � is the angle between b and c� � is the an�

gle between a and c� and � is the angle between a and b� For some examples of

orthogonalization conventions and matrices� see ����� The inverse of A is

D �

�
���
��A�� �A����A��A��� �A��A����A��A��A���� A����A��A����

� ��A�� �A����A��A���

� � ��A��

�
���� � �A��

A�� Reciprocal space orthogonalization

The matrix DT can be used to orthogonalize the fractional coordinates of the recipro�

cal lattice points� As a result� the columns of DT represent one possible choice for a��

b� and c� �expressed in the Cartesian coordinates�� In other words� the �rst column

of DT is a�� the second is b�� and the third is c�� Thus� the distance between the

origin of reciprocal space and the reciprocal lattice point h � Z
� can be computed as

d��h� � kDTh k� �A���



Appendix B

Symmetry Operators

When more than one molecule crystallizes in the unit cell� crystallographic symmetry

operators are used to determine the positions of the other symmetry related molecules�

All symmetry operators can be represented by a matrix and an additive vector which

can be found in the International Tables for Crystallography� Volume A Space�Group

Symmetry �����

For example� consider space group P� or ���� For crystals that have symmetry

de�ned by this space group� there is a six�fold rotation about the z�axis of Carte�

sian space� The symmetry related positions in the unit cell in terms of fractional

coordinates are

��� x� y� z �� *y� x� y� z ��� *x y� *x� z

��� *x� *y� z ��� y� *x y� z ��� x� y� x� z�

where the overbar denotes negative� For example� the symmetry operator that maps

�x� y� z� onto �*y� x� y� z� is

S� �

�
���
� �� �

� �� �

� � �

�
���� and s� � ��� �� ��� �B���

For space group P�� there are no translations in the direction of the basis vectors�

that is� si � ��� �� �� for i � �� � � � � ��

���
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To see that the equivalent fractional coordinates do correspond to a six�fold ro�

tation about the z�axis� the fractional coordinates can be converted to orthogonal

coordinates using the orthogonalization matrix de�ned in Appendix A� When this

is done� the equivalent positions lie on a circle about the z�axis of Cartesian space�

which is parallel to the basis vector c of the crystal�



Appendix C

Laue Conditions

The directions for which scattered X�rays will produce an intensity are speci�ed by

the Laue conditions� If s� � R� is the direction of the incident X�ray� s � R� the

direction of the di
racted X�ray� and S � s� s�� then an intensity is produced if

a � S � h� b � S � k� c � S � l� �C���

where h� k and l are integers� Thus� the intensity that occurs when the Laue conditions

are satis�ed is appropriately labeled by h � �h� k� l� � Z
�� the reciprocal lattice point

where the intensity occurs�

���



Appendix D

Atomic Scattering Factors

The atomic scattering factor of an atom is the amplitude of the scattering of X�rays

by the atom� The atomic scattering factor that is used to compute the structure

factors Fh is a continuous function of d
��h�� the distance from the origin of reciprocal

space to the lattice points h� In this thesis� the scattering factor of the jth atom in

a model protein is denoted as fj�d
��h���

The value of the scattering factor can be approximated by the analytic expression	

fj�d
��h�� � c 

	X
i��

ai exp

�
�bi �d

��h���

�

�
� �D���

where c� ai� bi� for i � �� � � � � � are nine constants speci�c to a particular element�

For example� the nine constants for oxygen are di
erent from the nine constants for

carbon� The constants for the atomic scattering factors of each element are listed in

the International Tables for X�ray Crystallography �����

In general� the amplitude of scattering of an atom falls o
 as the angle of the

di
racted beam increases ���� High angles of di
raction are associated with reciprocal

lattice points that are farther from the origin of reciprocal space� that is� h � Z
� where

the integer components are large� So scattering factors that are used to compute a

structure factor Fh where h is far from the origin of the reciprocal space will be

smaller than the scattering factors for lattice points occurring near the origin�

���



Appendix E

Global Search Pseudo Code

The �rst step of the new strategy is a coarse global search� The global search is

de�ned by a set of grid points that sample the variable space� The grid points are

just pi � �"i� ti�� where "i are Eulerian angles that are used to rotate the reciprocal

lattice� and ti are translations of the model� The sampling of orientation space is in

terms of Lattman angles� and the Lattman angles are converted to Eulerian angles to

rotate the reciprocal lattice for each rotation considered� The sampling of translation

space is de�ned in terms of fractional coordinates� The �D sampling can be achieved

by the six nested loops below�

In general� the angles below are used to rotate the reciprocal lattice points�

thereby simulating a rotation of the model in real space� A rotation of the recip�

rocal space lattice !���� ��� ��� corresponds to a rotation of the model by !
T or

!������������� � !���� ��� ���T �
In the pseudo code to follow� k � � or �� u��� u��� u�� are the upper limits of the

Lattman angles� uz� uy� ux are the upper limits of the translations� and TOOBIG is

at least ���

���



���

Global search pseudo code

for � tz � � � tz � uz � tz � tz ��tz 	

for � ty � � � ty � uy � ty � ty ��ty 	

for � tx � � � tx � uz � tx � tx ��tx 	

for � �� � � � �� � u�� � �� � �� ���� 	

if � j cos����
	j � � 	� then ��� � ���� cos����
	

else ��� � TOOBIG

if � j sin����
	j � � 	� then ��� � ���� sin����
	

else ��� � TOOBIG

for � �� � � � �� � u�� � �� � �� ���� 	

for � �� � � � �� � u�� � �� � �� ���� 	

�� � ��� � ��	�


�� � ��� � ��	�


compute C�jF ojk� jF c���� ��� ��� tx� ty� tz	j
k	

end

end

end

end

end

end



Appendix F

Determining the Closest

Symmetry�mate

Below is the pseudo code to determine the coordinates of the closest symmetry mate�

The �rst step is to compute the center of mass of the symmetry mates� The center

of mass of a molecule can be computed as follows� Let N be the number of atoms

in the molecule� and �xj� yj� zj� be the orthogonal coordinates of the jth atom� Let

x �
�PN

j�� xj
�
�N be the average value of the x coordinates� and let y and z be

de�ned similarly� Then� the center of mass is just

c � �x� y� z� � R
� �

Pseudo code for determining the closest mate

Step �� Compute the centers of mass of symmetry mates i and j�

Step �� De�ne dc � ci � cj�

Step �� Convert dc to fractional coordinates� that is� compute df � Ddc using the

matrix D� de�ned in Appendix A�

Step �� Determine the appropriate translation bt �in fractional coordinates� to apply

to symmetry mate j�

���



��

Step 	� Add bt to the fractional coordinates of symmetry mate j�

Finally� to compute all inter�atomic distances between the two symmetry mates� the

orthogonal coordinates of the two symmetry mates must be used�

The pseudo code for determining the appropriate basis vector translation is below�

Let Mi stand for symmetry mate i and df�k� and bt�k� refer to the kth component of

each vector� In addition� let �oor��� ceil��� and mod�� be the standard �oor� ceiling�

and modulo functions� For example� see ����

Pseudo code for determining the translation

for k � � to �

if df�k� 	 � �Mi is to the right of Mj with respect to the kth basis vector�

bt�k� � �oor�df�k��

if mod�df�k�� ���� 	 ��

bt�k� � bt�k�  �

end

else

bt�k� � ceil�df�k��

if mod�df�k�� ����  ���
bt�k� � bt�k�� �

end

end

end
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